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Abstract

Vector Space Models of Distributional Semantics – or Embeddings – serve as useful sta-
tistical models of word meanings, which can be applied as proxies to learn about human
concepts. One of their main benefits is that not only textual, but a wide range of data
types can be mapped to a space, where they are comparable or can be fused together.

Multi-modal semantics aims to enhance Embeddings with perceptual input, based on
the assumption that the representation of meaning in humans is grounded in sensory
experience. Most multi-modal research focuses on downstream tasks, involving direct
visual input, such as Visual Question Answering. Fewer papers have exploited visual
information for meaning representations when the evaluation tasks involve no direct visual
input, such as semantic similarity. When such research has been undertaken, the results
on the impact of visual information have been often inconsistent, due to the lack of
comparison and the ambiguity of intrinsic evaluation.

Does visual data bolster performance on non-visual tasks? If it does, is this only
because we add more data or does it convey complementary quality information compared
to a higher quantity of text? Can we achieve comparable performance using small-data if
it comes from the right data distribution? Is the modality, the size or the distributional
properties of the data that matters? Evaluating on downstream or similarity-type tasks
is a good start to compare models and data sources. However, if we want to resolve the
ambiguity of intrinsic evaluations and the spurious correlations of downstream results,
creating more transparent and human interpretable models is necessary.

This thesis proposes diverse studies to scrutinize the inner “cognitive models” of Em-
beddings, trained on various data sources and modalities. Our contribution is threefold.
Firstly, we present comprehensive analyses of how various visual and linguistic models be-
have in semantic similarity and brain imaging evaluation tasks. We analyse the e↵ect of
various image sources on the performance of semantic models, as well as the impact of the
quantity of images in visual and multi-modal models. Secondly, we introduce a new type
of modality: a visually structured, text based semantic representation, lying in-between
visual and linguistic modalities. We show that this type of embedding can serve as an
e�cient modality when combined with low resource text data. Thirdly, we propose and
present proof-of-concept studies of a transparent, interpretable semantic space analysis
framework.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The anatomy of human language has long intrigued researchers. In the late twentieth
century, Information Technology introduced new, ever improving computational tools
which opened a wide range of opportunities to perform empirical investigations on the
written and spoken (recorded) realisations of language. This technology gave birth to
new fields such as Computational Linguistics and Natural Language Processing (NLP).
Data driven analysis of language provided another boost to NLP after the deep learning
revolution (or renaissance) in the first half of the 2010s.

The motivations for creating computational models for language are, however, very
much varied across communities. Probably, the most dominant branch of research is
driven by more – what we may call – engineering incentives, and stands by the mission
of creating human level language understanding and generating systems. This area has
become even more prominent since Machine Learning (ML) – and NLP in particular – has
weaved itself into a rapidly developing commercial market. ML and NLP have become
ubiquitous in our everyday lives in domains ranging from criminal justice and public policy
to healthcare and education [Kaur et al., 2020].

The other – less prominent – direction concerns itself with employing technological
tools in order to empirically test research hypotheses about language and cognition or
social phenomena. Here, computational models are rather the means than an end, which
can generate more knowledge using large scale statistical analysis. This area involves sub-
fields which can be labelled as Computational Linguistics or Computational Sociology.

The two approaches can di↵er on the level of applied models as well, which are partially
derived from the purpose of investigation. Applied NLP involves more end-to-end models
trained for tasks which are close to end-user applications, such as Question Answering, or
dialogue systems. More theoretic work often focus on models which are more interpretable
and evaluations which are more intrinsic, such as semantic similarity or predicting concept
representations in the brain. Machine Learning practitioners cannot debug their models
if they do not understand their behaviour [Kaur et al., 2020]. Thus, this type of analytic
research can also serve as an important component of a checks as balances system of
commercial NLP.

The topic of this thesis is related to the aims of the latter area. We concentrate on word
semantic models. Even though words primarily acquire their meaning within context and
use, thinking in concepts and categories is a basic human strategy by which to operate
[Bowker and Star, 2000]. Semantic models of words – and vector space models in particular
– provide a compelling instrument for statistical analysis of concepts, realised in language.
Therefore, investigations on lexical semantics can be useful for other interdisciplinary
research, such as Computational Sociology.

Here, we are concerned with analysing the behaviour as well as the internal “cognitive
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model” of semantic representations with a focus on multi-modal input. Symbol grounding
[Harnad, 1990] or the hypothesis that human semantic representation depends on sensori-
motor experience, has been given much attention in the past decades. Dual coding theory
[Bucci, 1985], the idea in cognitive science that meaning might be represented in the
human brain in multiple modalities has inspired much research in NLP and Computational
Linguistics.

Most multi-modal research focus on engineering type of evaluation tasks (and therefore
models which perform well on them) which involve direct visual input, such as Visual
Question Answering (VQA) [Antol et al., 2015, Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012, Kiros
et al., 2014, Socher et al., 2014, Tsai et al., 2019, Lu et al., 2019, Su et al., 2019, Majumdar
et al., 2020]. They are usually referential type tasks, in which case the usefulness of visual
input is not surprising. Moreover, evaluating solely on downstream tasks is prone to
exhibit spurious correlations.

Unlike most studies, this work investigates visual information’s contribution to se-
mantic meaning representations when the evaluation tasks involve no direct visual input.
Instead of evaluating on referential type tasks like VQA, we are interested in the impact of
visual information in higher level word and concept representations. A minority of papers
have exploited visual information for meaning representations when the evaluation tasks
involve no direct visual input, such as semantic similarity [Bruni et al., 2014, Kiela and
Bottou, 2014, Kiela et al., 2016, Lazaridou et al., 2015, Davis et al., 2019, Lin and Parikh,
2015, Vendrov et al., 2015].

There are three main issues in the literature, which we are addressing in this thesis.

Problems of Intrinsic Analyses As a start, we focus on two types of intrinsic eval-
uation: human judgement based semantic tasks and brain activity prediction. The type
of evaluation the community uses has an e↵ect on the model selection process, hence
the questions we ask will influence the future direction of model development as well.
Working on intrinsic evaluations, such as semantic similarity can positively contribute to
both basic research questions about linguistic phenomena as well as developing higher
quality end-user applications, by recognising potential pitfalls. However, due to the am-
biguous notion of similarity and the low inter-annotator agreement, it is di�cult to draw
robust conclusions on the di↵erences between models based on solely this type of eval-
uation [Batchkarov et al., 2016]. To overcome this problem our first key contribution is
a comprehensive analysis of multi-modal models. We perform large scale evaluations on
di↵erent data sources, model architectures and modalities.

E�ciency of Models and Data Most multi-modal models require huge image and
text training datasets. Our second key contribution is the proposal and analysis of a
new type of hybrid modality based on small, structured data, lying in-between visual and
linguistic modalities.

Lack of Model Transparency A further crucial issue with embeddings (and recent
ML models in general) is that the learnt representations are not interpretable for humans.
Thus, we are prone to overlook spurious correlations, or data and model biases [Kaur
et al., 2020, Hooker, 2021, Bender et al., 2021]. To mitigate this problem, the third main
proposal of this work is a framework of transparent and interpretable analyses of semantic
space representations. Interpretability has gained traction in AI in the past few years not
just for downstream performance but also for AI Safety and Fairness reasons [Barocas
et al., 2019, Bender et al., 2021, Kaur et al., 2020]. We introduce various quantitative
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and qualitative analyses to understand how our models conceptualise the “world”, which
depends on model architecture, data source and modality.

To address the above problems, we propose, and present proof-of-concept studies of a
three-pillar analysis framework of multi-modal embeddings:

1. Black-Box Performance testing – How representations of di↵erent modalities
perform on intrinsic evaluation tasks? We extended previous work with the fol-
lowing:

(a) Comprehensive analysis of models across data sources, machine learning mod-
els and modalities,

(b) New modality based on small data, lying in-between low level visual information
and high level linguistic / symbolic data, and

(c) E�ciency analyses, controlling for data size, data distribution and model size.

2. Transparency testing – Qualitative / Quantitative structural analysis:
How representations of di↵erent modalities di↵er? An analysis of concept structures
captured by modalities.

3. Transparency testing – Independence analysis: An information-theory based
analysis to measure how much representations di↵er?

This thesis was inspired by a series of previous work. They are detailed in Chapter 2
where we introduce the background. To highlight a few influential related work: Kiela
et al. in [Kiela et al., 2014] introduced enlightening analyses of multi-modal embeddings.
They showcased how image dispersion a↵ects multi-modal embedding performance, and
how word concreteness is a relevant factor. Our methodology of structural embedding
analysis was partially inspired by [Minnema and Herbelot, 2019] who used various met-
rics to measure the similarity between a linguistic embedding space and a brain image
embeddings space. Our theoretical semantic embedding framework generalises Katrin
Erk’s definition of distributional models [Erk, 2016]. Our information-theoretical frame-
work and experiments were supported by the work of Zoltán Szabó [Szabó, 2014], who
kindly o↵ered consulting on the theoretical background.

Understanding how machine learning models “understand” concepts is a crucial step
towards managing model and data bias, which impacts billions of users on a daily basis
who interact with AI models on social media platforms, jurisdiction or health care prac-
tices. We hope that our methodology for analysing model conceptualisation will inspire
other researchers to release more interpretable model analyses, therefore contributing to
safer and fairer AI system development.

1.1 Key Contributions

The contributions of this thesis can be summarised in three key points:

I. A comprehensive analysis of multi-modal models – involving visual and lin-
guistic data – across data sources, model architectures and modalities.

II. Introduction and analysis of a new type of modality: a visually structured, text
based semantic representation, lying in-between visual and linguistic modalities.

III. Proposing and presenting proof-of-concept studies of a transparent, interpretable
semantic space analysis framework.
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The course of this research and the design of the experiments were led by the pursuit
for answering the following questions:

1. How does the source of images a↵ect the performance of multi-modal semantic
representations?

2. Does the number of images have an impact on performance?

3. Do previous findings on complementary visual information scale to di↵erent types
and sizes of linguistic corpora?

4. Does visual data bolster performance only because we add more data or does it
convey complementary quality information compared to a higher quantity of text?

(a) Can we achieve comparable performance using small-data if it comes from the
right data distribution?

5. Can we move beyond performance evaluation? Are there any emergent concepts
in embeddings? Can we quantify the di↵erence between the concept structures of
semantic spaces?

6. Can we quantify the di↵erence between semantic spaces, based on the useful infor-
mation they contribute to the meaning representation?

1.2 Thesis Outline

Chapter 2 gives an overview of the background and literature in Distributional Semantics,
Computer Vision and multi-modal semantics, and also introduces our framework of trans-
parency analysis. Details and discussion of the data sources and evaluation methodology
are presented in Chapter 3.

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 involve implementation details and results of experiments, designed
to answer the research questions from Section 1.1. Chapters 4 and 5 implement our first
and second key contributions I. comprehensive analysis of multi-modal models and
II. introduction and analysis of a new type of modality. The experiments focus on
Questions 1, 2 and 3. Section 4.1 addresses Questions 1 and 2, evaluating di↵erent
visual data sources for semantics, in terms of the impact of image quantity and quality.
Section 4.2 introduces a novel structured embedding as a new modality. In Section 4.3
a broader study is presented which, tacking Question 3, aims to perform a wide range
of evaluations across several di↵erent visual, linguistic and multi-modal models. As an
outlook over the application of word embedding initialisations we investigate a textual
entailment task in Section 4.4. Chapter 5 provides a more in-depth investigation of the
e↵ects of data size and frequency distributions in linguistic and multi-modal embeddings
(Questions 4 and 4a).

Finally, in Chapter 6 we implement the third key contribution of this thesis: III. a
transparent, interpretable semantic space analysis. We address Question 5, where we
employ qualitative structural analysis of semantic spaces, and Question 6 by presenting
a method for estimating the information di↵erent modalities add to the linguistic repre-
sentations.

A summary, conclusions and ideas for future directions based on this research are
discussed in Chapter 7. Appendices A, B, C, D, E and F contain extra results, which
were omitted from the main text for space and readability considerations.
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https://github.com/anitavero/embeval
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6
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Chapter 2

Background and Motivation for
Interpretable Multi-Modal Word
Embedding Analysis

In this chapter we place the thesis into the context of previous work. We explain the
motivation for our intrinsic and information-theory based analyses. Furthermore, we
introduce the framework and notation used throughout the thesis.

2.1 What does Word Meaning Mean, and Why
should We Care?

2.1.1 Philosophical Accounts

Traditionally, word semantics has been discussed in the framework of lexical competence.
According to the externalist view, words have an objective meaning known by a “perfect
competent speaker”, however, people are imperfect speakers, hence the di↵erence between
our levels of understandings [Kripke, 1972, Putnam, 1970]. This has been criticised by
many including Chomsky in 2000 [Chomsky et al., 2000]. The most notable criticism
came from the contextualist and pragamatic point of view. Similarly to Wittgenstein
[Wittgenstein, 1953, p. 20], it identifies meaning with use, and highlights the contextual
nature of word meanings [Grice, 1975, Searle, 1985].

To demonstrate the two opposing positions, take the following example sentence:
“There is milk in the fridge”. According to the contextualists: in the context of morning
breakfast it will be considered true if there is a carton of milk in the fridge and false if
there is a patch of milk on a tray in the fridge, whereas in the context of cleaning up
the kitchen truth conditions are reversed [Gasparri and Marconi, 2021]. The externalist
could object by challenging the contextualist’s intuitions about truth conditions. “There
is milk in the fridge”, she could argue, is true if and only if there is a certain amount (a
few molecules will do1). The contextualist’s reply is that, in fact, neither the speaker nor
the interpreter is aware of such alleged literal content if there is even such a thing.

A cognitive approach characterizes Marconi’s [Marconi, 1997] account of lexical se-
mantic competence. In his view, lexical competence has two aspects: an inferential as-
pect, underlying performances such as semantically based inference and the command

1This example was given in [Gasparri and Marconi, 2021], however, we would point out that there is
no such thing as “milk molecules” [Lucey et al., 2017], which supports scepticism towards an extreme
externalist approach.
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of synonymy, hyponymy and other semantic relations; and a referential aspect, which is
in charge of performances such as naming (e.g., calling a horse “horse”) and application
(e.g., answering the question “Are there any spoons in the drawer?”). According to his
theory of individual competence, communication depends both on the uniformity of cog-
nitive interactions with the external world and on communal norms concerning the use of
language, together with speakers’ deferential attitude toward semantic authorities.

Recanati [Recanati, 2004] has extended the contextualised view with including the
history of a word’s meaning. He says a word has a “semantic potential” defined as the
collection of past uses of a word between source situations (i.e., the circumstances in which
a speaker has used a word) and target situations (i.e., candidate occasions of application
of the word).

2.1.2 (Cognitive) Linguistics and Neuroimaging

At the beginning of the 1970s a new cognitive theory of the mental representation of
categories surfaced [Mervis and Rosch, 1981]. It put forward the notion on prototypes
which revolutionized the existing approaches to category concepts and was a leading force
behind the birth of cognitive linguistics. Later a whole paradigm, called Simulationism
emerged with a series of evidence between mental realisation of concepts and sensory-
motor activation. For example listening to sentences that describe actions performed
with the mouth, hand, or leg activates the visuomotor circuits [Tettamanti et al., 2005];
or odor-related words (“jasmine”, “garlic”, “cinnamon”) di↵erentially activates the pri-
mary olfactory cortex [González et al., 2006]. This all lead to theories such as the dual
coding hypothesis, which is in relation to the philosophical problem of symbol grounding,
discussed in detail in Section 2.4.

Distributional Hypothesis According to the summary of [Lenci, 2008], although the
linguistic context appears as one of the ingredients of human conceptualization, the em-
phasis of cognitive semantics is on an intrinsically embodied conceptual representation
of aspects of the world, grounded in action and perception systems. On the other hand,
the Contextual Hypothesis in psychology arguing for a “usage-based” characterization of
semantic representations incited linguistics towards statistical corpus analysis. According
to Lenci, this view is related to Wittgenstein’s claim, i.e. that “the meaning of a word
is its use in the language”. This led to the Distributional Hypothesis (DH) according to
which at least certain aspects of the meaning of lexical expressions depend on the dis-
tributional properties of semantic similarity between two such expressions. Or as Firth
[Firth, 1957] put it, “Words that occur in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings”
[Turney, 2010].

There is an increasing evidence towards the “strong” version of DH which does not
only assumes correlation between semantic content and linguistic distributions. This ver-
sion is a cognitive hypothesis stating that repeated encounters with words in di↵erent
linguistic contexts eventually lead to the formation of a contextual representation. That
is an abstract characterization of the most significant contexts with which the word is
used [Lenci, 2008]. Baroni and Lenci found important similarities between distributional
models and human-generated properties but also striking di↵erences [Baroni and Lenci,
2008]. Statistical representations of word meaning has since become a prevalent approach
forming the basis of computational linguistics. [Boleda, 2020] summarised the reasons
behind this in three factors. First, distributional representations are learnt from natural
language data, scaling up to very large vocabularies, thus providing a coherent system
where systematic explorations are possible. Second, recent models involve high dimen-
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sional representations. Third, they use continuous values and similarity metrics. Both of
the latter allow for rich and nuanced information to be encoded and analysed.

Concepts, words and senses In philosophy, historically there has been many di↵er-
ent definitions of the term concept [Margolis and Laurence, 2021]. We use an empiricist,
embodied definition which treat concepts as internal human cognitive knowledge represen-
tation, which probably involves multi-modal sensory based representation, as mentioned
earlier. Words are elements of a language with meaning. However, human language is
ambiguous, so many words can be interpreted in multiple ways depending on the context
in which they occur. For instance, consider the following sentences (from [Navigli, 2009]):

(a) I calculated the interest rate.

(b) They have an interest in music.

The occurrences of the word interest in the two sentences clearly denote di↵erent mean-
ings: financial earnings and passion, respectively. These di↵erent meanings of a word are
called word senses, which are abstractions over word meanings [Lenci, 2008].

Neuroimaging The development of neuroimaging techniques such as PET, fMRI and
ERP has provided further means to adjudicate hypotheses about lexical semantic pro-
cesses in the brain, which has been studied in relation to statistical semantic models,
e.g. [Mitchell et al., 2008, Pereira et al., 2018, Handjaras et al., 2016]. Mitchell et al.
found correlation between distributional models of word meanings and brain imaging rep-
resentations in human participants [Mitchell et al., 2008]. Handjaras et al. found that
conceptual knowledge in the human brain relies on a distributed, modality-independent
cortical representation that integrates the partial category and modality specific informa-
tion retained at a regional level [Handjaras et al., 2016]. This thesis also complements
standard semantic evaluations with tests on neuroimaging datasets, introduced in Sec-
tion 3.2.2.

Introducing Model-Concepts In this thesis – similarly to Lenci and Boleda – we
treat distributional semantic models of word meaning as a proxy to empirically investigate
“aggregated meanings”, which is not the semantic model of any particular individual (and
most likely not even a particular society’s). Since human concept representations seem
at least partially perceptual, we focus on multi-modal distributional models involving
visual perceptual data. We start from statistical models of word meaning, but we proceed
towards more in-depth model interpretation analysis. We investigate whether there are
structures in our learnt representations which represent some kind of conceptualisation of
the machine. We call these model-concepts. Model-concepts are di↵erent from human
cognition. They are also not directly word meaning representations as we are looking
for further emerging structures / clusters. Since we are studying the fusion of linguistic
and perceptual data, model-concepts are assumed to be closer to human concepts than
purely text based ones. Throughout the thesis we will use “concept” and “model-concept”
interchangeably, as our investigation only involves model-concepts, not human conceptual
representations.

We introduce the history of Distributional Semantic models in more detail in Sec-
tion 2.2, visual models from Computer Vision in Section 2.3 and multi-modal literature
in Section 2.4.
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2.2 Linguistic Embeddings: From Text to Meaning

This section reviews the history of statistical models of word semantics based on text
corpora.

2.2.1 Distributional Semantics

In Natural Language Processing, word meaning representation models have been primarily
inspired by Firth’s distributional hypothesis [Firth, 1957], saying “Words that occur in
similar contexts tend to have similar meanings” [Turney, 2010]. Contemporary corpus-
based approaches implement this idea by using vector representations of words also known
as distributional semantic models or embeddings. The representation vector of each word
can be computed from the co-occurrence frequencies with other terms in the same context.
Here, we give a short overview of the development of distributional semantic models; for
a detailed survey, see Clark’s book chapter in The Handbook of Contemporary Semantic
Theory [Clark, 2015] or a more recent overview of Distributional Models of Word Meaning
by Lenci [Lenci, 2018].

The history of word representations by vectors goes back to Karen Spärck Jones’ 1967
work in Computational Linguistics who first used a principled technique for comparing
contexts [Spärck Jones, 1967]. Vector representation was widely popularised for the doc-
ument retrieval problem in Information Retrieval [Schütze et al., 2008]. At the beginning,
both the query and the documents were represented with a “bag of words”, i.e., a vector
of word frequencies. This was a successful model despite the fact that it does not account
for word order. To circumvent bias towards frequent words, weighted versions have been
introduced, such as the term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf) based on the
frequency of terms in a document, and the inverse of the number of documents in which
a term occurs. One useful way to think about document vectors is in terms of term-
document matrix. This way, rows can correspond to document vectors, whereas columns
are word representations. A popular method was to apply a dimensionality reduction
technique on such matrices, such as singular value decomposition (SVD). The application
of SVD to the term-document matrix was introduced by Deerwester et al. [Deerwester
et al., 1990], who called the method Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA). The name comes
from the intuition that LSA teases out a latent meaning from the co-occurrence data,
by clustering words along a small number — typically a few hundred — of semantic, or
topical, dimensions [Turney, 2010].

From the term-document matrix we can easily arrive to the concept of term-term
matrix. Instead of treating the document as the context similar words co-occur in, we can
narrow it down to a smaller window around a word. This way the elements of a matrix
are the frequency of two words occurring in the same context window. To normalise raw
frequencies using Positive Pointwise Mutual Information (PPMI) of two words (w1, w2)
is a popular method:

PPMI(w1, w2) = max(log2

P (w1, w2)

P (w1)P (w2)
, 0). (2.1)

Applying SVD can also be useful on these type of matrices.
Representing the meaning of multiple-word phrases or sentences, still proves to be a

challenging problem. Many researchers have studied compositional semantics using vector
operations on word vectors [Mitchell and Lapata, 2010] or tensor based representations
[Clark, 2015].
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2.2.2 Shallow Networks

Recent research has presented several neural network-based approaches to learn word
vector representations. Such distributed representations have become known as embed-
dings. The most well known and widely used models were introduced by Mikolov et
al. [Mikolov et al., 2013a, Mikolov et al., 2013b] and have become popular as part of
the word2vec toolkit. They introduced two models, both consisting of a shallow, two-
layer neural network which learns an approximation of co-occurrence statistics [Levy and
Goldberg, 2014b]. They train a neural network to predict neighbouring words, in doing so
learning dense embeddings for the words. It is much faster than SVD and easy to train.

The skip-gram (SG) model [Mikolov et al., 2013b] learns to predict the words that can
occur in the context of a target word. Its objective function is as follows:

1

T

TX

t=1

X

�cjc,c 6=0

log p(wt+j|wt) (2.2)

where T is the size of the corpus, c is the context window size, wi is a word, (1 <= i <= T ).
Let d be the embedding dimension, V the vocabulary. The model learns two embed-

dings, or lookup matrices: 1) an input embedding W 2 Rd⇥|V |, where column i gives
the embedding vi of size 1 ⇥ d for word wi in the vocabulary 2) an output embedding
W 0 2 R|V |⇥d, where row i is a d ⇥ 1 embedding v0i for word wi in V . v0O and vI are the
“input” and “output” vector representations of w. The probability of a word occurring
in a context is given by the softmax function:

p(wO|wI) =
exp(v0O · vI)P|V |
j=1 exp(v

0
j · vI)

(2.3)

This architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
Because of the denominator term, training this model directly would be computation-

ally infeasible. For this reason Mikolov et al. introduced the trick of hierarchical softmax
and skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS).
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Figure 2.1: Skip-gram and CBOW architectures.2

Since we have two embeddings vj and v0j for each word wj we can either just use, vj,
sum or concatenate them.

2
https://web.stanford.edu/

~

jurafsky/li15/lec3.vector.png
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If we multiply WW 0T , we get a matrix M , each entry mij corresponding to some
association between input word i and output word j. Levy and Goldberg [Levy and
Goldberg, 2014b] show that skip-gram reaches its optimum just when this matrix is a
shifted version of the PMI matrix:

WW 0T = MPMI � log k (2.4)

Thus, skip-gram is implicitly factoring a shifted version of the PMI matrix, into the two
embedding matrices.

In the other model of Mikolov et al., called Continuous Bag of Words (CBOW)
[Mikolov et al., 2013a], a similar training happens, except instead of predicting the context
around a word in a window, the objective is to predict the middle word in the context
window. The two model architectures are illustrated in Figure 2.1.

Global Vectors model (GloVe) [Pennington et al., 2014] aims to learn a version of the
PMI matrix which is weighted toward more frequent word context pairs. They theorise
that the fact that their model can be optimised directly as opposed to the on-line training
of SGNS, it introduces more global frequency information. However, Levy and Goldberg
showed, that after tuning hyperparameters, it does not produce any performance gain
[Levy et al., 2015].

Other versions of skip-gram have been proposed such as a dependency-based word
embedding [Levy and Goldberg, 2014a], where instead of using a simple sliding window
as the context, a window goes through the dependency graph of each word as the context.

Deep Recurrent Neural Networks [Bengio et al., 2003, Bahdanau et al., 2015, Cho
et al., 2014, Kiros et al., 2015, Wang and Jiang, 2015, Rocktäschel et al., 2016] and
Transformers with self-attention [Peters et al., 2018, Radford et al., 2018, Devlin et al.,
2019, Yang et al., 2019] have appeared in the forefront of NLP research in the past
few years. They achieve state-of-the-art performance on various sentence level tasks,
included in the GLUE multi-task benchmark for Natural Language Understanding [Wang
et al., 2018a]. The tasks involve textual entailment, sentiment analysis, paraphrasing and
question answering. Since the main objectives of this thesis were creating and testing a
framework for comprehensive, transparent and interpretable semantic analysis, we use the
smallest possible models which allow us to incorporate visual embeddings, thus studying
multi-modality. Therefore, in this work we apply shallow network type models, as visual
embeddings fit into them more easily then into count based models, while being the
simplest neural models. Due to the few parameters of these models, they are also much
easier to train than bigger neural models, allowing us to run comprehensive studies across
several datasets and model types. Throughout this work we use SGNS and FastText,
which uses the CBOW model, with versions extended with subword information [Mikolov
et al., 2018]. Furthermore, we use di↵erent versions of PMI in Section 6.4 for analysing our
training corpora. Applying our framework for the latest transformer type models would
be a straightforward application of this thesis. Although running broad-scale analysis
is much more challenging using these large models, it would be interesting to see how
attentions a↵ects multi-modal fusion.

2.3 Visual Embeddings: From Images to Meaning

Our research focuses on the most e�cient fusion of vision and language for meaning
representations. Thus we revise the basics of Computer Vision approaches for encoding
images as well as state-of-the-art models in Section 2.3.1, which we rely on.
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Similar to language embeddings, representing the content of an image or a video also
involves producing a vector representation. This is expected to capture a compressed
representation of interesting features over the high dimensional, raw pixel input that
corresponds to human semantic constructs. This can include low level features such as
edges and corners, or higher level ones such as objects of an image or temporal patterns
on a video. The selection of these features, however, is not a trivial task. Traditional
Computer Vision methods applied hand-crafted features similar to the above mentioned
edge and corner detectors from which they could build a Bag-of-words type model [Sivic
and Zisserman, 2003].

Neural Networks revolutionized this area as well with the introduction of Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs). These are biologically inspired networks motivated by the
visual cortex [Lecun et al., 1998]. They are capable of learning high level features gradually
by exploiting a deep structure where every layer learns a higher abstraction based on
the lower ones. Such networks can be trained for many di↵erent tasks such as object
classification [Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014, Krizhevsky et al., 2012, Szegedy et al.,
2015, He et al., 2016], image segmentation [Kendall et al., 2017] or action recognition
[Sharma et al., 2015]. The learned vectors proved to be a good basis for learning high
performing image embeddings [Kiela and Bottou, 2014].

The core building block of such networks is the convolutional layer. This refers to the
mathematical convolution of a filter function across the pixels of an image. In traditional
Computer Vision this filter function (or kernel) was crafted manually, whereas in a CNN
it is learned from data. Down-sampling and learning compressed local (globally invariant)
features is done by the pooling layers. CNNs usually involve fully connected layers on the
top and activation functions similar to other neural networks. They are usually trained
with an objective for a supervised task, such as object classification.

Figure 2.2 illustrates the architecture of LeNet [LeCun et al., 1989], the first CNN suc-
cessfully trained by back-propagation to classify hand-written digits. It performed better
than manual coe�cient design, and was suited to a broader range of image recognition
problems. Thus, it became the foundation of modern Computer Vision.

Figure 2.2: Architecture of the LeNet-5 for digit recognition. Each plane is a feature map
i.e. a set of units whose weights are constrained to be identical.

2.3.1 CNN Models

In our study, CNN models serve the role of encoding images into visual word semantic
vectors. We used four architectures which di↵er in size and structure. See Table 2.1 for
an overview.
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AlexNet GoogLeNet VGGNet ResNet

ILSVRC winner 2012 2014 2015 2015

#Layers 7 22 19 152

#Parameters (million) ⇠60 ⇠6.7 ⇠144 ⇠6.8

Receptive field size 11 ⇥ 11 1 ⇥ 1, 3 ⇥ 3,
5 ⇥ 5

3 ⇥ 3 3 ⇥ 3

Fully connected layers Yes No Yes Yes

Table 2.1: Network architectures. Layer counts only include layers with parameters.

AlexNet The network by Krizhevsky [Krizhevsky et al., 2012] introduces the following
network architecture: first, there are five convolutional layers, followed by two fully-
connected layers, where the final layer is fed into a softmax which produces a distribution
over the class labels. All layers apply rectified linear units (ReLUs) [Nair and Hinton,
2010] and use dropout for regularization [Hinton et al., 2012]. This network won the
ILSVRC 2012 ImageNet classification challenge.

GoogLeNet The ILSVRC 2014 challenge winning GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al., 2015]
uses “inception modules” as a network-in-network method [Lin et al., 2013] for enhancing
model discriminability for local patches within the receptive field. It uses much smaller
receptive fields and explicitly focuses on e�ciency: while it is much deeper than AlexNet,
it has fewer parameters. Its architecture consists of two convolutional layers, followed by
inception layers that culminate into an average pooling layer that feeds into the softmax
decision. That is, it has no fully connected layers. Dropout is only applied on the final
layer. All connections use rectified units.

VGGNet The ILSVRC 2015 ImageNet classification challenge was won by VGGNet
[Simonyan and Zisserman, 2014]. Like GoogLeNet, it is much deeper than AlexNet and
uses smaller receptive fields. It has many more parameters than the other networks. It
consists of a series of convolutional layers followed by the fully connected ones. All layers
are rectified and dropout is applied to the first two fully connected layers.

ResNet ResNet [He et al., 2016] revolutionized the CNN architectural race by intro-
ducing the concept of residual learning in CNN and devised an e�cient methodology
for training of deep nets. He et al. proposed a 152-layers deep CNN, which won the
ILSVRC 2015 competition. ResNet, which was 20 and 8 times deeper than AlexNet and
VGG respectively, showed less computational complexity than previously proposed nets.
They empirically showed that ResNet with 50/101/152 layers has less error on image
classification task than 34 layers plain net.

These networks were selected because they are very well-known in the Computer Vision
community. They exhibit interesting qualitative di↵erences in terms of their depth (i.e.,
the number of layers), the number of parameters, regularization methods and the use of
fully connected layers. They have all been winning network architectures in the ILSVRC
ImageNet classification challenges3.

3
https://image-net.org/challenges/LSVRC/
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2.4 Multi-modal Semantics

2.4.1 Symbol Grounding

Despite their undeniable success, textual embeddings have their own limitations regard-
ing the grounding of meaning to the outside world, often referred to as Harnard’s symbol
grounding problem [Harnad, 1990]. Similarly, Computer Vision research has reached a
point where leveraging non-visual common sense knowledge is necessary for further im-
provement even on purely vision based applications. It is motivated by an insight from
cognitive science (Section 2.1.2): the human semantic representation of symbols (e.g.,
words or objects) is based on multi-modal sensory inputs perceived on a lifelong basis
[Roy, 2005].

When it comes to applications and models the question arises: What do we mean
by grounding in practice? In what way can multi-modal data contribute to meaning
representations? We can distinguish between two main approaches for grounding:

Referential grounding refers to the task of determining the referent that a word denotes
in the context of the other modality (e.g., a specific object in an image). The core issue
here is finding a mapping between the two spaces [Lazaridou et al., 2016].

In contrast, representational grounding addresses the problem of multi-modal seman-
tics: Representing the grounded meaning of a word in the sense of fusing di↵erent modal-
ities into one, richer semantic representation [Bruni et al., 2014].

While all these results are promising some fundamental questions are still unexplored.

Non-Visual Tasks Most work focuses on evaluation tasks (and therefore on models
which perform well on them) which involve direct visual input. These are usually referen-
tial type tasks such as Visual Question Answering (VQA) [Srivastava and Salakhutdinov,
2012, Kiros et al., 2014, Socher et al., 2014, Tsai et al., 2019, Lu et al., 2019, Su et al.,
2019, Majumdar et al., 2020]. In these cases the usefulness of visual input is not surpris-
ing. Fewer papers have exploited visual information for representational grounding, when
the evaluation tasks involve no direct visual input, such as semantic similarity [Bruni
et al., 2014, Kiela and Bottou, 2014, Kiela et al., 2016, Lazaridou et al., 2015, Davis
et al., 2019, Lin and Parikh, 2015, Vendrov et al., 2015]. Lin [Lin and Parikh, 2015] in-
troduced a fill-in-the-blank task, which has been done, however, using abstract images. A
further interesting proposal relates to the so-called order-embeddings, a general hierarchi-
cal framework for hypernymy, textual entailment, and image captioning [Vendrov et al.,
2015]. However, it still does not involve a thorough investigation of multi-modal fusion
possibilities. Some papers including [Kiela and Bottou, 2014, Kiela et al., 2016, Lazari-
dou et al., 2015, Davis et al., 2019] perform intrinsic analysis of multi-modal embeddings.
However, the reasons for the impact of visual information are not well understood, for we
see only correlations on intrinsic evaluation tasks.

This work investigates visual information’s contribution to meaning representations on
evaluation tasks involving no direct visual input. We aim to showcase a proof-of-concept
framework for deeper analysis of unsupervised multi-modal representations. We study
the concepts which emerge in grounded meaning representations.

Cost of Data All the mentioned tasks require huge image datasets with expensive
human annotation. In the case of multi-modal tasks these annotations are even more
di�cult to acquire, since annotating combinations of texts and images/videos can be
even more complicated and time consuming than in the uni-modal cases.
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We try to circumvent the problem of the costs by studying model and data size e�-
ciency (introduced in Section 2.7.2) as well as alternatives for new modalities based on
small data (Section 2.5).

2.4.2 Early-, Late- and Mid-fusion

In the literature, we can find three ways for performing the fusion of textual and perceptual
information:

• In early fusion, one learns a joint representation from the two spaces, then com-
putes a function for the specific task (e.g., cosine distance for measuring semantic
relatedness) [Lazaridou et al., 2015, Kottur et al., 2015].

• Mid-fusion techniques learn separate representations for each modalities, then com-
bine them into a multi-modal representation, finally they compute the function for
the task [Kiela et al., 2014].

• Late fusion methods also learn uni-modal representations separately, then compute
a function for each modality individually, and combine function outputs at the end
[Silberer and Lapata, 2014].

Figure 2.3 illustrates the three types of fusion techniques. In this work we focus on mid-
fusion based models since it allows us to study the information preserved in the individual
modalities.

Figure 2.3: Fusion methods for combining textual and perceptual information. V and
W are representations learnt from either Text or Images. f is a function that fuses two
representations in Early and Middle fusion. In Late fusion f combines the outputs of
functions g which embed uni-modal data. (Figure is borrowed from the “Multimodal
Learning and Reasoning” ACL 2016 tutorial4.)

2.4.3 Multi-modal RNNs and Transformers

Neural networks and recurrent networks have been used on multi-modal input since they
got popular, even going back to Boltzmann machines [Srivastava and Salakhutdinov, 2012,
Kiros et al., 2014]. They were mainly tested on image retrieval and caption generation
tasks. Architectures, such as Tree RNNs have also been applied to cross-modal tasks
[Socher et al., 2014].

The latest NLP models have also inspired the creation of new multi-modal represen-
tations. Tsai et al. [Tsai et al., 2019] developed a multi-modal Transformer model using

4
http://multimodalnlp.github.io/mlr_tutorial.png
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cross-modal attention and tested it on sentiment analysis tasks in videos. Lu et al. [Lu
et al., 2019] created ViLBERT, a multi-modal model based on BERT. They pre-trained it
on Conceptual Captions dataset and then transferred it to multiple vision-and-language
tasks — visual question answering, visual common-sense reasoning, referring expressions,
and caption-based image retrieval.

2.5 Structured Embeddings: Motivation for a New
Modality

The multi-modal framework we introduce in this thesis can be used to any modalities
(such as text, image, video, audio). In the experimental part of this work we focus
on fusing linguistic and visual information. As we saw in the previous section, ample
research exploited large visual datasets and CNN models with increasingly large number
of parameters. This is a fairly expensive way of injecting visual information into meaning
representations.

The second key contribution of this thesis is thoroughly exploring a structured visual
dataset, called Visual Genome [Krishna et al., 2016], and the way it can enrich meaning
representations. Visual Genome contains images with bounding box annotations as well
as text annotation in a graph structure (it is detailed, among all the other datasets we
use, in Section 3.1). This would be beneficial for two reasons. First, structured data
can serve as a bridge over the semantic gap between low level image data and high level
symbolic information in text. Secondly, it can provide a small data alternative to big data
driven models, which could become the basis of essential tools in situations where a huge
amount of text is not available, but where more structured data could be easier to collect.

By exploiting this textual dataset based on a visual structure, this work introduces a
new type of embedding, which we consider as a new, hybrid modality. In the next section
we introduce our general framework of modalities. The new embedding modality called
Structured Embeddings will be introduced in Section 2.6.1. The details of its creation is
explained in Section 4.2.

2.6 Generalisation of Embeddings: Proposed
Framework and Formalism

In this work we use a general notion of Embedding, which refers to a vector space rep-
resentation of word meanings. The weights of each vector, however, can be set by any
machine learning algorithm, trained on any data type, such as text, images, sound, struc-
tured datasets etc. The only criterion for calling a vector space a word embedding space
is that we find an interpretation of the dataset where it represents words.

We formally define Semantic Embedding models as tuples of their relevant parameters.
We generalise Katrin Erk’s definition of distributional models [Erk, 2016] to include word
representations based on other modalities as well. We denote modality by m 2 {L, V, S},
which can take the value of linguistic L, visual V or structural S. The parameters of
a semantic embedding model of modality m are the following: A set of T target words
that receive vector representations, a set Om of observable context items in a dataset
Dm, an extraction function Xm which chooses relevant contexts in which to look for
context items, and a mapping function Am, which maps from target and context items
to a dm dimensional space Rd

m . The mapping for all target elements is represented by an
Embedding matrix Em 2 R|T |⇥d

m .
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T is an arbitrary set of words, Dm is a set of data items. Dm includes target representa-
tions r 2 Dm with a relation to t 2 T target elements r ⇠ t. Om is all the potential target
contexts in the dataset: Om : T ! P(Dm), Om(t) = {U ⇢ Dm |9r 2 U, r ⇠ t}, where P is
the power set. The extraction function Xm returns “relevant” context items from Om to
each target element from T – that is it returns a mapping from target/context item pairs to
numbers in N, representing a relevance score of context pairs: Xm : T ! (Om(T ) ! N).
We use “relevance” here in a fairly general sense: it can for example be co-occurrence
counts within a text window, image search engine result relevance, or scores based on
other prior assumptions about relevancy in the the dataset, such as graph neighbourhood,
which we will exploit for structured data. The mapping function Am is a combination of
a (usually machine learning) algorithm and any further pre- and post-processing method
which together takes the output of Xm and turns it into a mapping from targets to real
values, Am : (T,Dm, Xm) ! (T ! Rd

m). The output mapping is represented by a ma-
trix, called an Embedding Em 2 R|T |⇥d

m , which is a vector space consisting of vector
representations for each target word in T .

In summary, we define Semantic Embedding models for a modality m as tuples com-
prising the sets of target elements, observable context items, the dataset, the extraction
function, the mapping function, and the embedding dimensionality:

Sm = hT,Om, Dm, Xm, Am, dmi (2.5)

The output of the model is the learnt embedding Em.

For example a Google Image based Semantic Embedding model would have the fol-
lowing parameters:

SG = hT,OG, DG, XG, AG, dGi (2.6)

where T is our target vocabulary and DG is the dataset consisting of words from T and
Google Image Search results for each t 2 T . OG are all the potential subsets of image
results for a given word t in Google Image Search. For example we can use any number
of images from the search results. The extraction function XG selects which contexts we
chose, e.g., it selects the first 10 image results in Google Search Engine’s relevance order.
AG will include a CNN network which maps each image to a vector representation, plus
an aggregation function which creates one image vector representation for each word t.
In this case, dG will be the dimensionality of the last layer of the CNN network which
we use as image representation. Thus, it will be the dimensionality of our learnt Google
Image Embedding EG.

Note that in general, Am is a very broad notation. It can involve any learning al-
gorithm. If our training data is text for example, it can involve any traditional count
based methods, shallow or deep neural networks or any other type of method which maps
targets from a dataset with an extraction function to choose relevant contexts, to a vector
representation.

In the next section we will introduce three types of Semantic Embedding models which
we study in this thesis.

2.6.1 Embedding Modalities

In this work we are going to distinguish between three di↵erent types of embedding for
each modalities m 2 {L, V, S}, which are produced by three class of semantic embedding
models varying in all parameters but T :
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Linguistic Embeddings EL 2 R|T |⇥d
L are vector spaces which are learnt by an algo-

rithm AL trained on large text data DL. The learning algorithm can be any of the stan-
dard shallow neural models, which approximate co-occurrence statistics of words, such as
SGNS, CBOW or FastText. XL corresponds to co-occurrence counts for target/context
word pairs within a context window around target words.

Visual Embeddings EV 2 R|T |⇥d
V consist of vectors which have been trained on

images DV , which are associated to words by XV (e.g. images labelled with words). In
this case the learning algorithm is typically a CNN network (see Section 2.3) which has
a specified architecture for learning abstract patterns from image data. However, after
mapping images to a vector space, we need a method which associates one vector to a
word. In our case we usually have multiple image results for a word, hence this method has
to be a vector aggregation, such as element-wise maximum, mean or median (discussed
in Sections 4.1 and 4.3). The learning algorithm and the aggregation method together
constitutes AV .

Structured Embeddings ES 2 R|T |⇥d
S are the result of an XS which extracts relevant

contexts from data DS which has a more developed structure than raw text or images
on the internet. These datasets usually involve some manual design and labour for the
collection, therefore they are much smaller in terms of the used computer memory in bytes.
One example is Visual Genome Scene Graph annotations (introduced in Section 3.1.2),
which we study in detail in Chapters 4, 5 and 6. AS is a similar algorithm to AL, trained
on the extracted pairs, with co-occurrence statistics.

dL, dS depend on the output size of the shallow network model in use, usually equals
to 300. dV is the size of the last layer of a CNN network.

The combination of the above embedding types can happen using one of the three
fusion techniques (Section 2.4.2). Throughout this thesis we will use mid-fusion as it
allows us to examine the information coming from each embeddings more easily. We
denote multi-modal embeddings by Em1 + Em2 ,m1,m2 2 {L, V, S},m1 6= m2.

2.7 Modalities as Partial Observers of Meaning

The ancient Indian parable called Blind men and an elephant tells a story of a group of
blind men who have never come across an elephant before and who learn and conceptualise
what the elephant is like by touching it. Their observations go as follows in James
Baldwin’s English version5:

...The first one happened to put his hand on the elephant’s side. “Well, well!”
he said, “now I know all about this beast. He is exactly like a wall.”

The second felt only of the elephant’s tusk. “My brother,” he said, “you are
mistaken. He is not at all like a wall. He is round and smooth and sharp. He
is more like a spear than anything else.”

The third happened to take hold of the elephant’s trunk. “Both of you are
wrong,” he said. “Anybody who knows anything can see that this elephant is
like a snake.”...

5
https://americanliterature.com/author/james-baldwin/short-story/

the-blind-men-and-the-elephant
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Figure 2.4: Modalities and the elephant. Illustration of the Semantic Embedding models
for di↵erent modalities, which include di↵erent perspectives. Data D includes the target
concept T of the elephant plus the observable contexts Om1 , Om2 , which are the trunk
and a tusk. Each of the two Semantic Embedding models Sm1 ,Sm2 receives the data from
their di↵erent perspectives: Dm1 = (T,Om1) and Dm2 = (T,Om2) respectively.

As for another person, whose hand was upon its leg, said, the elephant is a pillar like
a tree. For the fifth whose hand reached its ear, it seemed like a kind of fan. The last one
who felt its tail, described it as a rope.

Will they be able to combine their observations into one description more accurate
than any of their individual ones? Or will they just disagree and become more confused
than they had been?

If the blind men were touching di↵erent objects, or were in completely di↵erent uni-
verses, they would probably struggle to reach an agreement. Since, however, they are
feeling the same animal, they do have a common ground, which is at first hidden from
them, but which they have a chance to comprehend better together through collaboration.
It only makes sense to collaborate if none of them is already an elephant expert, or talk-
ing about a completely irrelevant or random subject. Similarly, our Semantic Embedding
models have a chance to combine their knowledge if done properly. Figure 2.4 presents an
illustration of our multi-modal framework, with one target concept of the elephant and
two Semantic Embedding models with di↵erent perspectives.6

Analogously to the imperfect lexical competence framework, mentioned in Section 2.1.1,
we treat modalities as partial observers of meaning. Like the men above, we assume that
they have di↵erent perspectives on the same object. This object in our case is word
meaning, or rather an aggregated statistical representation of words at a specific point in
time (described in Section 2.1.2).

6Icons made by Good Ware (https://www.flaticon.com/authors/good-ware) from www.flaticon.

com. Photo of an Indian elephant is from Wikipedia (http://web.archive.org/web/20210907113830/
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Datei:Elephas_maximus_%28Bandipur%29.png), elephant drawing
is from http://web.archive.org/web/20210907105456/https://www.drawingtutorials101.com/

how-to-draw-an-indian-elephant.
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Using the notation before, let’s say we have [Sm1 , . . . ,Sm
M

] Semantic Embedding mod-
els of M di↵erent modalities. We assume:

1. Common ground: Each of them captures some aspect of word meanings. That is,
we assume that the vector weights of none of the learnt embeddings [Em1 , . . . , Em

M

]
are random.

2. Perspectives: They do not share the same knowledge, they represent di↵erent
perspectives.

3. Imperfect knowledge: None of them has perfect knowledge: none of the Semantic
Embedding models is an oracle which represents the ground truth.

In some versions of the parable the men get into a disagreement (or a fight of various
degree of violence depending on the version), in others they learn that they were all
partially correct and partially wrong. In the following, we will search for the best way to
ensure our models of di↵erent modalities can collaborate in the most e↵ective way.

2.7.1 Background and Motivation for Model Transparency

From the existing multi-modal literature we know that combining textual and visual
modalities can collaborate and improve performance in various cases. Most work, however,
evaluates solely on tasks, such as semantic similarity or downstream tasks, such as Visual
Question Answering (VQA). It has been shown by many researchers that this traditional
way of evaluating models in Machine Learning is prone to various flaws, which can be
fatally misleading for the field. Kuhnle in [Kuhnle, 2020, Chapter 2] gave a comprehensive
discussion of these problems. Built on this we summarise the issues in the following
categories:

Black-Box Model Performance Since the recent deep learning revolution, ML eval-
uation appeared to be solely concerned with beating benchmarks on downstream-tasks,
while the models are often treated as black-boxes. This often lead to models which learn
“weird behaviour”. For example vision models may rely on the image background to
recognise an object [Ponce et al., 2006], blind spots of deep CNNs [Zhang et al., 2018], or
neural models mistranslate low-frequency words into context-fitting but content-changing
alternatives [Arthur et al., 2016]. Good evaluation performance on one task often does
not transfer to downstream tasks either. In Section 4.4 we also present our own finding
that a deep LSTM with randomly initialised input word vectors performs on par with
an input of pretrained word embeddings on a Textual Entailment task (SNLI). Zhang
and Bowman found the related phenomenon of high performing random initialized LSTM
models [Zhang and Bowman, 2018]. This is in line with current findings considering the
recent transformer type models which are shown to be far from solving general tasks
(e.g., document question answering). Rather, these models are overfitting to the quirks of
particular datasets [Yogatama et al., 2019]. This all leads us to conclude that looking at
only performance improvements between models are mostly meaningless without further
analysis.

Dataset Bias Data in the context of ML is supposed to convey patterns which are
characteristic for a certain task. Kuhnle defines dataset bias as coincidental systematic
artefacts in the data which are not characteristic of the task in question. Because of this
incidentality, using such datasets as training data can result in unintentional behaviour.
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For instance Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2018b] found that image captioning models for
MS-COCO [Lin et al., 2014] can learn to produce reasonable captions merely by knowing
about the objects in an image while ignoring, for instance, their location and relation. On
VQA tasks modality bias has been shown, which refers to the systematic tendency that
one modality su�ces to infer the correct output with high confidence. Multiple examples
were reported, such as a language-only model which completely ignores the image but can
answer almost half of the questions correctly [Zhang et al., 2016]. Agrawal et al. [Agrawal
et al., 2016] observed how seemingly well-performing models jump to conclusions after
only the first few question words, thus concluding that they fail at complete question and
image understanding. Although, Kuhnle does not include ethical bias in his definition,
we think it could fit into it, by including ethical goals into our task definition. The field
of AI fairness is shifting towards concentrating on harms rather than bias in the political
sense [Barocas et al., 2019, p. 136-143], however, after including mitigating harm in our
task objective we can use Kuhnle’s data bias definition. There is a line of research on
cultural stereotypes reflected in word embeddings [Barocas et al., 2019, p. 141]. Even
though word embeddings per se do not correspond to any linguistic or decision-making
task, analysing them before incorporating them into applications is a crucial step from
an ethical point of view as well.

Model Bias Hooker in [Hooker, 2021] argued that bias materialises not only in data but
in the algorithms as well. She argues that the key reason why model design choices amplify
algorithmic bias is because notions of fairness often coincide with how underrepresented
protected features are treated by the model. Most real-world data naturally have a skewed
distribution with a small number of well-represented features and a “long-tail” of features
that are relatively underrepresented. The skew in feature frequency leads to disparate
error rates on the underrepresented attribute.

Problems of Metrics Lastly, evaluating meaning representations is inherently limited
by the methods and possibilities of human annotation collection. On top of this, as
mentioned in [Kuhnle, 2020, p. 23-24] evaluations are often prone to statistical flaws
of interpreting performance scores, such as missing baseline scores, reported confidence
intervals with no reference or explanation, and lacking formal comparison/hypothesis
testing [Faruqui et al., 2016].

Solutions A range of papers have been published recently which attempt to fix some of
the identified evaluation issues. Several attempts have been made to fixing data, however
Torralba and Efros [Torralba and Efros, 2011] argued that such a process is likely doomed
to result in a “vicious cycle” of ad hoc improvements, unless one reconsiders the underlying
mechanisms which cause undesired dataset bias. Artificial data and unit testing [Fouhey
and Zitnick, 2014, Johnson et al., 2017, Kuhnle and Copestake, 2017] is a promising
paradigm to amend ML evaluations. Probing is a recently increasingly popular approach
to “stress-testing” involving testing the model on solving an auxiliary predictive task and
testing the sensitivity of the model output to modifications of the input [Conneau et al.,
2018, Voita and Titov, 2020]. Approaches for interpretable models and post-hoc model
explanation techniques are also growing areas [Ghorbani et al., 2019, Kaur et al., 2020].

In the next section we propose transparency analysis as an extension of the above
proposed solutions aiming to prevent “vicious cycles” by promoting a more informed
model development process.
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2.7.2 Transparency Testing and E�cient Multi-Modal Fusion

A key objective of this thesis is to propose and demonstrate a framework for overcoming
the inconsistency of multi-modal results. Our approach is somewhat related to the probing
paradigm and partially inspired by interpretability research and cognitive science. Beyond
“stress-tests” for our models we propose to extend standard evaluation techniques with
an in-depth model and data analysis. We propose both going wider towards a more
comprehensive model comparison across modalities and data sources, as well as deeper
into studying the “cognition” of our models. We choose to analyse our datasets and
models in a transparent way, which could serve as a preprocessing step before performing
data or model debiasing. We propose performing and automating such data and model
analyses, in order to prevent “vicious cycles” of ad hoc improvements, mentioned in the
previous section.

We postulate that amending performance evaluation with more in-depth transparency
testing of semantic models are a useful way of developing more e�cient and also safer
models. Getting to know our models inner “cognitive models” can be a way towards AI
methods, which are capable of communicating their reasoning and also potential biases
towards humans. This would make them easier to debug and maintain safely in the future.

We propose an embedding analysis leaning on three pillars. We postulate that they
together form a comprehensive, interpretable semantic analysis but none of them are
su�cient on their own. The three types of analysis are categorised in black/transparency
testing and are aiming to answer the following questions:

1. Performance testing : Black-Box testing – How representations of di↵erent modal-
ities perform on evaluation tasks trained on di↵erent datasets?

2. Qualitative / Quantitative structural analysis : Transparency testing – How rep-
resentations of di↵erent modalities di↵er?

3. Independence analysis : Transparency testing: How much representations di↵er?

By learning about how and how much our di↵erent embeddings EL, EV , ES di↵er while
looking at the performance scores, we can reach a conclusion on:

What is the most e�cient way of combining our di↵erent resources?

E�ciency What do we mean by e�ciency? Performance testing is only one way to
account for e�ciency. When we hold a machine learning model to be e�cient depends
on our costs and resources. Data is often a limited resource, so in most cases it makes
sense to take data size into account. Required computational resources, running times
and electricity costs are also important factors to consider. E�ciency in the context of
economic footprint was famously thematised by Bender et al. [Bender et al., 2021]. In
this work we account for performance, data size and distribution as well as model size,
as these are metrics we could easily control for. Including hardware, electricity costs and
running time could be a relevant extension of our studies.

None of the three types of analysis on their own is su�cient to answer the above ques-
tion, but together they have a potential for providing meaningful insight in the anatomy
of multi-modal semantic models.

In Chapter 3 we will discuss the details of our approach to all three types of analysis.
In the following sections we introduce our framework for transparency analysis of multi-
modal models.
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2.7.3 “Cognitive Model” of Embeddings: How do Models
Conceptualise?

As the second pillar, or the first transparency analysis, we ask the question whether each
of these vector spaces represent meaningful concepts as clusters, and how these concept
structures relate to each other?

Comparing semantic spaces is central in Lexical Semantic Change (LSC). Dubossarsky
et al. introduced Temporal Referencing7 for robust modelling of LSC on diachronic cor-
pora [Dubossarsky et al., 2019]. They treat all time-specific corpora Ca, Cb, . . . , Cn as one
corpus C and learn word representations on the full corpus. However, they first replace
each target word w 2 Ct with a time-specific token wt. This way, they learn one single
space that contains a vector for each target-time pair wt, which may be compared directly
without the need for mapping di↵erent spaces to each other.

In Statistical Machine Translation the comparison of semantic spaces has occurred in
order to perform unsupervised learning of bilingual lexicons. Artetxe et al. [Artetxe et al.,
2018] developed a cross-lingual word embedding mapping in order to align two languages
without the need of parallel corpora. They propose a self-learning method based on the
observation that, given the similarity matrix of all words in the vocabulary, each word
has a di↵erent distribution of similarity values. Their assumption is that two equivalent
words in di↵erent languages should have similar distributions.

Minnema and Herbelot [Minnema and Herbelot, 2019] used various metrics to measure
the similarity between a linguistic embedding space and a brain image embeddings space.
Besides testing pairwise and rank correlation between vectors for the same word from
the two spaces, their metrics included Nearest Neighbour structure of the two spaces
and Representational Similarity Analysis (Pearson correlation between their respective
similarity matrices). The latter is somewhat related to the method of Artetxe et al.
[Artetxe et al., 2018], as they also initialise with correlation matrices of the two vector
spaces – which, in their case, correspond to linguistic spaces of two di↵erent languages.
Dubossarsky et al. [Dubossarsky et al., 2019] also performed nearest neighbour analysis
in the Lexical Semantic Change context.

As regards measurements, such as nearest neighbour, in high dimensional vector
spaces, one has to take the threat of the curse of dimensionality into account. Dinu
et al. [Dinu et al., 2015] showed that nearest neighbour su↵ers from the hubness problem.
This phenomenon is known to occur as an e↵ect of the curse of dimensionality, and causes
a few points (known as hubs) to be nearest neighbours of many other points [Radovanović
et al., 2010]. This is a problem because these hub vectors tend to be near a high pro-
portion of items, pushing their correct labels (e.g., words which are semantically similar)
down the neighbour list.

Concept based interpretability analysis using clustering is a new area in ML, which
is related to our approach in spirit. Ghorbani et al. [Ghorbani et al., 2019] introduced
post-training analysis of computer vision models using clustering of image segments. Clus-
tering and visualisations have been previously used for multi-modal embedding analysis
in [Gupta et al., 2019].

As a qualitative / quantitative structural analysis we will employ standard clusteriza-
tion metrics, which is most related to [Minnema and Herbelot, 2019] and cluster visualisa-
tions somewhat similar to [Gupta et al., 2019]. Unlike previous work, we will zoom even
further into our embeddings and perform a thorough qualitative cluster analysis along
with visualisations to discover model-concepts (introduced in Section 2.1.2), and anal-
yse a new structured embedding type (Section 2.5). This will be complemented with an

7
https://github.com/Garrafao/TemporalReferencing
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information-theoretical analysis framework, which we introduce in the following sections.

2.7.4 Information Theory Background

The third pillar of our semantic analysis seeks the answer to the question: How much
semantic embeddings Em of di↵erent modalities di↵er? We reformulate this questions as
follows: How much extra information we gain if we combine two modalities? We could
also phrase it this way: How much less confused a model Sm1 gets after combining it with
another Sm2? We reach out for the help of information-theory to formalise our question.
We start with a review of the basics then formulate our approach.

The standard unit of information in computer science is the bit. The most widespread
way of measuring information is the Shannon entropy [MacKay, 2003], introduced by
Claude Shannon in 1948 [Shannon, 2001]. In information theory, the entropy of a random
variable is the average level of “information”, “surprise”, or “uncertainty” inherent in the
variable’s possible outcomes. Shannon was searching for an information measure with the
following conditions: Let p be a probability of an event, then

1. H(p) is monotonically decreasing in p.

2. H(p) � 0: information is a non-negative quantity.

3. H(1) = 0: events that always occur do not communicate information.

4. H(p1, p2) = H(p1) +H(p2): the information learned from independent events is the
sum of the information learned from each event.

Shannon discovered that the only suitable choice of H, where X = x1, . . . xn is a
random variable and P (X) is a probability mass function, is:

H(X) = �
nX

i=1

P (xi) logb P (xi) (2.7)

where b is the base of the logarithm used (b = 2 measures information in bit).
We rely on the concept of Mutual Information, which is intimately linked to entropy.

It is also known as Information Gain and measures the information that two random
variables, X and Y share: It measures how much knowing one of these variables reduces
uncertainty about the other. Using the entropy it is defined by:

I(X, Y ) = H(X)�H(X|Y ) (2.8)

where H(X|Y ) is the conditional entropy [MacKay, 2003].
Let (X, Y ) be a pair of continuous random variables with values over the space X ⇥Y .

If their joint distribution is PX,Y and the marginal distributions are PX and PY , the
mutual information is defined as

I(X, Y ) =

Z

X

Z

Y
PX,Y (x, y) log

✓
PX,Y (x, y)

PX(x)PY (y)

◆
(2.9)

It follows that
I(X, Y ) = DKL(PX,Y ||PX ⌦ PY ) (2.10)

where DKL is the Kullback–Leibler divergence:

DKL(P ||Q) =

Z

Rd

dP log
dP

dQ
(2.11)

If p(x) and q(x) are densities then

DKL(p||q) =
Z

Rd

p(x) log
p(x)

q(x)
dx. (2.12)
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2.7.5 Proposal for Measuring Independence of Embeddings

The phenomena that human multi-modal sensory information fusion happens in a statis-
tically optimal fashion has been studied in Cognitive Psychology [Ernst and Banks, 2002].
Ernst et al. found that humans combine visual and haptic information in proportion to
their uni-modal variance. Interestingly, not directly analogous, but somewhat related is
the finding of Kiela et al. [Kiela et al., 2014] for multi-modal (visuolinguistic) word embed-
dings. They filtered visual input for words based on the corresponding images’ dispersion,
which measures the average pairwise distances of image vectors for a word. They found
that filtering out “noisy” images improved on the multi-modal representation. This does
not necessarily mean that one should ignore all new conflicting information, but highlights
that it is possible to add more data to the system and having worse performance. In this
thesis, we are pursuing a deeper understanding of the exact circumstances under which
visual information enhances meaning representations and when it does not, by learning
more about the relationship between semantic spaces of di↵erent modalities.

The informativeness of new data has been studied in learning pure linguistic embed-
dings as well. Kabbach et al. [Kabbach et al., 2019] developed a method to train word
embeddings on a smaller corpus with maximal information gain, after pretraining them
on a large corpus. Their model is designed to simulate new word acquisition by an adult
speaker who already masters a substantial vocabulary. Their system uses a pretrained
CBOW as this “background knowledge” which they then use to train an SGNS on a much
smaller data in a way that the context is maximally informative (has minimal entropy)
given the previous knowledge.

To our knowledge we are first to propose measuring the independence of di↵erent
modalities by estimating the Mutual Information between their embedding spaces. In or-
der to do so, we treat each embedding space Em

i

as a vector space, representing samples
from a multivariate random distribution. By estimating the mutual information we can
compare which embedding pairs di↵er more from each other. We would like to know,
whether the perspective of ES or EV is “farther” from EL; which one is “more indepen-
dent”? Let us reformulate our three assumptions on partial observers from Section 2.7
in the information-theoretical framework. Let mi,mj,mk be modalities, where i, j, k are
distinct, then:

1. Common ground: Neither two embeddings Em
i

, Em
j

are completely independent,
as they have all learnt some pattern related to the same hidden concepts in a lan-
guage: I(Em

i

, Em
j

) 6= 0.

2. Perspectives: They are not completely correlated: I(Em
i

, Em
j

) is not maximal.

3. Imperfect knowledge: None of them is an oracle, they do not predict the evalu-
ation data perfectly P (D|Sm

i

) 6= 1.

Thus if the e�ciency (Section 2.7.2) of Em
j

and Em
k

are similar, and

I(Em
i

, Em
j

) > I(Em
i

, Em
k

) (2.13)

then we hypothesise that there is a combination method with which, combining Em
i

with Em
k

is more e�cient than using Em
i

+ Em
j

, as they convey more complementary
information which can be combined. The question of how this combination is realised
depends on all the parameters in Sm

i

and Sm
k

and the combination method itself. In this
work we explore mid-fusion combination as it allows us to study the information from
di↵erent modalities separately as well as combined, and it makes it straightforward to
compare individual embeddings.
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2.7.6 A Utility Based Model of Embedding Independence

In this section we introduce a toy model based on probabilistic games, which serves as a
theoretical backing for Mutual Information minimisation. As it is just a toy model, it is
not a fundamental part of the framework of this thesis. However, it provides an interest-
ing perspective on learning multi-modal semantic representations based on information-
theory, which could be generalised in the future.

Before we create our own model of multi-modal fusion, we introduce Kelly’s framework
of betting in a game through a noisy binary channel [Kelly jr, 1956], [Cover and Thomas,
2012, p. 162].

Rate of Growth Let us consider a repeatable game, where in each round a gambler
can bet some amount of their wealth (including the whole) on either of two outcomes.
After each round the gambler wins the double of their bet if they guessed right, and loses
it otherwise. If p is the probability of error and q is the probability of a right guess, how
much would they bet? Let V0 be the starting capital, VN is the capital after N bets. If
they bet their entire capital each time, this in fact, would maximise the expected value
of their capital hVNi, which in this case would be given by

hVNi = (2q)NV0 (2.14)

This would be little comfort, however, since if they continued indefinitely (N ! 1),
they would be broke with probability one. Let us, instead, assume that the gambler bets
a fraction l of their capital each time. Then

VN = (1 + l)W (1� l)LV0 (2.15)

where W and L are the number of wins and losses in the N bets. Then the doubling
factor or rate of growth of the gambler’s capital G is8

G = lim
N!1


W

N
log(1 + l) +

L

N
log(1� l)

�

= q log(1 + l) + p log(1� l) with probability one

(2.16)

We want to maximise this gain. Since it is logarithmic, we can take its derivative at
the point of zero, and we get

Gmax = 1 + p log p+ q log q = 1�H(X) (2.17)

which is 1 minus the Shannon entropy, where X is a random variable which can take the
value of p or q. The model has been generalised by Kelly for more than two outcomes in
[Kelly jr, 1956].

Gain of Multi-Modal Fusion Now, let us imagine learning concepts in a language
from data as such a game. Figure 2.4 illustrates the model the following way. Winning
corresponds to learning a semantic model of target concepts T which highly correlates
with human semantic judgement. The noisy channel corresponds to the dataset D via
which our models can learn embedding representations Em1 , Em2 . In this game we are
interested in maximising our gain, by combining two modalities the most e�cient way. Let
X denote a perfect “ground-truth” semantic representation, which maximally correlates

8Here, log denotes log2.
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(a) Low inter-modality dependence, indepen-

dently from X: I(Y, Z|X).
(b) High inter-modality dependence, indepen-

dently from X: I(Y, Z|X).

Figure 2.5: Three Random Variables X, Y and Z. Here X represents a “ground-truth”
variable, a perfect semantic representation. Y and Z are two random variables, corre-
sponding to embeddings of two modalities Em1 , Em2 .

with human judgement on our task. For the sake of readability let Y := Em1 , Z := Em2 .
Then the maximal rate of growths for each model and for the ground-truth are:

GY = 1�H(X|Y )

GZ = 1�H(X|Z)
G0 = 1�H(X)

(2.18)

The rate of growth or gain with the combination of Y and Z is

GY Z = 1�H(X|Y, Z) (2.19)

We are interested in maximising the rate of growth after we combine the information
from both modalities. Let us maximise the following di↵erence:

�GY Z = GY Z �G0 (2.20)

Thus, the following theorem holds:

Theorem 1. �GY Z = �GY +�GZ � I(X, Y, Z).

Proof. From Equations 2.18, 2.19 and 2.20:

�GY = H(X)�H(X|Y ) = I(X, Y )

�GZ = H(X)�H(X|Z) = I(X,Z)

�GY Z = H(X)�H(X|Y, Z)
(2.21)

(This is also Kelly’s result for the general case, with more than two outcomes to bet
on, with independent transmitted symbols with fair odds. Fair odds means that the odds
paid on the occurrence of the s ’th transmitted symbol is proportional to the probability
that the transmitted symbol is the s ’th one [Kelly jr, 1956].)

Furthermore, we apply the I-Diagram in Figure 2.5, a geometrical representation of
the relationship among the information measures. It is analogous to the Venn Diagram
in set theory, which makes several information-theoretical proofs easier [Yeung, 1991].
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Therefore,

�GY Z = �GY +�GZ � I(X, Y, Z) (see Figure 2.5a) (2.22)

Furthermore, the following inequality holds:

Theorem 2. I(X, Y, Z)  I(Y, Z). Mutual Information is an upper bound to minimise,
in order to maximise the rate of growth after multi-modal fusion.

Proof. �GY and �GZ are given because the individual embeddings have already been
trained. Therefore, from Theorem 1 it follows that we need to minimise I(X, Y, Z) in
order to maximise �GY Z .

Furthermore, using the I-Diagram in Figure 2.5a:

I(X, Y, Z)  I(Y, Z) (2.23)

Let us notice that if I(Y, Z) is high, the reason might be independent from X. There-
fore, I(X, Y, Z) can be small while I(Y, Z|X) is high, as it is illustrated in Figure 2.5b. In
practice, however, this would mean that two embeddings Em1 , Em2 are correlated in some
way which is irrelevant to learning semantic representations. For example two corpora
may have similar number of documents, or written in the same verse etc. If this spurious
correlation is too high, minimising I(Y, Z) may not be a good approximation. Our inves-
tigation of the datasets we use did not reveal such spurious correlations. Therefore, we
treat I(X, Y, Z) being very close to I(Y, Z).

Maximising the gain from multi-modal embedding combination serves as a framework
for analysing e�cient multi-modal fusion. An exciting future extension of this model
would be to generalise it further for odds which are not fair, based on [Kelly jr, 1956]. In
Section 3.2.4 we will introduce empirical MI estimation methods, which we will apply in
experiments presented in Chapter 6.

2.8 Summary: Comprehensive and Interpretable
Word Semantic Analysis

In this chapter we reviewed the philosophical and theoretical background of word se-
mantics and motivated researching distributional word semantic models as a proxy for
statistical analysis of concepts. After reviewing the literature on textual distributional
semantics, visual embeddings and multi-modal approaches, we proposed a new type of
embedding in between linguistic and visual modalities, based on small data. Furthermore,
we introduced a general framework and formalism for investigating multi-modal semantic
embedding models. Lastly, we presented a framework for treating modalities as partial
observers of meaning based on information-theory.

To tackle inconsistencies and the lack of systematic comparisons in multi-modal lit-
erature, we proposed extending the analyses of previous work with an interpretable
analysis framework of three pillars:

1. Performance testing : Black-Box testing – How representations of di↵erent modal-
ities perform on evaluation tasks? We extended previous work with:
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(a) Comprehensive analysis of models across data sources, machine learning mod-
els and modalities.

(b) New Modality based on small data and in between low level visual information
and high level linguistic, symbolic data.

(c) E�ciency analysis controlling for data size, data distribution and model size.

2. Qualitative / Quantitative structural analysis : Transparency testing – How rep-
resentations of di↵erent modalities di↵er? An analysis of model-concept structures
captured by modalities.

3. Independence analysis : Transparency testing: How much representations di↵er?

We postulated that none of these pillars are alone su�cient for an interpretable se-
mantic embedding analysis, however, when combined, they can o↵er a fuller picture on
what and how our models capture. We need a (1.) comprehensive performance testing
combined with e�ciency metrics as a goal. Within this context we can make trans-
parency analysis involving (2.) zooming into the structural properties of embeddings and
(3.) quantifying the optimal information gain from multi-modal fusion.

Within this proof-of-concept framework we showcase that structured small data can
be an e�cient alternative to expensive big data and models, when the resources are scarce.
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Chapter 3

Methodology of Data Selection and
Proposal for Interpretable
Evaluation

In this chapter we introduce the training and evaluation datasets which form the basis of
this study. Understanding how each training data and evaluation sets have been created
is crucial for interpreting the results. Using the notation from Section 2.6, Section 3.1 de-
scribes image, text and structured corpora DV , DL, DS used as training data. Section 3.2
gives an overview of the evaluation data and methodology. Finally, we summarise the
roadmap of the scheme of our three pillar analysis in Section 3.3.

3.1 Training Data Matters

One of the main objectives of this thesis is to analyse the data sources that are being used
during model training. Recalling our notation of semantic embedding models of modality
m (with output embedding Em):

Sm = hT,Om, Dm, Xm, Am, dmi (3.1)

The dataset Dm comprising observable items and target elements is an essential parame-
ter. Analysing them, therefore, is the basis for all three contributions. In our I. compre-
hensive analysis we aim to overcome the often inconsistent or hard to compare results
in previous work. Introducing a new mapping XS from a structured data source as well
as analysing the properties of the data is in the centre of our study of a II. new type of
semantic embedding model SS. Lastly, getting more familiar with the training data
is imperative if we want to create III. transparent and interpretable semantic models.

Section 3.1.1 gives a summary of the properties of image datasets DV which are used
throughout the thesis for visual models SV . Section 3.1.2 introduces text corpora DL for
linguistic semantic embedding models SL. Let us highlight that Visual Genome is included
in both categories, since it is used both as an image dataset DV as well as a structured
text corpus DS of SS after extracting annotation from its structured annotations.

3.1.1 Image Data

This section introduces the details of processing image data and image datasets which
deliver observable context OV in visual semantic embedding models SV .
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Google Bing Flickr ImageNet Visual Genome

Type
Search
engine

Search
engine

Photo
sharing

Image
database

Image
database

Annotation Automatic Automatic Human Human Human

Coverage Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited Limited Limited

Sorted Yes Yes Yes No No

Tag specificity Unknown Unknown Loose Specific Dense

Table 3.1: Sources of image data.

Processing Image Data We used MMFeat toolkit1 (based on Ca↵e2) to obtain image
representations for three di↵erent convolutional network architectures: AlexNet [Krizhevsky
et al., 2012], GoogLeNet [Szegedy et al., 2015] and VGGNet [Simonyan and Zisserman,
2014], and our own toolkit, EmbEval3 for ResNet [He et al., 2016] and AlexNet based
on Pytorch-torchvision4. Image representations are turned into an overall word-level vi-
sual representation by taking the mean of the relevant image representations. All four
networks are trained to maximize the multinomial logistic regression objective using mini-
batch gradient descent with momentum:

�
DX

i=1

KX

k=1

1{y(i) = k} log exp(✓(k)>x(i))
PK

j=1 exp(✓
(j)>x(i))

(3.2)

where 1{·} is the indicator function, x(i) and y(i) are the input and output, respectively.
D is the number of training examples and K is the number of classes. The networks are
trained on the ImageNet classification task and we transfer layers from the pre-trained
network.

As we use CNN models pre-trained on ImageNet the other datasets do not serve
as CNN training data. However, all CNN networks work as a mapping from our OV

images to a vector space. The vector representations are obtained by running a feed-
forward step in the network and extracting the last layer as the representation of the
image. We use the last fully connected layer from AlexNet and VGGNet (both 4096
dimensional vectors), and the last pooling layer from GoogLeNet (1024 dimensions) and
ResNet (512 dimension). We have multiple image results for a word, hence this method
has to be a vector aggregation, such as element-wise maximum, mean or median (studied
in Section 4.1). The learning algorithm and the aggregation method together constitutes
the mapping function AV in SV .

Image Datasets Previous systematic studies of parameters for text-based distribu-
tional methods have found that the source corpus has a large impact on representational
quality [Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016, Kiela and Clark, 2014]. The same is likely to hold in
the case of visual representations. Various sources of image data have been used in multi-
modal semantics, but there have not been many comparisons: [Bergsma and Goebel,
2011] compare Google and Flickr, and [Kiela and Bottou, 2014] compare ImageNet [Deng
et al., 2009] and the ESP Game dataset [von Ahn and Dabbish, 2004], but most works use

1
https://github.com/douwekiela/mmfeat

2
https://caffe.berkeleyvision.org/

3
https://github.com/anitavero/embeval

4
https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/index.html
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a single data source. In this work, one of our objectives is to asses the quality of various
sources of image data DV .

We selected the presented datasets because they are all standard in Computer Vision
or NLP while they all di↵er in at least one of the following properties:

• Type: search engines; photo sharing social networks or hand crafted image datasets.

• Annotation: Automatic by an algorithm or annotated by humans.

• Coverage: Unlimited – crowd sourced on the internet or a prepared dataset of
limited size.

• Sorted : Whether there is a relevance score assigned to each image that indicates
how descriptive it is of a word (e.g., search engine order).

• Tag specificity : Whether the annotation of images are: specific of objects / scenes in
the image; loose – related to the image on a higher semantic level or from a personal
annotator’s angle; dense – detailed labels of objects and relationships within an
image.

Table 3.1 provides an overview of the data sources. Descriptions of each dataset follow:

Google Images Google’s image search5 results have been found to be comparable to
hand-crafted image datasets [Fergus et al., 2005].

Bing Images An alternative image search engine is Bing Images6. It uses di↵erent
underlying technology from Google Images, but o↵ers the same functionality as an image
search engine.

Flickr Although [Bergsma and Goebel, 2011] have found that Google Images works
better in one experiment, the photo sharing service Flickr7 is an interesting data source
because its images are tagged by human annotators.

ImageNet ImageNet [Deng et al., 2009] is a large ontology of images developed for a
variety of Computer Vision applications. It serves as a benchmarking standard for various
image processing and Computer Vision tasks. ImageNet is constructed along the same
hierarchical structure as WordNet [Miller, 1995], by attaching images to the corresponding
synset (synonym set).

Visual Genome Visual Genome [Krishna et al., 2016] is a human annotated dataset
which contains images with bounding box annotations around objects and relations among
many other types of information, such as scene and region descriptions, object attributes,
semantic relationships between image regions and objects, and Visual Question Answering
(VQA) pairs. The objects, attributes, relationships, and noun phrases in region descrip-
tions, and VQA pairs are also canonicalised to WordNet [Miller, 1995] synsets.

All of the dataset properties can be relevant, however, it is not immediately obvious
whether any of the above sources are superior over the other. While search engines
provide full data coverage for virtually any vocabularies of various languages, they fall

5
https://images.google.com/

6
https://www.bing.com/images

7
https://www.flickr.com
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behind in tag specificity, as the search word is in an associative relationship with the
images, not a hand-crafted label. Search engines and Flickr all come with a relevance
order, which can be useful for image based meaning representations. However, in case
of search engines we rely too much on black-box algorithms and automatic annotation.
Hand-crafted datasets, while certainly fall behind in size and thus coverage, contain more
carefully collected human annotation, which are usually more specific and detailed. In
both ImageNet and VisualGenome, annotations are aligned with WordNet, which is a
standard knowledge base.

Figure 3.1 contains image samples from all datasets which serve as observable contexts
OV , that are mapped to vectors by a feed-forward step in a CNN. All networks are
pre-trained on ImageNet, thus our models do not di↵er in this regard. While there
is less di↵erence for the more specific concept of elephant, results for animal are more
diverse across sources. Visual Genome (Figure 3.1a) includes several bounding boxes
with dense annotations, whereas the others are ordered by relevance. Flickr tends to
include more personal photos, such as pets in Figure 3.1d. Google and Bing have more
versatile results (Figure 3.1b, 3.1c). In order to see clearer how each properties a↵ect
model performance, we propose measuring the e↵ect of image source choice and discuss
its e↵ectiveness regarding the costs of dataset creation.

3.1.2 Text Corpora

Linguistic modes SL are naturally trained on text corpora DL. Structured embeddings SS

are also trained on text, however, the main di↵erence from traditional text corpora is that
these are ordered in a specific structure instead of free text, e.g., a graph of expressions,
hence the distinct notation DS. We used di↵erent versions of Wikipedia and Common
Crawl datasets as DL training data. DS consists of Visual Genome Scene Graphs. All
these are described in the following.

Wikipedia Wikipedia8 is a widely used corpus in NLP applications. It is a crowd-
sourced encyclopaedia, which covers various common sense and scientific concepts. Its
topic structure has been directly exploited in Explicit Semantic Analysis [Gabrilovich
et al., 2007]. It has been used as a general training corpus for its wide topic coverage,
and long history of crowd-sourced quality control. In this work we use versions, trained
on 2013 and 2020 Wikipedia dumps, as baseline models.

FastText In Section 4.3 we use more recent pretrained word embeddings from the Fast-
Text framework9. These models use the traditional CBOW model, with versions extended
with subword information [Mikolov et al., 2018]. The following training datasets were
used:

1. wiki-news-300d-1M : 1 million word vectors trained on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC web-
base corpus and statmt.org news dataset (16B tokens).

2. wiki-news-300d-1M-subword : 1 million word vectors trained with subword infoma-
tion on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC webbase corpus and statmt.org news dataset (16B
tokens).

3. crawl-300d-2M : 2 million word vectors trained on Common Crawl (600B tokens).

8
https://www.wikipedia.org/

9
https://fasttext.cc/docs/en/english-vectors.html
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(a) Visual Genome

(b) Google

(c) Bing

(d) Flickr

Figure 3.1: Example images for animal and elephant from the various data sources used as
observable contexts OV . While there is less di↵erence for the more specific concept of ele-
phant, results for animal are more diverse across sources. Visual Genome includes several
bounding boxes with dense annotations, whereas the others are ordered by relevance.

4. crawl-300d-2M-subword : 2 million word vectors trained with subword information
on Common Crawl (600B tokens).

Visual Genome Scene Graph In this work we do not only use Visual Genome [Kr-
ishna et al., 2016] as an image dataset, but we exploit its dense and structured human
annotation as well, as a text corpus. The Visual Genome dataset contains complete set of
descriptions and QAs for each image based on multiple image regions, and a formalized
representation of the components of an image. It consists of seven main components:
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Total region descriptions 4,297,502

Total image object instances 1,366,673

Unique image objects 75,729

Total object-object relationship instances 1,531,448

Unique relationships 40,480

Total attribute-object instances 1,670,182

Unique attributes 40,513

Total Scene Graphs 108,249

Total Region Graphs 3,788,715

Total Question Answers 1,773,258

Table 3.2: Visual Genome annotation statistics.

region descriptions, objects, attributes, relationships, region graphs, scene graphs, and
question answer pairs. Figure 3.2 shows examples of each component for one image.
Although, it falls behind the above mentioned text corpora in terms of size, its highly
structured nature can convey semantic information in itself. This dataset is special in
terms of its “modality”. It includes dense textual annotation of image objects and scenes
which people normally do not write about. Therefore, even though the annotation consists
of character series, it conveys some high level visual common-sense knowledge. Besides its
relevance for research, this type of annotation collection methodology could benefit data
acquisition of low-resource languages, where there is no abundance (or there is an absence)
of corpora. Applying tools where speakers can point out visually grounded meaning of
their language could be a highly e�cient way of documenting and analysing these lan-
guages. Moreover, automatic Scene Graph Generation algorithms [Xu et al., 2020] can
further boost the e�ciency of such methods. Some statistics10 on the size of di↵erent
annotation types are summarized in Table 3.2. Preliminary studies on a new embedding
type based on this dataset is discussed in Section 4.2. The model is thoroughly studied
in Section 4.3 and in Chapters 5 and 6.

We decided to use Wikipedia and corpora from the FastText system, because they
are all standard in the literature and are also easily and openly available. While we used
pretrained models in our studies, we also trained our own SGNS model on various subsets
of Wikipedia for quantity and distribution control experiments. Experimenting with even
bigger datasets would be a potential improvement. However, given our resources and the
number of experiments planned, this was a sensible data size limit. Visual Genome is a
unique data source for its structured annotations. We chose it to investigate the potentials
of such a dataset for multi-modal semantics.

3.2 From Intrinsic Evaluation to Interpretable
Model Anatomy

In this section we discuss the used evaluation datasets, metrics and analysis methodol-
ogy, which we applied to implement our three-pillar transparent testing of multi-modal

10
https://visualgenome.org/data_analysis/statistics
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6 Ranjay Krishna et al.

Fig. 4: A representation of the Visual Genome dataset. Each image contains region descriptions that describe a
localized portion of the image. We collect two types of question answer pairs (QAs): freeform QAs and region-based
QAs. Each region is converted to a region graph representation of objects, attributes, and pairwise relationships.
Finally, each of these region graphs are combined to form a scene graph with all the objects grounded to the image.
Best viewed in color

Figure 3.2: A representation of the Visual Genome dataset. Each image contains region
descriptions that describe a localized portion of the image. There are two types of question
answer pairs (QAs): free form QAs and region-based QAs. Each region is converted to
a region graph representation of objects, attributes, and pairwise relationships. Finally,
each of these region graphs are combined to form a scene graph with all the objects
grounded to the image. [Krishna et al., 2016]
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embeddings, laid out in Section 2.7.2. Section 3.2.1 describes the tools for 1 Perfor-
mance testing. Section 3.2.2 describes analysis on brain data as embedding analysis.
Section 3.2.3 introduces cluster analysis as 2 Qualitative / Quantitative structural analy-
sis. Finally Section 3.2.4. introduces empirical Mutual Information estimation methods
for 3 Independence analysis.

3.2.1 Behavioural Tasks

Most multi-modal word embedding work evaluate on semantic similarity and related-
ness tasks in the hope of gathering information about the intrinsic behaviour of ab-
stract semantic representations. However, the ambiguous notion of similarity and the
low inter-annotator agreement make it di�cult to draw robust conclusions on the dif-
ferences between models [Batchkarov et al., 2016]. As a first black-box step, we will
also evaluate on these standard datasets. Unlike previous work, however, we first aim
to create an extensive study of comparing several semantic models Sm with varying pa-
rameters of T,Om, Dm, Xm, Am, dm, Em. Then we gradually move towards more in-depth
transparency analysis.

We briefly describe the standard evaluation datasets and metrics we use in our exper-
iments:

MEN The MEN data set [Bruni et al., 2014] consists of 3,000 word pairs, randomly
selected from words that occur at least 700 times in the freely available ukWaC and
Wackypedia corpora combined and at least 50 times (as tags) in the opensourced subset
of the ESP game dataset.11 Pairs were sampled so that they represent a balanced range
of relatedness levels according to a text-based semantic score. Each pair was randomly
matched with a comparison pair and rated in this setting (as either more or less related
than the comparison point) by an annotator on Amazon Mechanical Turk. This binary
comparison task is both more natural for an individual annotator, and also permits seam-
less integration of the supervision from many annotators. The downside is that this way,
there is no well-defined inter-subject agreement. In total, each pair was rated against 50
comparison pairs, thus obtaining a final score on a 50-point scale, although the Turkers’
choices were binary.

SimLex-999 SimLex-999 [Hill et al., 2015] is a dataset structurally similar to MEN,
including 999 word pairs for intrinsic semantic evaluation. Its objective is, however,
to measure how well models capture similarity, rather than relatedness or association.
The scores in SimLex-999 therefore di↵er from other well-known evaluation datasets such
as MEN. For example, “coast” and “shore” would have high score in both MEN and
SimLex. On the other hand, “cloth” and “closet” would have low score in SimLex but
high score in MEN, since they have di↵erent materials, function etc., even though they
are very much related. This task is challenging for computational models to replicate
because, in order to perform well, they must learn to capture similarity independently
of relatedness/association. These two relationships between words show up in di↵erent
contextual features. Similarity is inferred from similar co-occurrences with other words.
Similarity or relatedness is then captured by the type of co-occurrence / window size
[Kilgarri↵ and Yallop, 2000]. In addition SimLex includes concreteness Part-Of-Speech
and association scores from the University of South Florida (USF) Free Association Norms
[Nelson et al., 2004].

11
https://staff.fnwi.uva.nl/e.bruni/MEN
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SimVerb-3500 SimVerb-3500 [Gerz et al., 2016] is an evaluation resource that provides
human ratings for the similarity of 3,500 verb pairs. It covers all normed verb types from
the USF Free Association database, providing at least three examples for every VerbNet
[Schuler, 2005] class. Verb pairs are rated on a scale 0-10, for example: “to reply” / “to
respond” - 9.79; “to participate” / “to join” - 5.64; “to stay” / “to leave” - 0.17. We
included this dataset in Section 4.2, where predicate - object relationships are in focus,
to test how it a↵ects verb representations in particular.

Evaluation metric Model performance is assessed through the Spearman ⇢s rank cor-
relation between the embedding similarity scores for a given pair of words, together with
human judgements in each evaluation datasets. Pearson correlation has also been con-
sidered, however, humans find it much harder to attach a numerical score to a pairwise
comparison like “cat”–“dog”, rather than having to judge whether that comparison is
more similar than “cat”–“television”. Furthermore, Pearson correlation coe�cient should
also be avoided because even if humans give numerical scores as similarity ratings, these
are unlikely to be normally distributed.

Embedding similarity scores are computed using the cosine distance of the two word
vectors, ~w1, ~w2 of a word pair, w1, w2.

Cosine( ~w1, ~w2) =
~w1 · ~w2

k ~w1kk ~w2k
(3.3)

=
~w1 · ~w2pP

i w1
2
i

pP
i w2

2
i

(3.4)

The dot product in the numerator is calculating numerical overlap between the word
vectors, and dividing by the respective lengths provides a length normalisation which
leads to the cosine of the angle between the vectors. Normalisation is important because
we would not want two word vectors to score highly for similarity simply because those
words were frequent in the corpus. The cosine measure is commonly used in studies of
distributional semantics, however, we could use any other vector space metric [Clark,
2015]. It is di�cult to reach a conclusion from the literature regarding which similarity
measure is best; we use cosine distance here because it has become standard in NLP.
Future work could involve revisiting these standard metrics because they may behave
di↵erently depending on the task and the source/modality of training data.

3.2.2 Brain Imaging as Embedding Analysis

Evaluating on brain imaging data has been introduced as NLP evaluation tasks on vari-
ous occasions [Mitchell et al., 2008, Anderson et al., 2016] (Section 2.1.2). In some cases
visually grounded models have been included in the evaluation [Davis et al., 2019, An-
derson et al., 2017, Bulat et al., 2017]. The measured impact of multi-modal information,
however, varies across studies, thus in this work we included a broader analysis on these
tasks as well. We aim to use correlation studies with brain data as a type of black-box
analysis, which is substantially di↵erent from behavioural tasks and as such can shed new
light on di↵erences between our Semantic Embedding models of di↵erent modalities. The
findings in cognitive neuro-science (Section 2.1.2) on multi-modal human brain activities
while performing semantic tasks, further motivates us to include brain data in our studies.

We evaluate on two brain image datasets which were collected while participants
viewed 60 concrete nouns with line drawings [Mitchell et al., 2008, Sudre et al., 2012].
One dataset was collected using fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and
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one with MEG (Magnetoencephalography). Each dataset has 9 participants, but the
participant sets are disjoint, thus there are 18 unique participants in total. Though the
stimuli is shared across the two experiments, MEG and fMRI are very di↵erent recording
modalities and thus the data are not redundant [Xu et al., 2016].

fMRI dataset fMRI measures the change in blood oxygen levels in the brain, which
varies according to the amount of work being done by a particular brain area. In this fMRI
dataset collected by Mitchell et al. [Mitchell et al., 2008] participants were presented with
line drawings and noun labels of 60 concrete nouns from 12 semantic categories: animals,
body parts, buildings, building parts, clothing, furniture, insects, kitchen items, tools,
vegetables, vehicles and man-made objects. The experimental task was to think about
the properties of the noun concept they were shown - the set of 60 concepts was presented
in a random order six times to each participant. Each concept was presented for 3 seconds,
with seven second gaps between presentations.

MEG dataset This experiment involved the same task as the previous one but using
MEG machine, a large helmet with 306 sensors that measure aspects of the magnetic
fields at di↵erent locations in the brain. A MEG brain image is the time signals recorded
from each of these sensors. Each of the words was presented 20 times (in random order)
for a total of 1200 brain images.

Both brain image data have been preprocessed by the BrainBench Test Suit [Xu
et al., 2016]. They used “partialling out” process in order to remove low level activity
attributable to visual properties from the brain images. They used the methodology from
Mitchell et al. to select the most stable brain image features for each of the 18 participants.
The stability metric assigns a high score to features that show strong self-correlation over
presentations of the same word.

Two vs. two test To evaluate on brain data we need to compare representation
similarities from brain imaging vectors and meaning representation vectors. This type of
evaluation if fundamentally di↵erent from the behavioural tasks, as we do not have human
similarity score labels for word pairs. We use leave-two-out cross validation, the testing
methodology from Mitchell et al. which has become standard for brain imaging evaluation
of semantic embeddings. Our implementation is based on BrainBench with modifications
so we can perform analysis on individual participants. The evaluation starts from two
similarity matrices, a neural and a brain similarity matrix. Columns of this matrices
are called similarity codes. Similarity codes (~si, ~sj) and brain activity similarity codes
(~ai, ~aj) are selected for two nouns. Elements i. and j. from each of the similarity codes
are removed, as these entries correspond to the nouns being tested. Figure 3.3 visualises
an example of the decoding procedure. Decoding is successful if the sum of Pearson
correlations for the correct pairings is greater than the sum of Pearson correlations for
the incorrect pairings, resulting in decoding accuracy of 1 for this pair and 0 otherwise.
Thus, the expected chance-level decoding accuracy is 50%.

3.2.3 How do Models Conceptualise? – Cluster Analysis

As introduced in Section 2.7.3 the second pillar (2) of our analysis is a transparent inves-
tigation of the concepts our embedding spaces EL, EV , ES capture. We are interested in
how much these model-concepts di↵er from each other to understand under what circum-
stances each modalities can complement each other. As mentioned before this qualitative /
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Figure 3.3: Visualisation of leave-two-out cross validation from [Anderson et al., 2016].
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quantitative structural analysis is meant to be used in the context of previous performance
analyses and the third pillar of 3 independence analysis, we will detail in Section 3.2.4.

By model-concept, here, we mean some similarity metric based clusters in the embed-
ding spaces, which do not necessarily correspond to the meaning of one word, but rather
some higher level or di↵erent structure. As a straightforward implementation, we chose
to use standard clustering algorithms and metrics, to compare our di↵erent embeddings.

In order to grasp how the concept structure of our embedding spaces di↵er from each
other we first searched for ways to quantify their cluster structure. We do not know
the ground truth labels of our clusters or even the number of clusters each embedding
spaces should be broken into. Therefore, we experiment with three standard clusterization
metrics which are designed for the case when a ground truth labelling is not available.
Furthermore, we report results for a range of number of clusters.

In Chapter 6 we present the design, implementation and result of our transparency
studies. Section 6.2 includes qualitative and quantitative cluster analysis. In Section 6.2.2
we compare our embeddings’ cluster structures and visualise the learnt clusterings. In
Section 6.2.3 we present supervised visualisations of the embedding spaces alongside an
automatic label generation method and compare the results against the clusterization
metric scores. As an e↵ective visualisation we use the T-SNE algorithm [Maaten and
Hinton, 2008, Wattenberg et al., 2016].

Clustering and T-SNE have been previously used for multi-modal embedding analysis
e.g., [Gupta et al., 2019]. In Section 6.2 we report qualitative analyses by investigating
the elements of the clusters, as well as reporting further quantitative cluster structure
comparison analyses. One of our clustering analyses is based on the pre-defined cluster
labels of [Gupta et al., 2019]. They also use Visual Genome, otherwise, their work is
fundamentally di↵erent from ours as they use di↵erent models, they do not exploit the
Visual Genome graph structure and evaluate on downstream tasks.

In the following we present all the standard algorithms and metrics used for the clus-
tering studies.

Clustering Methods and Metrics

We ran the K-means [MacQueen et al., 1967] clusterization algorithm on all three embed-
dings to see if it can reveal more about the underlying structure of the spaces. We used
the k-means++ initialization scheme [Arthur and Vassilvitskii, 2006], which has been im-
plemented in the Scikit-learn package12. This initializes the centroids to be (generally)
distant from each other, leading to probably better results than random initialization.
As a control for consistency of clustering we also present results using Agglomerative
Clustering13. To measure the rate of clusterization, when the labels are not known, we
used three standard metrics implemented in the Scikit-learn package14. One drawback
of these metrics is that they are generally higher for convex clusters than other concepts
of clusters. However, convexity is not always given. They respond poorly to elongated
clusters, or manifolds with irregular shapes.

1. Davies–Bouldin Index can be calculated by the following formula:

DB =
1

K

KX

i=1

max
j 6=i

✓
�i + �j

d(ci, cj)

◆
(3.5)

12
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#k-means

13
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#hierarchical-clustering

14
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html#clustering-performance-evaluation
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where �x is the average distance of all elements from the cluster centroid in cluster
Cx. d(ci, cj) is the distance between centroids ci, cj. Since clusters with low intra-
cluster distances (high intra-cluster similarity) and high inter-cluster distances (low
inter-cluster similarity) will have a low Davies–Bouldin index, the smaller this num-
ber is the better the clusterization is considered to be.

The computation of Davies-Bouldin is simpler than that of Silhouette scores. The
index is solely based on quantities and features inherent to the dataset as its com-
putation only uses point-wise distances.

2. Calinski-Harabasz Index – also known as the Variance Ratio Criterion – can
be used to evaluate the model, where a higher Calinski-Harabasz score relates to a
model with better defined clusters. The index is the ratio of the sum of between-
clusters dispersion and of inter-cluster dispersion for all clusters (where dispersion
is defined as the sum of distances squared):

CH =
tr(BK)

tr(WK)
⇥ N �K

K � 1
(3.6)

where tr(BK) is the trace of the between group dispersion matrix and tr(WK) is the
trace of the within-cluster dispersion matrix defined by:

WK =
X

k

X

e2C
k

(e� ck)(e� ck)
T (3.7)

BK =
X

k

(ck � cE)(ck � cE)
T (3.8)

with cE being the centroid of E.

The score is higher when clusters are dense and well separated, which relates to a
standard concept of a cluster.

3. Silhouette Coe�cient value is a measure of how similar an object is to its own
cluster (cohesion) compared to other clusters (separation).

For each data point ei we define:

a(ei) =
1

|Ci|� 1

X

j2C,i 6=j

d(ei, ej) (3.9)

b(ei) = min
k 6=i

1

|Ck|
X

j2C
k

d(ei, ej) (3.10)

We now define a silhouette (value) of one data point ei:

S(ei) =
b(ei)� a(ei)

max{a(ei), b(ei)}
, if |Ci| > 1 (3.11)

Silhouette Coe�cient is also higher when clusters are dense and well separated.
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3.2.4 Information Gain from Modalities

The third pillar of our analysis is the second transparency study, which aims to uncover
how much representations di↵er? We formulated it as an independence analysis (Pil-
lar 3) of our embeddings EL, EV , ES as multivariate random variables in Section 2.7.5.
Applying equation 2.13 to the three modalities (including the same three assumptions),
we aim to measure whether

I(EL, EV ) > I(EL, ES) (3.12)

in which case we hypothesise that there is a combination method with which, combining
EL with ES is more e�cient than using EL + EV , as they convey more complementary
information which can be combined. The experiment design and the results are reported
in Section 6.3. We need to estimate the empirical Mutual Information of our vector spaces
from data, which is a hard problem. In the following we introduce standard methods and
tools we used for this purpose.

Empirical Mutual Information Estimation

Since Mutual Information is a special case of divergence (such as DKL in Equation 2.10),
divergence estimators can be employed to estimate it. To recall the definition of DKL

(Equation 2.12): if p(x) and q(x) are densities then

DKL(p||q) =
Z

Rd

p(x) log
p(x)

q(x)
dx. (3.13)

The estimators then approximate Equation 2.10:

I(X, Y ) = DKL(PX,Y ||PX ⌦ PY ) (3.14)

In our application, PX,Y is a sample from a multi-modal embedding created by mid-
fusion, whereas the marginals are the uni-modal embeddings. To estimate the densities
p(x) and q(x), the traditional approach is to use histograms with equally sized bins [Wang
et al., 2005]. However, the computational complexity of such methods is exponential in
d and the estimation accuracy deteriorates quickly as the dimension increases. Hence, a
more robust way of estimating multidimensional Mutual Information is using k-Nearest
Neighbor distances (IKNN) which bypasses the di�culties associated with partitioning
in a high-dimensional space [Wang et al., 2009]. This method estimates a density by
computing the average frequency of each point’s KNNs in the Euclidean ball centred
around the point. This provides a consistent estimate of DKL(p||q). In practice these
methods become unreliable in a high-dimensional space due to the sparsity of the data
objects.

To overcome this, another approach is to introduce non-linearity using a kernel, when
calculating the distances. In this work we use a kernel method called the Hilbert-Schmidt
Independence Criterion (HSIC) algorithm [Gretton et al., 2005], because it has been shown
to work in practical applications [Jitkrittum et al., 2017].

Consider a reproducing kernel Hilbert space F of functions from X to R. To each point
X 2 X , there corresponds an element �(X) 2 F such that h�(X),�(X 0)iF = k(X,X 0),
where k : X ⇥ X ! R is a unique positive definite kernel.

Then the HSIC estimate is given by the following:

IHSIC(X, Y ) = kCX,Y kHS, (3.15)
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where k.kHS is the Hilbert-Schmidt Norm. CX,Y is a cross-covariance operator between
X and Y :

CX,Y = EX,Y ([k1(·, X)� µX ]⌦ [k2(·, Y )� µY ]) (3.16)

where µX = EX [k1(·, X)] and µY = EY [k2(·, Y )] are the mean embeddings of X and Y
respectively to a Reproducing Kernel Hilbert Space. k1 and k2 are kernels on X and Y
respectively. For more details on the theoretical background see [Gretton et al., 2005].

We apply an open source Python implementation of the above algorithms from the
Information Theoretical Estimators Toolbox15 [Szabó, 2014].16

3.3 Analysis Scheme

Figure 3.4 represents a roadmap of our three pillar analysis.17 On the top: Pillar 1
Performance testing : broad comparison across data sources, ML models and modalities,
which will be presented in Chapter 4. Based on this SL,SV ,SS are narrowed down to
a particular combination of model and data source. In Chapter 5 we change our focus
on more in-depth analysis of fewer models based on the findings in the previous blanket
studies. Here, we restrict ourselves to behavioural tests, but we inspect our models in
a more fine grained fashion, regarding size and distribution ranges. Following, in the
middle: Pillar 2 of structural cluster analysis to discover embedding concepts. At the
bottom: Pillar 3: Independence analysis of embeddings. Chapter 6 includes the two parts
of our transparency analysis. Here, we will focus on the structure of each embedding
types EL, ES and EV . Lastly, we measure the information gain ES and EV entail when
combined with EL.

Narrowing the umbrella studies down to a few model, data and modality combinations
is another layer on top of the three pillar analysis framework. However, this layer is
not necessary for our proposed evaluation methodology. Performing costly large scale
studies with numerous current models would become shortly obsolete. Our aim is rather
to provide a general framework with proof-of-concept studies, which can be applied to
various models in the future.

15
https://bitbucket.org/szzoli/ite

16We would also like to thank Zoltán Szabó for his counsel on the theoretical background.
17Icons made by Freepik, Smashicons, Good Ware, Eucalyp and Becris from https://flaticon.

com/authors/<author name>. Voronoi diagrams were generated using http://alexbeutel.com/webgl/

voronoi.html.
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Figure 3.4: Roadmap of analyses. On the top: Pillar 1 Performance testing : broad comparison
across data sources, ML models and modalities. Based on this SL,SV ,SS are narrowed down to a
particular combination of model and data source. Following, in the middle: Pillar 2 of structural

cluster analysis to discover embedding concepts. At the bottom: Pillar 3: Independence analysis

of embeddings.
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Chapter 4

Impact of Visual Information in
Semantics

This chapter covers experiments which form an implementation of pillar 1 Performance
testing (Figure 3.4 on top). We cover experiments towards a comprehensive analysis of
models across data sources, machine learning models and modalities. We introduce the
implementation of a new structured hybrid modality based on small data and in between
low level visual information and high level linguistic, symbolic data. We use evaluations
which we refer to as black-box testing, for looking at only performance numbers. However,
by performing a broad study we aim to o↵er a more comprehensive analysis of multi-modal
studies than in previous work.

The experiments are designed to addresses our research Questions 1, 2 and 3, laid out
in Chapter 1.1. To recap and frame them in our Semantic Embedding model framework
(Section 2.6):

1. How does the source of images DV a↵ect the performance of multi-modal semantic
representations?

2. Does the number of images have an impact on performance? – Variability of the
visual extraction function XV .

3. Do previous findings on complementary visual information scale to di↵erent types
and sizes of linguistic corpora? – Variability of observable context data OL, OV , OS

and introducing a new extraction function for structured data XS.

In Section 4.1 we present a systematic study of the performance of state-of-the-art
image data sources and CNN architectures, and measure the impact of image quantity
(Questions 1 and 2). In Section 4.2 we introduce a new embedding type based on a visually
structured, textual data source, the Visual Genome Scene Graphs [Krishna et al., 2016],
and show preliminary studies on its performance for “sanity-check”. In Section 4.3 we
present a broader analysis involving the models from the previous sections, extended with
new ones. We tackle Question 3 by comparing several data sources of di↵erent sizes and
modalities. Section 4.4 involves a study on how pretrained word embedding initialisation
a↵ects sequence model performance on textual entailment.
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4.1 Comparing Visual Models and Data Sources for
Semantics

This section focuses on the analysis of EL +EV type multi-modal word embeddings with
mid-fusion and various Convolutional Neural Network based EV visual representations.
The study explores the following questions regarding semantic similarity and relatedness
tasks:

1. How important is the source of images DV ? Is there a di↵erence between search
engines and manually annotated data sources?

2. How should we aggregate the image representations for a search key into one visual
representation? – Post-processing part of the visual mapping function AV .

3. Does the number of images obtained for each search key matter? – Variability of
the visual extraction function XV .

4. Does the choice of the CNN architecture have an impact on the performance of visual
and multi-modal models? – ML algorithm part of the visual mapping function AV .

To address the first question, we decided to use di↵erent search engines and other
existing image datasets. For that purpose, we extended Douwe Kiela’s MMFeat toolkit1

with an API for the Flickr search engine. Later on we continued working on a joint project
addressing the above questions in multi-modal distributional word semantics. The results
have been published in an EMNLP long paper [Kiela et al., 2016].2 In this project, we
systematically compared deep visual representation learning techniques, experimenting
with three well-known network architectures, AlexNet, GoogLeNet and VGGNet (see Sec-
tion 2.3.1). In addition, we explored the various data sources (described in Section 3.1.1)
that can be used for retrieving relevant images, showing that images from search engines
perform as well as, or better than, those from manually crafted resources such as Ima-
geNet. Furthermore, we explored the optimal number of images and the multi-lingual
applicability of multi-modal semantics.

4.1.1 Evaluation

We employ behavioural evaluation tasks described in detail in Section 3.2.1. In summary,
model performance is assessed through the Spearman ⇢s rank correlation between the
system’s similarity scores for a given pair of words, together with human judgements. We
evaluate on two well-known similarity and relatedness judgement datasets: MEN [Bruni
et al., 2014] and SimLex-999 [Hill et al., 2015].

In each experiment, we examine performance of the visual representations compared
to text-based representations, as well as performance of the multi-modal representation
that fuses the two. In this case, we apply mid-level fusion – a popular technique in multi-
modal semantics (described earlier) – concatenating the L2-normalized representations.
Linguistic representations are 300-dimensional and are obtained by applying skip-gram
with negative sampling to a 2013 dump of Wikipedia. Visual vectors based on AlexNet
and VGGNet are both 4096-dimensional, GoogLeNet vectors are of 1024 dimensions. The

1
https://github.com/douwekiela/mmfeat

2I implemented the Flickr API and all the data collection, experiments and evaluations presented in
this thesis.
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normalization step that is performed before applying fusion ensures that both modalities
contribute equally to the overall multi-modal representation.

We evaluated the di↵erent architectures and data sources using either the mean or
elementwise maximum method for aggregating image representations into visual ones (AV

post-processing). However, we found no significant di↵erence between these two methods.

4.1.2 Results

Figure 4.1: The e↵ect of the number of images on representation quality.

We found that multi-modal representation learning yields better performance across
the board: for di↵erent network architectures, di↵erent data sources and di↵erent aggre-
gation methods (Figure 4.1).

We examined AlexNet, GoogLeNet and VGGNet, all three winners of the ILSVRC
ImageNet classification challenge, and found that they perform very similarly. If e�ciency
or memory are issues, AlexNet or GoogLeNet are the most suitable architectures. For
overall best performance, AlexNet and VGGNet are the best choices.

The choice of data sources has a bigger impact: Google, Bing, Flickr and ImageNet
were much better than the ESP Game dataset. Google, Flickr and Bing have the ad-
vantage that they have potentially unlimited coverage. Google and Bing are particularly
suited to full-coverage experiments, even when these include abstract words [Kiela et al.,
2016].

Another question is the number of images we want to use: does performance increase
with more images? There is an obvious trade-o↵ here, since downloading and process-
ing images takes time (and may incur financial costs). This experiment only applies to
relevance-sorted image search data sources. We found that the number of images has an
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impact on performance, but that it stabilizes at around 10-20 images, indicating that it
is usually not necessary to obtain more than 10 images per word. For Flickr, obtaining
more images is detrimental to performance. The e↵ect of the number of images on the
performance is shown in Figure 4.1.

4.1.3 Conclusion

This work explores some important factors for choosing visual models and data sources for
multi-modal semantics. It is important to note that the multi-modal results only apply to
the mid-level fusion method of concatenating normalized vectors: although these findings
are indicative of performance for other fusion methods, di↵erent architectures or data
sources may be more suitable for di↵erent fusion methods.

Understanding what it is that makes these representations perform so well is another
important question. Is it more data or the multi-modal nature of the data which is
increasing performance? Building on these preliminary findings, in Section 4.3 we explore
a broader range of factors which may shed more light to visual models’ behaviour in
multi-modal semantics.

4.2 Visual Context in the Linguistic Domain

Despite the indisputable success of data driven methods in NLP, humans’ ability to gen-
eralise after having been exposed to only a small amount of data provides motivation
to further explore alternative machine learning methods. An appealing option is to ex-
ploit structured prior information combined with multi-modal input. There is a need
for more work on applying and automatically acquiring structured prior information that
can help us to take a step towards human level and interpretable language generation and
understanding.

The second key contribution (II.) of this thesis is the introduction and analysis of a
new modality (Section 2.5). The study, presented here, aims is to explore the possibili-
ties for learning semantic word representations based on structured and visually grounded
prior information. This way we further explore the types of text corpora we use, expanding
on Question 3.

We use the Visual Genome (VG) dataset’s scene graphs and bounding boxes as struc-
tured training data (introduced in Section 3.1.2). Visual Genome images are annotated
with region graph representation of objects, attributes, and pairwise relationships. Each
of these region graphs are combined to form a scene graph with all the objects grounded
to the image (see Figure 3.2).

The main questions this work aims to examine are the following: What is the infor-
mation coming from (structured) image data? Is it the high level information of visual
scene structure which enhances linguistic information or low level visual features matter
as well?

4.2.1 Scene Graph Context

We introduce a new Semantic Embedding model SS. There could be many ways to in-
corporate structured, visually grounded prior information from VG, such as using graph
neural networks [Scarselli et al., 2008] as part of the mapping function AS. In this work,
we implemented a much simpler method in order to see if a small, fast to train model
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performs well. Instead of developing a new mapping function, we introduce a new extrac-
tion function XS, which extracts the relevant context information from the scene graphs
then feeds it into a simple shallow-network as AS.

Using the scene graph annotations as a corpus, XS takes as input the whole scene
graph dataset DS and returns “relevant” context items from OS to each target element
from T – that is it returns a mapping from target/context item pairs to numbers in N,
representing a relevance score of context pairs: XS : T ! (OS(T ) ! N). In this case
this score is a binary number representing whether a context node o 2 OS is in the graph
neighbourhood of the surface representations of t 2 T . The relevant context corresponds
to a radius in this graph around an object or predicate node. The radius is the number of
steps we take starting from a node in a breadth first search manner. The context words
are all the node labels within this sub-graph. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo code for
the Scene Graph Context Generation Algorithm. G denotes the scene graph, rad is the
radius. It returns a word, context pair list [< t1, o1 >, ..., < tn, on >]. Each node in G
has more word labels or “names” (e.g. elephant and animal can be names of the same
object node). We take all the combinations of the given node names of two nodes, which
are in each others context. This operation is denoted by the direct product of the two
name lists, ⇥. E.g., if node {elephant, animal} is in the neighbourhood of node with label
{sleep}, then we generate context pairs of: [helephant, sleepi, hanimal, sleepi].

In this case the mapping function AS, is a Skip-gram algorithm [Mikolov et al., 2013b],
which maps from context items to a word embedding space ES 2 R|T |⇥d

S , dS = 300.
Figure 4.2 shows an example for creating contexts for embeddings from Visual Genome
Scene Graphs. The context words (orange) used are up to three links from a target node
(black).

Algorithm 1: Scene Graph Context Generation Algorithm
Input: G, rad
Result: contexts = [< t1, o1 >, ..., < tn, on >]
for node 2 G do

context nodes = breadth first traverse(node, rad);
for cnode 2 context nodes do

contexts += [node.names⇥ cnode.names]
end

end

Visual Genome scene graphs have been used for word meaning representations [Kuz-
menko and Herbelot, 2019, Herbelot, 2020]. They build a truth theoretic model including
predicate / entity pairs before feeding it to a skip-gram model. Our method is more
relaxed since we directly process the Scene Graphs into contexts of a given size (radius),
without any further restriction based on grammatical information. The results are com-
pared in Section 5.2.4.

This model is linguistic in a sense that it only uses text context in the graph neighbour-
hood, without grounding it to visual features. However, it still uses visual information
implicitly, since the graph represents relationships in visual scenes.

Di↵erent versions of the above model are compared to the following baselines:

1. w2v-wikipedia: A traditional skip-gram trained on a 2013 dump of Wikipedia.

2. w2v-descriptions : A skip-gram model trained on the Visual Genome image descrip-
tions.
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Figure 4.2: Generating contexts for embeddings from Visual Genome Scene Graphs. The
context words (orange) used are up to three links from a target node (black). The <target,
context word> pairs are then fed to a Skip-gram algorithm. Photos are from https:

//visualgenome.org/

For evaluation we perform the following intrinsic and extrinsic tests:

• Semantic relatedness/similarity on the MEN [Bruni et al., 2014] , SimLex [Hill et al.,
2015] and SimVerb [Gerz et al., 2016] datasets.

• Brain data: Predicting patterns of brain activity associated with the meaning of
nouns, making use of two datasets: fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging)
[Mitchell et al., 2008] and one with MEG (Magnetoencephalography) [Sudre et al.,
2012]. (See in Section 4.3.4)

4.2.2 Results

Table 4.1 shows some preliminary results using Scene Graph context, that is based on
the proximity of words in the Visual Genome Scene Graph. N in “radN ” indicates the
number of steps we take around a node in a breadth first search manner. The context
words are all the node labels within this radius. Results are shown for both lemmatised
and non lemmatised versions of the scene graph corpus. There is no substantial di↵erence
after using this preprocessing step (non lemmatised versions even perform slightly better
on MEN and SimLex), therefore we do not lemmatise in the following experiments. Using
a radius of three, our model outperforms the baseline w2v-wikipedia and w2v-description
baselines on SimLex, but it performs worse on the other datasets.

Further results on behavioural tasks and brain imaging datasets are discussed in Sec-
tion 4.3.

4.2.3 Conclusion

Based on these preliminary results, using structured small-data is a promising area to
explore. Despite its size, structured training data can achieve comparable results to
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Lemmatised Method MEN SimLex SimVerb

No
VG rad3 0.433 0.274 0.008
w2v-wikipedia 0.680 0.238 0.149

Yes
VG rad3 0.433 0.274 0.132
w2v-wikipedia 0.673 0.257 0.134

No
VG rad1 0.211 0.16 -0.031
w2v-wikipedia 0.680 0.238 0.238

Yes
VG rad1 0.206 0.154 0.040
w2v-wikipedia 0.673 0.257 0.134

Yes w2v-description 0.427 0.289 0.127

Table 4.1: Pearson correlations of the di↵erent versions of the model and the Skip-gram
baseline on the MEN, SimLex and SimVerb datasets. N in “radN ” indicates the number
of steps we take around a node in a breadth first search manner. The context words are
all the node labels within this radius. Results are shown for both lemmatised and non
lemmatised versions of the scene graph corpus.

our big corpus based baseline. Collecting such data by manual labour is expensive, but
it is probably worthwhile to explore crowd-sourced, gamified or even (semi–)automatic
techniques [Xu et al., 2020] for collecting structured training data. We report on a broader
scale analysis of various models including the ones we introduced in this section and in
Section 4.1.

4.3 Modalities, Sources and Models: a Thorough
Analysis

In the previous sections we investigated the impact of visual models and data sources
for non-visual evaluations. We compared di↵erent convolutional networks for visual em-
beddings and di↵erent image sources. We also experimented with a “small-data” based
embedding, using structured information somewhere between the visual and the linguistic
domains.

There are two main problems, however, which the multi-modal literature (including
the above studies) su↵er from:

1. Too small and probably not well formed evaluation datasets [Faruqui et al., 2016].

2. Lack of standardized comparative studies involving many di↵erent models.

The first problem is a challenging one due to the cost of data collection. Traditional
semantic similarity and relatedness tasks can provide a good starting point to evaluate
word semantics, but we certainly need a more thorough analysis if we really want to
compare semantic embedding spaces. Recently, the NLP community started evaluating
on Brain imaging data as well (see Section 3.2.2), in the hope of learning about the
relationship between word embeddings and brain activation of people while thinking of
corresponding concepts. These datasets are relatively expensive to create, hence they are
not very large. While evaluating on them can provide with interesting insights, we should
be cautious when drawing conclusions from these results.

In the following study we use both semantic similarity / relatedness and brain datasets
as evaluation. Unlike previous work, however, we try and make a further step towards
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a more in depth analysis of the results to filter out the potential noise we face in these
experiments, coming from di↵erent models and small evaluation sets.

As for the second problem, multi-modal models are usually compared to only one
linguistic baseline and maybe except for our study in Section 4.1, only one visual source
/ model combination. Here, we present a broader study involving several di↵erent visual
and linguistic embeddings in order to get a better picture of the variance we have in
performance, tackling our Question 3.

All the experiments have been implemented as part of the EmbEval toolkit (see Sec-
tion 1.3), including the creation of uni-modal embeddings as well as new mid-fusion tech-
niques (described in Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1 Studied Embeddings

In the following we summarise the parameters of the studied Semantic Embedding models,
which were described in detail in Chapters 2 and 3.

Linguistic Embeddings

To train SL models we use pretrained embeddings from the FastText System [Mikolov
et al., 2018]. Each model has been trained on di↵erent sources DL:

1. wiki-news-300d-1M : 1 million word vectors trained on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC web-
base corpus and statmt.org news dataset (16B tokens).

2. wiki-news-300d-1M-subword : 1 million word vectors trained with subword infoma-
tion on Wikipedia 2017, UMBC webbase corpus and statmt.org news dataset (16B
tokens).

3. crawl-300d-2M : 2 million word vectors trained on Common Crawl (600B tokens).

Furthermore, for comparison with earlier works we also use the same Skip-Gram model,
trained on a Wikipedia dump from 2013.

Visual Embeddings

Based on the findings in Section 4.1 we test the following datasets and models for SV :

Image Source DV We use Google Images as a source, as it had a stable performance
across models, and is widely used. We compare this big data source to visual represen-
tations trained on Visual Genome Images. This way we compare a big data source to a
smaller, but systematically annotated dataset.

ML part of AV For CNN models we use the best and fastest AlexNet model, based
on previous findings. Since publishing the results in Section 4.1 a new CNN architecture,
called Deep Residual Network (ResNet) [He et al., 2016] appeared, which is the current
state-of-the-art in object recognition on images both in terms of classification accuracy
and speed. Therefore, in this broader study we included this model as well. We also
compare two AlexNet models trained on Visual Genome images internal object bounding
box images or on the whole images, similarly to [Davis et al., 2019].3

3The training of the models has been done by Christopher Davis. In this paper, I provided supervision
with the experiments, help with using MMFeat and helper code for processing Visual Genome.
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Post-processing part of AV Since our findings in [Kiela et al., 2016] suggest no obvious
di↵erence between the two methods, here we only use the mean of image embedding
vectors (as opposed to taking the maximum) to create one visual representation for a
word.

Extraction function XV Furthermore, since after 10-20 images the performance plateaus
across the board, in this study we always use 10 images for each word representation.

Structured Embeddings

We analyse the XS version from Section 4.2, when we take three steps around a node in
a breadth first search manner.

4.3.2 Mid-fusion methods

To create multi-modal embeddings using mid-fusion we applied two methods:

1. Intersection: Similarly to previous work a multi-modal embedding is the concate-
nation of visual and linguistic vectors. Therefore, we only have representations for
the intersection of their vocabularies. This is mainly relevant in the case of Visual
Genome, where we might not have full coverage (as opposed to Google).

2. Padding : In order to have full coverage in every case, in this method if one modality
does not cover a word in the vocabulary we just pad the multi-modal vector with
as many zeros as the dimensionality of the modality space with the missing vector.
This way we have multi-modal embeddings for all the words in the intersection of
their vocabularies, and uni-modal vectors, where one of the modalities failed to
cover the word.

4.3.3 Evaluation Methods

Evaluation of word embeddings on similarity tasks has been shown to be problematic due
to 1) the lack of train/development/test splits, 2) the absence of statistical significance,
3) low correlation with downstream performance, 4) the hubness problem and 5) their
inability to account for polysemy [Faruqui et al., 2016]. To tackle the first problem
we performed three-way cross-validation on MEN and SimLex, leaving out one third of
the word pairs randomly. Based on the results – reported in Appendix A – we present
correlation figures up to two decimal points. As for the second issue we present a series
of detailed evaluation methods in the next chapters, which aim to unearth the reasons
behind the behaviour of our models beyond correlation. For correlation scores we report
p-values for every correlation score. 4) and 5) are addressed in Chapters 5 and 6. As we
discussed in Section 2.1.2, in this work, we view semantic space analysis as a statistical
tool for dataset analysis which provides value on its own without downstream applications,
therefore 3) is beyond the scope of this thesis.

We cannot directly compare models trained on di↵erent data sources, because they
have di↵erent coverage, but we can look at absolute performance and compare network
architectures and modalities. We also present results on the common subset of the eval-
uation datasets, where all word pairs have images in each of the data sources.

Results on the Brain datasets are analysed averaged over participants for embedding
comparison. We present further analyses, where results are averaged over modalities,
therefore we can focus more on the variability between participants.
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Concreteness

Concreteness of words has been studied before in the context of multi-modal semantics
and for Brain imaging evaluation. Kiela et al. [Kiela et al., 2014] applied a dispersion
metric on the visual domain to filter out words with image results which are noisier
than a threshold, based on their metric. They hypothesised that abstract words have
higher, whereas concrete words have lower image dispersion. Anderson et al. [Anderson
et al., 2017] systematically selected word categories for their Italian dataset based on
concreteness.

In this work we developed an automatic concreteness score based on WordNet. The
concreteness score of a word is its distance (one minus similarity) from its root hypernyms
in the Synset graph.

Since in WordNet we have multiple synsets for one surface form we compare two
di↵erent techniques to aggregate each sysnets’ distances from the root:

1. Taking the median of all sysnet’s distances for a word.

2. Selecting the synset with the maximum distance from the root, so we have the most
concrete sense of the word.

Hence, the formula for our WordNet concreteness score is:

WNConc(w) = Aggw[d(si, ri) | i 2 {1, . . . , Nw}], (4.1)

where Aggw(.) is the synset aggregation method, d(., .) is the WordNet distance, w is
a word. si are the synsets for w and ri are the roots of each synset in the WordNet
hypernym hierarchy. Nw is the number of synsets for word w.

Another question is, how we should combine the concreteness scores for word pairs in
the behavioural tasks? We present two methods to do this:

1. Taking the sum of the two words’ concreteness scores.

2. The absolute di↵erence of the two words’ concreteness scores.

Qualitative Analysis on Nouns of the Brain Datasets

Lastly, we performed qualitative analysis regarding the 60 nouns in the Brain evaluation
datasets. Looking at the word concreteness scores did not show any pattern, but this is
unsurprising, since this dataset already consists of mainly concrete nouns.

Instead, in this work we included an analysis of the relationship between all studied
models in terms of their performance for individual words, averaged over participants
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6). Even though this evaluation set is small in terms of vocabulary
size, it still can be useful for looking into the nuances we may find regarding individual
concepts.

4.3.4 Results

The tables in this section show evaluation scores for each task using di↵erent versions
of evaluation methods. The notation for all tables is the following: Each line corre-
sponds to an embedding. Separator lines divide embeddings by modalities: Linguistic
EL, Visual EV , Structured ES and Multi-modal models EL+EV and EL+ES. wikinews,
wikinews sub and crawl signify FastText vectors trained on the corresponding corpora.
w2v13 is a Skip-Gram model trained on a 2013 Wikipedia dump. Visual Embeddings’
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names that are trained on Google are in the format of <image source> <CNN model>.
VG-internal|external denotes training on Visual Genome images, either on the internal
object images or on the whole images, as it is done in [Davis et al., 2019]. Finally, VG
SceneGraph stands for the Visual Genome Scene Graph Embeddings from Section 4.2.
Multi-modal embeddings have a “+” in their names which separates the two embedding
names they are built on.

Red colour indicates best performance, blue means that the multi-modal embedding
outperformed the corresponding uni-modal ones. In case of aggregated results for each
modality, best performance is signified by bold font.

Correlations on the Behavioural Tasks

Tables 4.2-4.7 present the standard Spearman’s correlation scores of di↵erent embeddings
on the Semantic Similarity and Relatedness tasks. Tables 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 present results
on the full datasets, Tables 4.6, 4.7 include results on the embeddings’ common coverage
subsets. Results using padding mid-fusion method are shown in Tables 4.2 and 4.3, results
applying the intersection method are presented in Tables 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7. Except for
the relatively small common subset on SimLex (Table 4.7), crawl linguistic embedding
outperforms all the other. Multi-modal models outperform uni-modal ones mainly on
SimLex, but only in the case of the 2013 Skip-Gram model, which is in line with previous
results in Section 4.2. The only multi-modal model outperforming uni-modal ones on
MEN is the combination of w2v13 and VG Scene Graph.

Interestingly, using ResNet does not provide any performance gain over AlexNet, sim-
ilarly to the other more complicated models in Section 4.1. Both models are fast to run,
and AlexNet sometimes performs even better, so there is no good reason to use ResNet
in this task.

Padding multi-modal vectors for bigger coverage does not help, in the case of w2v13+VG
SceneGraph it even hurts performance. However, this may be due to including more, and
perhaps “harder” concept-pairs in the test set than in the smaller intersection set.

The success of combining w2v13 and VG Scene Graph over other visual vectors is
interesting. While image embeddings did not help on MEN, this embedding in-between
visual and linguistic conveys some complementary information to this linguistic baseline.

Note that in this study we used our EmbEval toolkit for creating multi-modal embed-
dings, with two di↵erent types of mid-fusion methods. In Section 4.1 we used MMFeat,
which includes slightly di↵erent mid-fusion techniques, therefore, the results are not di-
rectly comparable. The main point of this comprehensive study was to reveal patterns
across several di↵erent sources, architectures and modalities. In the e�ciency studies in
Chapter 5 and for the transparency analysis in Chapter 6, we also used the EmbEval
toolkit.

Results on Brain Data

Results on the Brain datasets include scores from the 2 vs. 2 test, described in Sec-
tion 3.2.2. These experiments have all been run using the Intersection mid-fusion tech-
nique. This is because padding did not make much of a di↵erence in performance, but it
requires much more memory.

In addition to the previous visual models, here, we use the best performing models
from [Davis et al., 2019], namely the internal bounding box images, the whole images
and the combined image representations of Visual Genome. In some cases we created a
nested multi-modal model where we combined their initial multi-modal models (denoted
by MM ) with all our linguistic models.
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Modality Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

EL

wikinews 0.79 0 3000
wikinews sub 0.80 0 3000
crawl 0.85 0 3000
w2v13 0.68 0 3000

EV

Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
VG-internal 0.37 0 2784
VG-whole 0.41 0 2784
Google ResNet-152 0.47 0 3000

ES VG SceneGraph 0.42 0 2574

EL + EV

wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
wikinews+Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
wikinews+VG-internal 0.36 0 3000
wikinews+VG-whole 0.39 0 3000
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.48 0 3000
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.36 0 3000
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.39 0 3000
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.47 0 3000
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.51 0 3000
crawl+Google VGG 0.52 0 3000
crawl+VG-internal 0.37 0 3000
crawl+VG-whole 0.40 0 3000
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.51 0 3000
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
w2v13+Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
w2v13+VG-internal 0.36 0 3000
w2v13+VG-whole 0.40 0 3000
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.48 0 3000

EL + ES

w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.64 0 3000
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.78 0 3000
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.37 0 3000
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.57 0 3000

Table 4.2: Spearman correlation on the MEN dataset. Multi-modal embeddings are
created using the Padding technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and
multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best performance. Blue
would mean that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the corresponding uni-modal
ones, which here did not happen.

Tables 4.8, 4.9, 4.10, 4.11 show the scores of each embedding for every participant, and
their averages over participants. Multi-modal models on average are clearly bigger winners
of this task than of the previous one. In all settings a multi-modal model achieved the
highest performance. In all but one case (MEG scores on the common subset vocabularies
in Table 4.11) about half of multi-modal models outperformed their corresponding uni-
modal ones.

On the full datasets (Tables 4.8 and 4.9) VG SceneGraph and AlexNet improved the
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Modality Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

EL

wikinews 0.45 0 999
wikinews sub 0.44 0 999
crawl 0.50 0 999
w2v13 0.31 0 999

EV

Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
Google VGG 0.34 0 999
VG-internal 0.31 0 103
VG-whole 0.19 0.06 103
Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999

ES VG SceneGraph 0.26 0 593

EL + EV

wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
wikinews+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
wikinews+VG-internal 0.31 0 999
wikinews+VG-whole 0.31 0 999
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.30 0 999
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.30 0 999
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
crawl+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
crawl+VG-internal 0.32 0 999
crawl+VG-whole 0.32 0 999
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.37 0 999
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
w2v13+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
w2v13+VG-internal 0.23 0 999
w2v13+VG-whole 0.23 0 999
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999

EL + ES

w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.29 0 999
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.45 0 999
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.20 0 999
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.35 0 999

Table 4.3: Spearman correlation on the SimLex dataset. Multi-modal embeddings are
created using the Padding technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and
multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best performance. Blue
would mean that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the corresponding uni-modal
ones, which here did not happen.

most on the fMRI and MEG datasets respectively. On the common subset evaluations
ResNet won the first medal. Interestingly, in all cases the combination with the older
w2v13 linguistic model outperformed the combinations with FastText embeddings.

When it comes to individual participants we see a substantial variance. Tables 4.12,
4.13, 4.14, 4.15 average performances over modalities for each of them. In all settings
except for the common subset of fMRI dataset (Table 4.14), multi-modal models achieve
a higher average performance than the uni-modal ones in more than 50% of the cases.
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Modality Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

EL

wikinews 0.79 0 3000
wikinews sub 0.80 0 3000
crawl 0.85 0 3000
w2v13 0.68 0 3000

EV

Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
VG-internal 0.37 0 2784
VG-whole 0.41 0 2784
Google ResNet-152 0.47 0 3000

ES VG SceneGraph 0.42 0 2574

EL + EV

wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
wikinews+Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
wikinews+VG-internal 0.38 0 2784
wikinews+VG-whole 0.41 0 2784
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.48 0 3000
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.37 0 2784
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.41 0 2784
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.47 0 3000
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.51 0 3000
crawl+Google VGG 0.52 0 3000
crawl+VG-internal 0.38 0 2784
crawl+VG-whole 0.42 0 2784
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.51 0 3000
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.50 0 3000
w2v13+Google VGG 0.51 0 3000
w2v13+VG-internal 0.38 0 2784
w2v13+VG-whole 0.41 0 2784
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.48 0 3000

EL + ES

w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.70 0 2574
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.81 0 2574
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.45 0 2574
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.65 0 2574

Table 4.4: Spearman correlation on the MEN dataset. Multi-modal embeddings are
created using the Intersection technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and
multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best performance, blue
means that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the corresponding uni-modal ones.

On the common subset of fMRI dataset, for all participants, visual, structured and multi-
modal averages are higher than the linguistic ones.

In a recent paper [Pereira et al., 2018] also report high variance between subjects in the
way their di↵erent systems (linguistic, visual, etc.) encode conceptual information: some
are more visually oriented, others more linguistic, etc. Although, their dataset includes
abstract concepts as well, which may explain the lesser involvement of visual information.

One important observation is that the standard deviations on the maximally covered
fMRI data are moving around 0.1, whereas on MEG data they are around 0.06. On the
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Modality Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

EL

wikinews 0.45 0 999
wikinews sub 0.44 0 999
crawl 0.50 0 999
w2v13 0.31 0 999

EV

Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
Google VGG 0.34 0 999
VG-internal 0.31 0 103
VG-whole 0.19 0.06 103
Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999

ES VG SceneGraph 0.26 0 593

EL + EV

wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
wikinews+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
wikinews+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
wikinews+VG-whole 0.18 0.06 103
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.18 0.06 103
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
crawl+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
crawl+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
crawl+VG-whole 0.19 0.06 103
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.37 0 999
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.34 0 999
w2v13+Google VGG 0.34 0 999
w2v13+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
w2v13+VG-whole 0.18 0.06 103
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.35 0 999

EL + ES

w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.29 0 593
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.44 0 593
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.30 0 593
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.35 0 593

Table 4.5: Spearman correlation on the SimLex dataset. Multi-modal embeddings are
created using the Intersection technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and
multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best performance. Blue
would mean that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the corresponding uni-modal
ones, which here did not happen.

common subsets the numbers are around 0.08 and 0.09 respectively. In many cases the
di↵erence between models’ average performances fall within these error margins. However,
in most cases the improvements over uni-modal models go beyond this error.

Concreteness

Figure 4.3 and 4.4 show Spearman’s correlation scores of each of our embeddings on splits
of the MEN and SimLex datasets, of size 100. On the x axis we see the index of word pairs
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Modality Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

EL

wikinews 0.80 0 2481
wikinews sub 0.80 0 2481
crawl 0.84 0 2481
w2v13 0.67 0 2481

EV

Google AlexNet 0.52 0 2481
Google VGG 0.51 0 2481
VG-internal 0.38 0 2481
VG-whole 0.41 0 2481
Google ResNet-152 0.47 0 2481

ES VG SceneGraph 0.44 0 2481

EL + EV

wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.52 0 2481
wikinews+Google VGG 0.52 0 2481
wikinews+VG-internal 0.38 0 2481
wikinews+VG-whole 0.41 0 2481
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.48 0 2481
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.52 0 2481
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.51 0 2481
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.38 0 2481
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.41 0 2481
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.47 0 2481
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.52 0 2481
crawl+Google VGG 0.52 0 2481
crawl+VG-internal 0.38 0 2481
crawl+VG-whole 0.42 0 2481
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.51 0 2481
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.52 0 2481
w2v13+Google VGG 0.52 0 2481
w2v13+VG-internal 0.38 0 2481
w2v13+VG-whole 0.41 0 2481
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.49 0 2481

EL + ES

w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.70 0 2481
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.81 0 2481
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.46 0 2481
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.66 0 2481

Table 4.6: Spearman correlation on the common subset of the MEN dataset. Multi-modal
embeddings are created using the Intersection technique. The table sections contain lin-
guistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best
performance, blue means that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the correspond-
ing uni-modal ones.

in our respective evaluation sets, ordered by WordNet Concreteness, where concreteness
for a word is computed using Equation 4.1.

Dark blue line indicates the WordNet Concreteness score for each word pair, therefore,
it is on di↵erent axes than all the other lines which represent correlation scores. Figure 4.3
depicts the case when the concreteness of a word pair is the sum of the concretenesses of
the individual words. In Figure 4.4 this is computed using their absolute di↵erence. The
two versions of synset aggregation for a word are both presented: median distance and
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Modality Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

EL

wikinews 0.28 0 103
wikinews sub 0.25 0.01 103
crawl 0.37 0 103
w2v13 0.11 0.25 103

EV

Google AlexNet 0.55 0 103
Google VGG 0.53 0 103
VG-internal 0.31 0 103
VG-whole 0.19 0.06 103
Google ResNet-152 0.50 0 103

ES VG SceneGraph 0.30 0 103

EL + EV

wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.55 0 103
wikinews+Google VGG 0.53 0 103
wikinews+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
wikinews+VG-whole 0.18 0.06 103
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.50 0 103
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.55 0 103
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.53 0 103
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.18 0.06 103
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.50 0 103
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.55 0 103
crawl+Google VGG 0.52 0 103
crawl+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
crawl+VG-whole 0.19 0.06 103
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.49 0 103
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.55 0 103
w2v13+Google VGG 0.53 0 103
w2v13+VG-internal 0.31 0 103
w2v13+VG-whole 0.18 0.06 103
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.49 0 103

EL + ES

w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.25 0.01 103
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.34 0 103
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.30 0 103
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.29 0 103

Table 4.7: Spearman correlation on the common subset of the SimLex dataset. Multi-
modal embeddings are created using the Intersection technique. The table sections contain
linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the
best performance. Blue would mean that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the
corresponding uni-modal ones, which here did not happen.

maximum distance (most concrete) selection.

Perhaps because of the size of the datasets, we can see a tendency in the scores on
MEN but way less on SimLex. When word pairs are ordered by the sum concreteness, we
see a slightly upward trend as the concreteness score increases, especially in the median
synset aggregation case. In the absolute di↵erence concreteness ordering there is a steep
growth for the first 5-10 splits, then the increase plummets.

Since we have a lot of embeddings, we use colour codes to separate embeddings by
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Figure 4.3: Spearman’s correlation on the full Semantic Similarity dataset splits, ordered
by the sum of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every word pair. Mid-
fusion method: Padding. Axis x shows the index of word pairs, ordered by WordNet
Concreteness. There are two plots on top of each other for displaying the trend. Left
y axis is the scale for WordNet concreteness score (blue). Right y axis is the scale for
Spearman’s correlations for all the embeddings Ehmodalityi.

modality. Furthermore, we distinguish Visual Genome images EV G from Google, denoted
by EGoogle.

An interesting observation is that ES behaves more like a visual embedding in this
experiment. A potential hypothesis is that for such abstract semantic tasks, (as opposed
to traditional multi-modal tasks, such as VQA) we may not need low level visual fea-
tures. Instead, it is rather the co-occurrence statistics, learned on this visually ordered
graph structure, which can convey complementary information to a linguistic semantic
embedding, trained on a “natural” text corpus. One potential way to test this hypothesis
could be to gradually reduce the resolution of images we use for the visual embeddings
and see how the performance changes, in what rate it starts to decline in particular. We
would expect it to plateau or only decline slowly until a point when the objects are not
distinguishable any more. This way we would see how much visual detail we can omit
and keep the same gain for these conceptually abstract tasks.

Further results for evaluation on common subsets and Intersection type mid-fusion
method can be found in Appendix B. They are consistent with the results presented here.

Qualitative Analysis

Our automatic WordNet concreteness score is not a distinguishing metric for the 60 nouns
in the Brain datasets, nevertheless, there can be some pattern when we look at the results
for individual words.
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Figure 4.4: Spearman’s correlation on the full Semantic Similarity dataset splits, ordered
by the di↵erence of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every word pair.
Mid-fusion method: Padding. Axis x shows the index of word pairs, ordered by WordNet
Concreteness. There are two plots on top of each other for displaying the trend. Left
y axis is the scale for WordNet concreteness score (blue). Right y axis is the scale for
Spearman’s correlations for all the embeddings Ehmodalityi.

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 show the number of hits for individual words, averaged over
participants. A word gets a hit whenever it was in a word pair with a positive 2 vs. 2
test score.

Here we order the plot by a Visual Genome based embedding on combined image
segments. Some words, e.g., barn, airplane and spoon got very high rank in both the fMRI
and the MEG dataset. Note that the participant sets of this two datasets are disjoint. It
is harder to see such similarity for words with lower hit numbers. Embeddings, trained
on di↵erent datasets and of di↵erent modalities follow a similar trend.

In order to get a better understanding of the type of words which behave di↵erently
in these brain imaging experiments we would need more evaluation data.

4.3.5 Conclusion

In this study we took a step towards a more detailed analysis on the impact of visual
information on high level semantic tasks, with no direct visual input. Furthermore, we
investigated two brain imaging evaluation sets, involving two di↵erent imaging methods:
fMRI (Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging) and one with MEG (Magnetoencephalog-
raphy).

The results show that indeed, comparing several di↵erent visual and linguistic sources
and models on various di↵erent evaluation tasks is necessary in order to avoid fooling
ourselves with overfitting certain types of evaluation sets. In several occasion, previous
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Figure 4.5: Scores on the full the Brain datasets words, ordered by the EV G score. The
scores are the number of hits per word, averaged over all participants. Mid-fusion method:
Intersection.

literature showed performance gain using multi-modal embeddings of linguistic and visual
input. This is indeed the case on certain tasks and using certain embeddings, but not in
every case.

In this work we aimed to shed light on the various factors that might play a role.
Models behave di↵erently on MEN and SimLex, and the performance gain of multi-modal
models, when using linguistic vectors trained on huge textual sources is not well supported
on these tasks. Visual information is complementary when our linguistic model has been
trained on a smaller corpus, but this e↵ect does not necessarily scale with corpus size.

Multi-modal models achieved a more convincing improvement on the brain imaging
data, however these datasets are fairly small, so we would refrain from drawing far-
reaching conclusions.

An interesting outcome of this study is that the model trained on the visually struc-
tured scene graph of Visual Genome achieved a surprising success across the board, despite
its small size compared to all the other datasets. This is an interesting model, since it is
linguistic in a sense that it is trained on text, but the word contexts are organised in a
visually motivated structure. This suggests that images may indeed convey complemen-
tary statistical information about the co-occurrence of objects in visual scenes. It is even
possible that this information is more important for abstract semantic tasks than lower
level visual properties of words. This would be intuitive, since unlike multi-modal tasks
with direct visual input, such as Visual Question Answering, in our case we are aiming
for abstract meaning representations of concepts. It would make sense if detailed visual
information about what a table looks like mattered less when we talk about table as an
abstract concept.
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Figure 4.6: Scores on the embeddings’ common subset of the Brain datasets words, or-
dered by the EV G score. The scores are the number of hits per word, averaged over all
participants. Mid-fusion method: Intersection.

4.4 Model Initialization on a Textual Entailment
Task

This section is a brief digression to studying the application possibilities of word embed-
dings as initialisations on a sentence level task: textual entailment. We evaluate on the
Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) corpus [Bowman et al., 2015].

We compared five di↵erent neural network models for encoding sentences and four
di↵erent word embeddings to initialize these models, following the baselines of [Bowman
et al., 2015]. The task is a three-way classification, where the input is a sentence pair and
the classification labels are entailment, contradiction and neutral. We included words in
the multi-modal representation only if they have a visual representation.

On the top of each model there is a three-fold classifier on the concatenated sentence
embeddings for the premise and the hypothesis sentences. The five sentence encoding
models are the following4:

1. Addition: Vector addition of word embedding vectors in the sentence.

2. Addition + translation layer: The previous model extended with an additional
layer that learns another sentence embedding above the fixed word embedding based
sentence representation.

3. Addition + translation layer + full size image embeddings: The model
above, but instead of using dimensionality reduced visual vectors, we use the original

4Some of the base code was written in collaboration with Amandla Mabona.
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image embeddings and smaller (100 dimensional) linguistic vectors. In the previous
models we used PCA to keep the first 300 components out of 4094.

4. GRU: Gated Recurrent Unit based recurrent sentence encoding model.

5. LSTM: Recurrent sentence encoding model with Long short-term memory units.

All of them were initialized with four di↵erent word embeddings:

1. Linguistic only: Skip-gram embedding trained on a 2013 Wikipedia dump.

2. Visual only: Image embeddings, extracting CNN representations of Google images
for the individual words in the sentence.

3. Multi-modal: The concatenation of linguistic and visual vectors for each word.

4. Random: The initial vector weights are sampled from a normal distribution.

4.4.1 Results

The results are shown in Table 4.16. The experiments indicate two phenomena:

1. The translation layer plays an important role in models 1-3. In these cases the
simplest model without the translation layer (model 1.) the linguistic initialisation
performs the best. After adding the translation layer, however, multi-modal em-
beddings outperform all the other ones, in case of full size image vectors (model 3.)
with a substantial margin in classification accuracy.

2. In case of the more sophisticated recurrent models (4-5.), however, we found that
the performance di↵erence across di↵erent initialisations vanishes. Even the random
initial embeddings do not achieve significantly lower classification accuracy then the
other methods.

4.4.2 Conclusion

The second finding may suggest that we could create more time e�cient models, since we
do not necessarily need to spend time on pre-training word embeddings. It also alerts us,
however, to the danger of overfitting. Note that we ignored multi-modal representations
for words where visual information is missing, which may hurt performance. Although the
high performance of random initialisations are more telling. Our findings are in line with
Zhang and Bowman’s, who found the related phenomenon of high performing random
initialized LSTM models [Zhang and Bowman, 2018]. [Yogatama et al., 2019] recently
found that transformer type models are overfitting to the quirks of particular datasets.
Possible future work could be to gradually increase model complexity as well as performing
more ablation studies, in order to better understand the models’ capacity.

4.5 Conclusion

In this Chapter we demonstrated the e↵ectiveness of image search engines in multi-modal
mid-fusion embeddings. We found that around the first 10 image results are su�cient,
beyond that the performance plateaus.
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We introduced a new visually structured textual embedding based on Visual Genome
and showed that it enriches linguistic models trained on smaller corpora, therefore they
can be useful for low resource languages.

We found that pretrained word embeddings do not necessarily help sequence model
training. However, they can be valuable on their own for discovering concept structures
in a data source.

Based on these findings we move on to an in-depth study of our embeddings of di↵erent
modalities and their combinations. The following chapters showcase the second and third
pillars of our methodology, which involve transparency analysis (see Section 3.3). We
narrow our focus to a few models, as such analyses would be fairly time consuming for all
the above combinations of sources, modalities and models. Furthermore, such studies on
numerous current models would become shortly obsolete. Our aim is rather to provide a
general framework with proof-of-concept studies, which can be applied to various models
in the future.
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Modality Embedding P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Avg STD Covr.

EL

w2v13 0.79 0.54 0.66 0.76 0.58 0.65 0.47 0.60 0.67 0.64 0.1 45
wikinews sub 0.83 0.66 0.68 0.83 0.61 0.54 0.59 0.56 0.70 0.67 0.1 60
wikinews 0.83 0.68 0.63 0.81 0.64 0.54 0.56 0.48 0.65 0.65 0.11 60
crawl 0.86 0.68 0.61 0.88 0.65 0.58 0.58 0.55 0.60 0.67 0.12 60

EV

Google-VIS whole 0.89 0.65 0.64 0.75 0.51 0.61 0.64 0.55 0.60 0.65 0.11 52
Google ResNet-152 0.88 0.63 0.64 0.73 0.46 0.56 0.64 0.50 0.56 0.62 0.12 52
VG-VIS internal 0.85 0.70 0.63 0.72 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.47 0.57 0.62 0.11 57
Google AlexNet 0.89 0.61 0.66 0.72 0.48 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.66 0.65 0.11 52
VG-VIS combined 0.85 0.71 0.65 0.76 0.55 0.57 0.60 0.44 0.66 0.64 0.11 57

ES VG SceneGraph 0.83 0.68 0.57 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.58 0.59 0.64 0.65 0.09 58

EL + EV

VG-MM internal 0.88 0.66 0.66 0.78 0.59 0.64 0.67 0.47 0.65 0.67 0.11 57
VG-MM combined 0.88 0.64 0.67 0.79 0.61 0.65 0.67 0.48 0.68 0.67 0.11 57
Google-MM whole 0.89 0.67 0.67 0.80 0.61 0.60 0.65 0.52 0.64 0.67 0.1 52
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.88 0.63 0.64 0.75 0.47 0.56 0.63 0.49 0.55 0.62 0.12 52
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.89 0.61 0.66 0.73 0.48 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.66 0.65 0.11 52
wikinews+VG-VIS internal 0.84 0.69 0.66 0.80 0.65 0.55 0.62 0.47 0.66 0.66 0.11 57
wikinews+VG-MM internal 0.83 0.67 0.66 0.80 0.65 0.56 0.62 0.47 0.67 0.66 0.1 57
wikinews+VG-VIS combined 0.84 0.68 0.66 0.80 0.65 0.56 0.63 0.47 0.67 0.66 0.11 57
wikinews+VG-MM combined 0.83 0.67 0.66 0.80 0.65 0.56 0.63 0.48 0.67 0.66 0.1 57
wikinews+Google-VIS whole 0.85 0.72 0.70 0.79 0.68 0.50 0.60 0.55 0.65 0.67 0.11 52
wikinews+Google-MM whole 0.83 0.72 0.68 0.80 0.69 0.49 0.58 0.55 0.65 0.67 0.11 52
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.88 0.63 0.63 0.74 0.46 0.56 0.63 0.49 0.55 0.62 0.12 52
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.89 0.61 0.66 0.73 0.48 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.66 0.65 0.11 52
wikinews sub+VG-VIS internal 0.87 0.68 0.67 0.78 0.59 0.57 0.57 0.50 0.61 0.65 0.11 57
wikinews sub+VG-MM internal 0.88 0.64 0.69 0.80 0.63 0.63 0.66 0.51 0.66 0.68 0.1 57
wikinews sub+VG-VIS combined 0.87 0.70 0.67 0.81 0.60 0.58 0.62 0.48 0.67 0.67 0.11 57
wikinews sub+VG-MM combined 0.87 0.64 0.69 0.81 0.63 0.63 0.67 0.52 0.67 0.68 0.1 57
wikinews sub+Google-VIS whole 0.89 0.67 0.66 0.77 0.52 0.58 0.64 0.55 0.62 0.66 0.11 52
wikinews sub+Google-MM whole 0.88 0.69 0.70 0.81 0.64 0.57 0.63 0.55 0.65 0.68 0.1 52
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.88 0.64 0.64 0.75 0.47 0.55 0.62 0.50 0.55 0.62 0.12 52
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.89 0.61 0.66 0.73 0.48 0.63 0.62 0.54 0.66 0.65 0.11 52
crawl+VG-VIS internal 0.87 0.68 0.62 0.86 0.67 0.60 0.62 0.53 0.61 0.67 0.11 57
crawl+VG-MM internal 0.87 0.67 0.62 0.86 0.67 0.60 0.62 0.53 0.61 0.67 0.11 57
crawl+VG-VIS combined 0.87 0.68 0.62 0.86 0.67 0.60 0.63 0.53 0.62 0.67 0.11 57
crawl+VG-MM combined 0.87 0.67 0.62 0.86 0.67 0.60 0.62 0.53 0.61 0.67 0.11 57
crawl+Google-VIS whole 0.87 0.72 0.69 0.87 0.72 0.51 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.69 0.12 52
crawl+Google-MM whole 0.86 0.72 0.69 0.87 0.73 0.51 0.60 0.61 0.57 0.68 0.12 52
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.89 0.65 0.68 0.75 0.50 0.56 0.56 0.54 0.67 0.64 0.11 40
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.90 0.66 0.71 0.74 0.53 0.64 0.58 0.57 0.77 0.68 0.11 40
w2v13+VG-VIS internal 0.81 0.55 0.66 0.76 0.60 0.68 0.49 0.59 0.67 0.65 0.09 44
w2v13+VG-MM internal 0.80 0.55 0.65 0.76 0.60 0.67 0.50 0.59 0.68 0.65 0.09 44
w2v13+VG-VIS combined 0.81 0.54 0.66 0.76 0.60 0.68 0.50 0.59 0.68 0.65 0.09 44
w2v13+VG-MM combined 0.80 0.55 0.65 0.76 0.60 0.67 0.50 0.59 0.68 0.64 0.09 44
w2v13+Google-VIS whole 0.84 0.61 0.68 0.75 0.62 0.59 0.44 0.64 0.66 0.65 0.1 40
w2v13+Google-MM whole 0.82 0.59 0.67 0.74 0.62 0.59 0.45 0.64 0.65 0.64 0.1 40

EL + ES

wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.84 0.71 0.59 0.80 0.63 0.60 0.58 0.58 0.65 0.66 0.09 58
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.84 0.68 0.57 0.78 0.60 0.63 0.59 0.60 0.64 0.66 0.09 58
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.87 0.71 0.59 0.86 0.66 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.64 0.68 0.1 58
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.87 0.65 0.66 0.81 0.66 0.69 0.52 0.61 0.76 0.69 0.1 45

Table 4.8: fMRI scores for each participant and embedding. Multi-modal embeddings are
created using the Intersection technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and
multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best performance, blue
means that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the corresponding uni-modal ones.
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Modality Embedding P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Avg STD Coverage

EL

w2v13 0.65 0.64 0.58 0.64 0.74 0.65 0.75 0.56 0.69 0.66 0.06 45
wikinews sub 0.63 0.59 0.48 0.70 0.72 0.65 0.71 0.66 0.73 0.65 0.07 60
wikinews 0.63 0.61 0.50 0.71 0.71 0.64 0.72 0.63 0.76 0.66 0.07 60
crawl 0.65 0.58 0.57 0.69 0.67 0.63 0.73 0.65 0.71 0.65 0.05 60

EV

Google-VIS whole 0.70 0.51 0.56 0.71 0.69 0.73 0.70 0.62 0.69 0.66 0.07 52
Google ResNet-152 0.65 0.55 0.52 0.69 0.70 0.68 0.63 0.61 0.66 0.63 0.06 52
VG-VIS internal 0.62 0.55 0.54 0.66 0.62 0.69 0.64 0.49 0.59 0.60 0.06 57
Google AlexNet 0.66 0.52 0.57 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.57 0.65 0.63 0.06 52
VG-VIS combined 0.69 0.60 0.55 0.68 0.70 0.76 0.68 0.56 0.69 0.66 0.07 57

ES VG SceneGraph 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.65 0.70 0.62 0.67 0.50 0.73 0.63 0.07 58

EL + EV

VG-MM internal 0.66 0.65 0.56 0.73 0.68 0.64 0.70 0.60 0.69 0.65 0.05 57
VG-MM combined 0.68 0.67 0.56 0.74 0.71 0.69 0.72 0.62 0.72 0.68 0.05 57
Google-MM whole 0.72 0.59 0.53 0.72 0.71 0.67 0.72 0.65 0.72 0.67 0.06 52
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.65 0.55 0.51 0.68 0.70 0.69 0.63 0.61 0.66 0.63 0.06 52
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.66 0.52 0.57 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.57 0.65 0.64 0.06 52
wikinews+VG-VIS internal 0.63 0.67 0.53 0.71 0.74 0.69 0.72 0.60 0.76 0.67 0.07 57
wikinews+VG-MM internal 0.62 0.67 0.54 0.70 0.75 0.68 0.73 0.62 0.76 0.67 0.07 57
wikinews+VG-VIS combined 0.64 0.66 0.53 0.71 0.74 0.71 0.73 0.62 0.77 0.68 0.07 57
wikinews+VG-MM combined 0.62 0.67 0.53 0.70 0.75 0.69 0.73 0.62 0.76 0.67 0.07 57
wikinews+Google-VIS whole 0.66 0.61 0.53 0.70 0.76 0.70 0.72 0.61 0.75 0.67 0.07 52
wikinews+Google-MM whole 0.66 0.63 0.53 0.69 0.76 0.66 0.71 0.61 0.76 0.67 0.07 52
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.65 0.55 0.51 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.62 0.61 0.66 0.63 0.06 52
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.66 0.52 0.57 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.57 0.65 0.64 0.06 52
wikinews sub+VG-VIS internal 0.64 0.61 0.56 0.72 0.68 0.70 0.70 0.54 0.67 0.65 0.06 57
wikinews sub+VG-MM internal 0.66 0.66 0.56 0.75 0.72 0.67 0.72 0.63 0.73 0.68 0.06 57
wikinews sub+VG-VIS combined 0.70 0.64 0.57 0.73 0.73 0.75 0.72 0.59 0.71 0.68 0.06 57
wikinews sub+VG-MM combined 0.68 0.67 0.55 0.76 0.74 0.71 0.73 0.63 0.75 0.69 0.06 57
wikinews sub+Google-VIS whole 0.70 0.53 0.55 0.70 0.73 0.73 0.71 0.63 0.70 0.66 0.07 52
wikinews sub+Google-MM whole 0.71 0.62 0.53 0.71 0.76 0.67 0.72 0.65 0.74 0.68 0.07 52
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.65 0.56 0.51 0.68 0.71 0.68 0.63 0.62 0.66 0.63 0.06 52
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.67 0.52 0.57 0.66 0.69 0.71 0.69 0.57 0.65 0.64 0.06 52
crawl+VG-VIS internal 0.65 0.63 0.60 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.73 0.65 0.73 0.67 0.04 57
crawl+VG-MM internal 0.65 0.64 0.60 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.73 0.65 0.73 0.67 0.04 57
crawl+VG-VIS combined 0.65 0.63 0.60 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.73 0.65 0.73 0.67 0.04 57
crawl+VG-MM combined 0.65 0.64 0.61 0.69 0.69 0.67 0.73 0.65 0.73 0.67 0.04 57
crawl+Google-VIS whole 0.67 0.62 0.56 0.68 0.77 0.67 0.73 0.62 0.75 0.67 0.06 52
crawl+Google-MM whole 0.67 0.63 0.57 0.68 0.77 0.66 0.73 0.62 0.75 0.67 0.06 52
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.68 0.66 0.60 0.72 0.74 0.69 0.73 0.62 0.66 0.68 0.05 40
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.69 0.59 0.67 0.75 0.77 0.74 0.73 0.62 0.69 0.69 0.06 40
w2v13+VG-VIS internal 0.65 0.65 0.61 0.62 0.75 0.65 0.75 0.53 0.71 0.66 0.07 44
w2v13+VG-MM internal 0.64 0.64 0.60 0.62 0.75 0.65 0.74 0.54 0.70 0.66 0.06 44
w2v13+VG-VIS combined 0.66 0.64 0.61 0.62 0.76 0.67 0.74 0.54 0.71 0.66 0.06 44
w2v13+VG-MM combined 0.64 0.64 0.60 0.63 0.75 0.65 0.74 0.54 0.70 0.66 0.06 44
w2v13+Google-VIS whole 0.69 0.59 0.56 0.64 0.73 0.65 0.69 0.56 0.71 0.65 0.06 40
w2v13+Google-MM whole 0.68 0.59 0.54 0.63 0.71 0.63 0.70 0.56 0.71 0.64 0.06 40

EL + ES

wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.62 0.61 0.55 0.69 0.73 0.62 0.71 0.55 0.75 0.65 0.07 58
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.62 0.60 0.55 0.67 0.70 0.62 0.68 0.51 0.73 0.63 0.07 58
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.66 0.63 0.55 0.69 0.72 0.62 0.74 0.62 0.76 0.67 0.06 58
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.69 0.63 0.56 0.68 0.81 0.68 0.78 0.59 0.72 0.68 0.08 45

Table 4.9: MEG scores for each participant and embedding. Multi-modal embeddings are
created using the Intersection technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and
multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red colour signifies the best performance, blue
means that the multi-modal embedding outperformed the corresponding uni-modal ones.
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Modality Embedding P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Avg STD Coverage

EL

w2v13 0.41 0.41 0.33 0.46 0.44 0.49 0.43 0.51 0.55 0.45 0.06 39
wikinews sub 0.47 0.47 0.52 0.49 0.48 0.45 0.50 0.52 0.52 0.49 0.03 39
wikinews 0.54 0.44 0.50 0.49 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.46 0.54 0.50 0.03 39
crawl 0.41 0.49 0.44 0.54 0.56 0.48 0.47 0.39 0.56 0.48 0.06 39

EV

Google-VIS whole 0.47 0.33 0.54 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.24 0.49 0.45 0.43 0.08 39
Google ResNet-152 0.42 0.39 0.58 0.54 0.53 0.53 0.57 0.62 0.39 0.51 0.08 39
VG-VIS internal 0.66 0.37 0.60 0.65 0.58 0.57 0.52 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.08 39
Google AlexNet 0.59 0.58 0.54 0.58 0.53 0.61 0.53 0.59 0.56 0.57 0.03 39
VG-VIS combined 0.57 0.34 0.57 0.58 0.53 0.52 0.49 0.53 0.46 0.51 0.07 39

ES VG SceneGraph 0.51 0.45 0.49 0.55 0.63 0.38 0.55 0.48 0.36 0.49 0.08 39

EL + EV

VG-MM internal 0.70 0.61 0.46 0.45 0.55 0.48 0.57 0.60 0.51 0.55 0.08 39
VG-MM combined 0.48 0.43 0.45 0.51 0.47 0.66 0.44 0.58 0.56 0.51 0.07 39
Google-MM whole 0.45 0.32 0.48 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.27 0.49 0.40 0.43 0.07 39
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.33 0.38 0.59 0.42 0.43 0.39 0.69 0.50 0.64 0.49 0.12 39
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.42 0.41 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.41 0.65 0.48 0.55 0.48 0.07 39
wikinews+VG-VIS internal 0.64 0.69 0.43 0.66 0.64 0.50 0.53 0.62 0.55 0.58 0.08 39
wikinews+VG-MM internal 0.66 0.68 0.40 0.67 0.61 0.50 0.55 0.64 0.52 0.58 0.09 39
wikinews+VG-VIS combined 0.65 0.67 0.42 0.63 0.63 0.51 0.54 0.63 0.55 0.58 0.08 39
wikinews+VG-MM combined 0.69 0.70 0.42 0.65 0.60 0.49 0.61 0.66 0.48 0.59 0.1 39
wikinews+Google-VIS whole 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.40 0.51 0.41 0.63 0.40 0.50 0.47 0.07 39
wikinews+Google-MM whole 0.42 0.48 0.47 0.41 0.53 0.41 0.63 0.41 0.49 0.47 0.07 39
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.33 0.39 0.59 0.42 0.43 0.39 0.69 0.50 0.65 0.49 0.12 39
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.42 0.41 0.47 0.49 0.48 0.41 0.65 0.48 0.55 0.48 0.07 39
wikinews sub+VG-VIS internal 0.60 0.57 0.52 0.68 0.54 0.57 0.43 0.58 0.52 0.55 0.06 39
wikinews sub+VG-MM internal 0.68 0.57 0.40 0.75 0.57 0.51 0.43 0.64 0.46 0.56 0.11 39
wikinews sub+VG-VIS combined 0.57 0.53 0.50 0.65 0.53 0.55 0.46 0.65 0.49 0.55 0.06 39
wikinews sub+VG-MM combined 0.69 0.59 0.40 0.70 0.59 0.50 0.50 0.65 0.42 0.56 0.1 39
wikinews sub+Google-VIS whole 0.43 0.42 0.50 0.38 0.45 0.38 0.58 0.43 0.59 0.46 0.08 39
wikinews sub+Google-MM whole 0.38 0.47 0.46 0.38 0.47 0.42 0.66 0.44 0.57 0.47 0.09 39
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.33 0.38 0.59 0.42 0.44 0.39 0.69 0.50 0.63 0.48 0.12 39
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.42 0.41 0.47 0.49 0.49 0.40 0.65 0.48 0.55 0.48 0.07 39
crawl+VG-VIS internal 0.63 0.62 0.41 0.67 0.59 0.56 0.50 0.59 0.60 0.57 0.07 39
crawl+VG-MM internal 0.60 0.60 0.39 0.68 0.57 0.55 0.51 0.61 0.59 0.57 0.08 39
crawl+VG-VIS combined 0.64 0.62 0.41 0.67 0.58 0.55 0.50 0.59 0.60 0.57 0.07 39
crawl+VG-MM combined 0.60 0.62 0.43 0.65 0.58 0.59 0.55 0.62 0.54 0.58 0.06 39
crawl+Google-VIS whole 0.48 0.49 0.52 0.46 0.55 0.36 0.65 0.39 0.52 0.49 0.08 39
crawl+Google-MM whole 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.46 0.55 0.35 0.65 0.38 0.51 0.49 0.08 39
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.87 0.67 0.69 0.73 0.60 0.61 0.56 0.58 0.69 0.67 0.09 39
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.74 0.64 0.60 0.67 0.58 0.54 0.62 0.61 0.71 0.63 0.06 39
w2v13+VG-VIS internal 0.35 0.47 0.28 0.38 0.55 0.51 0.54 0.48 0.40 0.44 0.09 39
w2v13+VG-MM internal 0.37 0.50 0.35 0.48 0.39 0.47 0.59 0.45 0.47 0.45 0.07 39
w2v13+VG-VIS combined 0.36 0.47 0.29 0.37 0.55 0.50 0.54 0.47 0.41 0.44 0.08 39
w2v13+VG-MM combined 0.35 0.51 0.39 0.54 0.42 0.39 0.57 0.45 0.43 0.45 0.07 39
w2v13+Google-VIS whole 0.76 0.57 0.61 0.66 0.61 0.53 0.49 0.60 0.69 0.61 0.08 39
w2v13+Google-MM whole 0.75 0.56 0.60 0.67 0.61 0.53 0.48 0.61 0.68 0.61 0.08 39

EL + ES

wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.48 0.51 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.59 0.32 0.48 0.48 0.07 39
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.54 0.55 0.49 0.50 0.40 0.51 0.58 0.45 0.59 0.51 0.06 39
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.56 0.59 0.43 0.47 0.43 0.47 0.59 0.38 0.49 0.49 0.07 39
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.59 0.49 0.63 0.48 0.45 0.60 0.42 0.53 0.67 0.54 0.08 39

Table 4.10: fMRI scores for each participant and embedding on the common subset of
vocabularies. Multi-modal embeddings are created using the Intersection technique. The
table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order. Red
colour signifies the best performance, blue means that the multi-modal embedding out-
performed the corresponding uni-modal ones.
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Modality Embedding P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9 Avg STD Coverage

EL

w2v13 0.56 0.52 0.36 0.46 0.34 0.55 0.50 0.44 0.51 0.47 0.07 39
wikinews sub 0.55 0.64 0.40 0.52 0.59 0.42 0.62 0.46 0.53 0.53 0.08 39
wikinews 0.59 0.62 0.38 0.39 0.64 0.42 0.62 0.37 0.65 0.52 0.12 39
crawl 0.50 0.45 0.66 0.41 0.60 0.40 0.55 0.54 0.45 0.51 0.08 39

EV

Google-VIS whole 0.49 0.52 0.56 0.35 0.44 0.64 0.45 0.65 0.52 0.51 0.09 39
Google ResNet-152 0.56 0.55 0.65 0.24 0.38 0.60 0.50 0.60 0.45 0.50 0.12 39
VG-VIS internal 0.46 0.54 0.51 0.53 0.66 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.65 0.54 0.07 39
Google AlexNet 0.35 0.52 0.54 0.45 0.52 0.52 0.53 0.51 0.50 0.49 0.05 39
VG-VIS combined 0.33 0.44 0.49 0.62 0.68 0.46 0.49 0.47 0.54 0.50 0.1 39

ES VG SceneGraph 0.48 0.60 0.49 0.49 0.53 0.54 0.59 0.39 0.49 0.51 0.06 39

EL + EV

VG-MM internal 0.50 0.22 0.50 0.55 0.39 0.54 0.50 0.54 0.52 0.47 0.1 39
VG-MM combined 0.29 0.36 0.54 0.45 0.40 0.38 0.35 0.39 0.50 0.41 0.07 39
Google-MM whole 0.39 0.51 0.48 0.29 0.40 0.54 0.46 0.65 0.57 0.48 0.1 39
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.46 0.44 0.57 0.43 0.64 0.53 0.35 0.61 0.45 0.50 0.09 39
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.52 0.36 0.42 0.46 0.48 0.57 0.31 0.63 0.58 0.48 0.1 39
wikinews+VG-VIS internal 0.39 0.34 0.46 0.58 0.49 0.50 0.52 0.57 0.67 0.50 0.09 39
wikinews+VG-MM internal 0.41 0.33 0.49 0.59 0.47 0.51 0.41 0.57 0.64 0.49 0.09 39
wikinews+VG-VIS combined 0.39 0.34 0.46 0.58 0.48 0.49 0.51 0.57 0.66 0.50 0.09 39
wikinews+VG-MM combined 0.42 0.38 0.51 0.59 0.49 0.53 0.42 0.59 0.65 0.51 0.09 39
wikinews+Google-VIS whole 0.42 0.38 0.48 0.31 0.50 0.66 0.55 0.59 0.45 0.48 0.1 39
wikinews+Google-MM whole 0.41 0.38 0.47 0.31 0.48 0.66 0.56 0.59 0.42 0.48 0.1 39
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.46 0.44 0.57 0.43 0.64 0.53 0.35 0.61 0.45 0.50 0.09 39
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.52 0.35 0.42 0.46 0.48 0.57 0.31 0.63 0.58 0.48 0.1 39
wikinews sub+VG-VIS internal 0.54 0.40 0.40 0.47 0.52 0.43 0.59 0.54 0.56 0.49 0.07 39
wikinews sub+VG-MM internal 0.51 0.43 0.44 0.51 0.48 0.55 0.53 0.55 0.66 0.52 0.06 39
wikinews sub+VG-VIS combined 0.52 0.40 0.40 0.50 0.49 0.45 0.58 0.53 0.57 0.49 0.06 39
wikinews sub+VG-MM combined 0.50 0.48 0.50 0.56 0.48 0.56 0.52 0.57 0.65 0.53 0.05 39
wikinews sub+Google-VIS whole 0.48 0.39 0.46 0.40 0.58 0.60 0.42 0.63 0.48 0.49 0.08 39
wikinews sub+Google-MM whole 0.44 0.37 0.45 0.39 0.53 0.61 0.46 0.57 0.44 0.47 0.08 39
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.47 0.44 0.57 0.43 0.63 0.53 0.36 0.61 0.45 0.50 0.09 39
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.52 0.35 0.42 0.46 0.48 0.57 0.31 0.63 0.58 0.48 0.1 39
crawl+VG-VIS internal 0.43 0.35 0.46 0.50 0.50 0.45 0.54 0.50 0.60 0.48 0.07 39
crawl+VG-MM internal 0.45 0.34 0.47 0.49 0.51 0.40 0.48 0.49 0.61 0.47 0.07 39
crawl+VG-VIS combined 0.42 0.35 0.46 0.50 0.49 0.45 0.54 0.50 0.60 0.48 0.07 39
crawl+VG-MM combined 0.49 0.44 0.50 0.50 0.54 0.42 0.47 0.50 0.65 0.50 0.06 39
crawl+Google-VIS whole 0.57 0.42 0.43 0.32 0.48 0.67 0.60 0.60 0.55 0.52 0.11 39
crawl+Google-MM whole 0.57 0.42 0.43 0.31 0.47 0.67 0.61 0.60 0.55 0.52 0.11 39
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.67 0.61 0.62 0.65 0.73 0.73 0.67 0.58 0.70 0.66 0.05 39
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.53 0.48 0.57 0.65 0.61 0.68 0.59 0.50 0.57 0.58 0.06 39
w2v13+VG-VIS internal 0.52 0.46 0.51 0.56 0.45 0.54 0.48 0.68 0.53 0.53 0.07 39
w2v13+VG-MM internal 0.55 0.42 0.53 0.56 0.43 0.49 0.47 0.67 0.42 0.50 0.08 39
w2v13+VG-VIS combined 0.52 0.46 0.51 0.56 0.44 0.54 0.48 0.68 0.52 0.52 0.07 39
w2v13+VG-MM combined 0.55 0.44 0.49 0.55 0.54 0.56 0.56 0.68 0.47 0.54 0.06 39
w2v13+Google-VIS whole 0.66 0.59 0.59 0.55 0.68 0.74 0.66 0.47 0.72 0.63 0.08 39
w2v13+Google-MM whole 0.66 0.59 0.59 0.52 0.66 0.72 0.66 0.45 0.72 0.62 0.08 39

EL + ES

wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.56 0.65 0.53 0.56 0.45 0.33 0.64 0.52 0.41 0.52 0.1 39
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.62 0.67 0.62 0.56 0.49 0.35 0.60 0.44 0.46 0.54 0.1 39
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.69 0.52 0.52 0.48 0.42 0.55 0.67 0.66 0.45 0.55 0.09 39
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.52 0.49 0.54 0.54 0.40 0.55 0.52 0.51 0.50 0.51 0.04 39

Table 4.11: MEG scores for each participant and embedding on the common subset
of vocabularies. Multi-modal embeddings are created using the Intersection technique.
The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order.
Red colour signifies the best performance, blue means that the multi-modal embedding
outperformed the corresponding uni-modal ones.
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Modality P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
EL 0.83 0.64 0.65 0.82 0.62 0.58 0.55 0.55 0.65
EV 0.87 0.66 0.65 0.74 0.51 0.58 0.61 0.50 0.61
ES 0.83 0.68 0.57 0.77 0.59 0.63 0.58 0.59 0.64
EL + EV 0.86 0.65 0.66 0.79 0.60 0.59 0.60 0.54 0.64
EL + ES 0.86 0.69 0.60 0.81 0.64 0.63 0.57 0.60 0.67

Table 4.12: fMRI scores averaged over each modality. Bold signifies the highest average
performance for each participant.

Modality P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
EL 0.64 0.60 0.53 0.69 0.71 0.64 0.73 0.63 0.72
EV 0.66 0.54 0.55 0.68 0.68 0.72 0.67 0.57 0.66
ES 0.63 0.60 0.55 0.65 0.70 0.62 0.67 0.50 0.73
EL + EV 0.66 0.62 0.56 0.69 0.73 0.68 0.71 0.60 0.71
EL + ES 0.65 0.62 0.55 0.68 0.74 0.64 0.73 0.57 0.74

Table 4.13: MEG scores averaged over each modality. Bold signifies the highest average
performance for each participant.

Modality P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
EL 0.46 0.45 0.45 0.50 0.50 0.48 0.48 0.47 0.54
EV 0.54 0.40 0.57 0.56 0.52 0.53 0.47 0.56 0.48
ES 0.51 0.45 0.49 0.55 0.63 0.38 0.55 0.48 0.36
EL + EV 0.53 0.53 0.47 0.55 0.53 0.48 0.56 0.54 0.54
EL + ES 0.54 0.53 0.50 0.48 0.45 0.52 0.54 0.42 0.56

Table 4.14: fMRI scores averaged over each modality on the common subset of vocabu-
laries. Bold signifies the highest average performance for each participant.

Modality P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P8 P9
EL 0.55 0.56 0.45 0.44 0.55 0.45 0.57 0.45 0.53
EV 0.44 0.51 0.55 0.44 0.54 0.54 0.49 0.55 0.53
ES 0.48 0.60 0.49 0.49 0.53 0.54 0.59 0.39 0.49
EL + EV 0.49 0.41 0.49 0.48 0.52 0.55 0.49 0.57 0.56
EL + ES 0.60 0.58 0.55 0.53 0.44 0.45 0.61 0.53 0.45

Table 4.15: MEG scores averaged over each modality on the common subset of vocabu-
laries. Bold signifies the highest average performance for each participant.
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Architecture Embedding Accuracy (%)

Add

linguistic only 77.54
visual only 72.70
multi-modal 76.56
random 69.87

Add+Translation

linguistic only 81.21
visual only 79.75
multi-modal 81.81
random 78.33

Add+Translation+FullVis

linguistic only 79.85
visual only 79.11
multi-modal 81.29
random 78.79

GRU

linguistic only 79.77
visual only 77.34
multi-modal 79.48
random 79.25

LSTM

linguistic only 79.80
visual only 78.22
multi-modal 79.61
random 76.16

Table 4.16: Classification accuracy of the di↵erent architectures and embedding initiali-
sations.
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Chapter 5

E↵ects of Data Size and Distribution

This chapter shifts the focus towards a more in-depth analysis of some selected model,
data source and modality combination based on the results of the previous chapter. Our
main metric is still performance accuracy, thus this analysis forms the last part of pillar
1.

We aim our attention at studying model e�ciency regarding size and performance.
In this study we dig deeper into the e↵ect of the training data size and distribution. The
presented experiments address the following questions:

• Does visual data bolster performance only because we add more data or does it
convey complementary quality information compared to a higher quantity of text?
(Question 4)

• Can we achieve comparable performance using small-data if it comes from the right
data distribution? (Question 4a)

We perform di↵erent experiments in order to test the e↵ect of data size and data
distribution on semantic similarity and relatedness tasks. We will compare linguistic,
visual and structured embeddings, based on various criteria.

5.1 Counting in the “E↵ort”

The work presented here is related to a recently published information theoretical probing
framework based on minimal description length (MDL) [Voita and Titov, 2020] i.e. the
minimum number of bits needed to transmit the labels knowing the representations. Our
idea is to count in the “e↵ort” of data collection and quantity into the performance of our
multi-modal word meaning representations.

Unlike Voita et al., instead of testing on supervised tasks, we focus on unsupervised
evaluation. We do not train a multi-layered perception for probing. This is relevant
because this way we avoid distorting our results by a network functioning as supervised
fine tuning. In Section 4.4 we found that a shallow neural network and a deep LSTM, both
with randomly initialised input word vectors, perform on par with an input of pretrained
word embeddings on a Textual Entailment task (SNLI). Zhang and Bowman found the
related phenomenon of high performing random initialized LSTM models [Zhang and
Bowman, 2018]. This is in line with current findings considering the recent transformer
type models which are shown to be far from solving general tasks (e.g., document question
answering). Rather, these models are overfitting to the quirks of particular datasets
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[Yogatama et al., 2019]. Motivated by these results, in this work we decided to focus on
diving into unsupervised representation learning.

In unsupervised representation learning we are learning P (x) instead of P (y|x), where
x is the input data, y is the corresponding label determined by the supervised evaluation
task. Hence, our approach is more related to Voita et al.’s MDL framework with “online”
code where the code length is simply calculated by the entropy of the training data.

We pursue measuring how hard it is to achieve a high performing representation with
small data. In the previous chapter we controlled for image quantity for DV (Section 4.1)
and the context size (radius) of DS (Section 4.2). In this chapter we focus on controlling
for text data size and distribution DL. Our question is: What is the corpus size where
visual information is helpful? We count in the “e↵ort” by discussing performance in the
context of data and model size. In the following, we describe our implementation of
controlling for data quantity and word frequency distribution.

5.2 Experiments

Here, we summarise the notation and specify the models used in the following experiments,
based on our previous findings in Chapter 4.

EL 2 R|T |⇥d
L : Linguistic Embedding. Here, we present results using Skip-Gram with

Negative Sampling (SGNS) [Mikolov et al., 2013a, Mikolov et al., 2013b] trained on
a 2020 English Wikipedia dump. Due to its simplicity, it is suitable for running a
wide range of experiments.

EV 2 R|T |⇥d
V : Visual Embedding. We ran a feedforward step of ResNet-152 [He

et al., 2016] on Google Images. We apply mean aggregation on the first 10 image
results which has been found on of the best performing in Section 4.1.

ES 2 R|T |⇥d
S : Structured Embedding. We use our in-between visual and linguistic

embedding, trained on the visually structured text of Visual Genome Scene Graphs
(Section 4.2).

In the following we show results according to e1, . . . , el samples from the linguistic
training corpus DL. T = |V \Vtask| ⇡ |Vtask|, Vtask ⇢ V , where V is the vocabulary of the
text corpus and Vtask is the vocabulary of the evaluation tasks.

5.2.1 Control for Data Quantity

We perform experiments where we restrict the training data size of EL. Similarly to
Sahlgren et al [Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016], we sample the corpora randomly to subsets
with increasing number of tokens: e1, . . . , eN .

5.2.2 Control for Frequency Ranges

In the second phase we can test how models, trained on di↵erent word frequency ranges,
interact with the other types of embeddings. Similarly to [Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016] we
split the vocabulary into three equally large parts; HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW range.
This way we generate samples for EL, EV and ES for the di↵erent frequency ranges in the
text corpus.
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5.2.3 Expected Results

These experiments will potentially shed light to patterns across modalities and sources.
One interesting result will be to see whether EV and ES embeddings contribute more if
there is smaller amount of text data for EL. If this is the case, the experiments where
we control for word frequencies can reveal whether EV and ES contribute di↵erently
for words with di↵erent data distributions, or whether the e↵ect is more due to data
quantity. Similar questions can be answered in the reverse direction when we perform
experiments where we control for image data size and distributional properties, such as
image resolution or dispersion of image sets.

5.2.4 Results

Figure 5.1 shows the e↵ect of EL corpus size on the performance of uni-modal EL and the
combined EL + ES and EL + EV on the embeddings’ common coverage subsets of MEN
(Figure 5.1a) and SimLex (Figure 5.1b). The common coverage is 73% on MEN and 56%
on SimLex. ES and EV are constant since only EL’s training data is varied. Results on
the full datasets are presented in Figure 5.2. Axis x represents the size of the training
corpus (in the number of tokens). Error bars indicate variance after three runs of random
down-sampling of the data. Table 5.1 gives an account of the amount of training data
each model requires. The last line shows the size after compression by Lempel-Ziv coding
(LZ77). Since ImageNet images are already in jpg format, LZ77 was not able to achieve
any further compression.

The first striking result is that ES alone, with ⇠9M tokens, outperforms EL, with
⇠1G tokens, on both evaluation tasks. Secondly, when combined with linguistic data,
ES greatly outperforms EV on MEN and underperforms it on SimLex, however, their
di↵erence becomes marginal as text data increases. Importantly, ES achieves this result
with orders of magnitude less data than required by EV (Table 5.1). Moreover, ResNet-
152 with ⇠6.8G parameters outputs a 1.7 times bigger model (4.8MB) than SGNS, used
for EL and ES (2.8MB), consisting of 151,200 parameters. A summary of model sizes is
included in Table 5.2 for the common subset of their vocabularies of 1203 words.

Figure 5.2c and 5.2d report the e↵ect of word frequency on performance on the same
tasks. Similarly to [Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016] we split the vocabulary into three equally
large parts; HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW range. On MEN we see a slight performance
gain of the baseline EL model on medium range frequency words, whereas on SimLex,
low frequency words dominate the performance within the whole data (MIXED). On
SimLex visual information helps more with HIGH frequency words. This could be due to
narrowing down the meaning of ambiguous words. Checking this hypothesis would be an
interesting future analysis.

ES performs similarly to the FastText VG description model of [Herbelot, 2020] on
SimLex. The increase of EL performance is in line with [Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016] until
2G tokens (they stopped at 1G), after which it plateaus. The best Spearman correlation
of [Kuzmenko and Herbelot, 2019] using relations on MEN is 0.5499, with almost third
the coverage (847) of ours on the common subset: ES achieves 0.44 with a coverage of
2481. Their word2vec model is consistent with results reported by [Sahlgren and Lenci,
2016] and our word2vec based EL model with similar amount of data.
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(a) MEN (b) SimLex

Figure 5.1: E↵ect of EL training corpus (token) quantity on performance on the common
coverage subsets of evaluation pairs (73% on MEN, 56% on SimLex). ES and EV are
constant since only EL’s training data is varied.

(a) MEN, quantity (b) SimLex, quantity

(c) MEN, frequency (d) SimLex, frequency

Figure 5.2: E↵ect of EL training corpus quantity and word frequency on performance.
Numbers on top of the bars and on the lines indicate the coverage of evaluation dataset
pairs (where both words are in the embedding vocabulary) in percentages. ES and EV

are constant since only EL’s training data is varied.
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EL ES EV

Model SGNS SGNS ResNet-152

Training data Wikipedia
2020

Visual
Genome
annotations

ImageNet +
Google Images

Size in units 13G tokens ⇠9M tokens ⇠1.28M + 15,770
images (jpg)

Storage size 14GB ⇠1.8GB ⇠140GB

Compressed size ⇠5GB ⇠0.2GB ⇠140GB

Table 5.1: Training data sizes.

EL ES EV

Model SGNS SGNS ResNet-152

Number of model parameters 151,200 151,200 6.8G

Embedding size 2.8MB 2.8MB 4.8MB

Table 5.2: Model sizes on the common subset of vocabularies (|Vcommon| = 1203).

5.3 Conclusion

Overall, we conclude that our structured visuo-linguistic embedding contributes to a lin-
guistic model in a much more economic way than the image based ones. We saw that
when the linguistic sources are limited, visual or structured information can greatly im-
prove on semantic similarity and relatedness predictions. As the volume of our text corpus
increases, both its usefulness plateaus as well as the performance gain using other modal-
ities shrinks, however, in most cases some improvement remains. These findings suggest
that in certain cases one can save valuable training time and storage space by balancing
the trade-o↵ between training on di↵erent modalities or acquiring more text data.

Our structured embedding trained on Visual Genome Scene Graph requires orders of
magnitude less data than either of the other two modalities, still contributing substantially
to the meaning representation. This may be due to the amount of human e↵ort had been
made while creating the dataset. Applying automatically generated scenes graphs [Xu
et al., 2020] would mitigate this problem. This would serve as a highly e↵ective tool with
important applications for low resource languages. Our findings support the intuition of
“no free lunch” when it comes to e↵ort, but depending on the tasks in hand and the
available resources it can be crucial to optimise the types of resources we use. Here we
only focused on data and model size. Including processing time and costs would be an
important future extension of e�ciency analysis.

Exactly how ES contributes to the linguistic EL representation cannot be interpreted
based solely on performance metrics. Therefore, we investigate the interpretation of our
representations and the type of information they convey in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 6

Informativeness of Semantic Spaces

In this chapter, we introduce the third key contribution of this thesis (Chapter 1.1),
presenting proof-of-concept studies of interpretable Transparency analysis. We present
experiments demonstrating pillars 2 Qualitative / Quantitative structural analysis and 3
Independence analysis.

We aim to take the systematic studies in Chapter 4 and 5 a step further, and perform
quantitative and qualitative comparison of embedding space structures. We showcase an
implementation in the framework of modalities as partial observers of meaning, introduced
in Section 2.7.

Section 6.1 introduces our two hypotheses. In Section 6.2 we tackle Question 5: Can we
move beyond performance evaluation? Are there any emergent concepts in embeddings?
Can we quantify the di↵erence between the concept structures of semantic spaces? We
hypothesise that each embedding space represents clusters of word representations which
can be interpreted as each embeddings’ own “idea” of concepts in the world. They can
“disagree” depending on the data distributions of the specific modality and data source
they were trained on. By zooming into our embeddings’ structure we aim to find out
how much their models of concepts di↵er from each other if they di↵er at all. We are
looking for quantitative ways of measuring the di↵erence between embedding spaces to
complement the qualitative analysis.

Section 6.3 addresses Question 6: Can we quantify the di↵erence between semantic
spaces, based on the useful information they contribute to the meaning representation? We
apply an information-theoretical framework laid out in Section 2.7.5 to estimate Mutual
Information of two semantic spaces using methods described in Section 3.2.4.

Finally, Section 6.4 investigates the results in the context of distributional properties
of the linguistic and structured data sources, DL and DS.

Our main contribution is a proof-of-concept framework for quantifying the information
di↵erent data sources, models and modalities bring into multi-modal word representations.
It can easily be applied to various more data, model or modality types beyond the ones
showcased in this study. These set of methods can help us looking under the hood
of accuracy numbers on evaluation tasks and understanding better how these di↵erent
concept models interact with each other when they are combined in multi-modal models
of word meaning.

6.1 Hypotheses

Within our generalised embedding framework (Section 2.6) we use the same models as
in Section 5.2. We propose investigating the structure of the learnt embedding spaces
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EL, EV , ES. This aspires to qualitatively compare embedding spaces according to various
metrics. These metrics aim to capture the distributional properties of vector spaces.
Furthermore, we put the results in the context of analysing the training data distributions.

Based on our previous findings we form the following hypotheses:

I. EV can be complementary to EL when the training corpus size is small. It is not clear
whether in this case EV comes from a di↵erent and complementary distribution or
the performance gain is only relative to the size of the additional data. In this case,
we would achieve the same result with training on the same amount of additional
text.

II. Due to the manufactured way of collecting data for ES, it is possible that this
dataset comes from a substantially di↵erent distribution than our linguistic data.
Therefore, it can provide useful information and can facilitate learning from small
data.

6.2 Qualitative Analysis of Semantic Spaces

As described in Section 3.2.3, in order to grasp how the concept structure of our embedding
spaces di↵er from each other we first searched for ways to quantify their cluster structure.
We do not know the ground truth labels of our clusters or even the number of clusters
each embedding spaces should be broken into. Therefore, in Section 6.2.1 we present the
results of experiments with three clusterization metrics which are designed for the case
when a ground truth labelling is not available. Furthermore, we report results for a range
of number of clusters.

Following the desire of interpreting how our di↵erent models conceptualise, in Sec-
tions 6.2.2 and 6.2.3 we zoom into our embedding spaces even further. In Section 6.2.2
we compare our embeddings’ cluster structures and visualise the learnt clusterings. In
Section 6.2.3 we present supervised visualisations of the embedding spaces alongside an
automatic label generation method and compare the results against the clusterization
metric scores.

6.2.1 Cluster Structure Results

Clustering metrics results are presented for increasing numbers of clusters, using K-means
clustering in Figure 6.1 (See the definition of metrics in Section 3.2.3). We compare
the common subset of our embedding vocabularies, resulting in 1204 words. Calinski-
Harabasz Index and Davies-Bouldin Index score results (Figure 6.1c and 6.1b) are fairly
consistent with each other, while we see a di↵erent pattern on Silhouette Coe�cient in
Figure 6.1a. This is unsurprising since the first two are based on node and centroid
distances, whereas the latter calculates distances solely between nodes in the space.

In Davies-Bouldin Index (Figure 6.1c) all models significantly outperform the baseline
Random embedding ER 2 R|V

common

|⇥300. All models achieve similar scores with the visual,
the structured and linguistic-visual multi-modal models performing the best. This index
represents the ratio between intra-cluster distances from the centroids and inter-cluster
distances of centroids.

Calinski-Harabasz Index scores (Figure 6.1b) show a similar tendency among the mod-
els, having EV and EL + EV as best performing across the number of clusters, while all
models overcome the Random baseline. As the number of clusters grow the results con-
verge to a lower (worse) score. This score can be interpreted as a measurement of how well
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(a) Silhouette Coe�cient.
Higher is better.

(b) Calinski-Harabasz Index.
Higher is better.

(c) Davies-Bouldin Index.
Lower is better.

Figure 6.1: Clustering metrics for increasing number of K-means clusters.

defined the clusters are in terms of the ratio between inter- and intra-cluster dispersions,
therefore a higher score means better defined clusters.

Silhouette Coe�cient measures pairwise distances of data points within their own
clusters and between each point’s distance to data points in other clusters. It gives a
ratio of cluster cohesion and separation. In 6.1a we see a similar tendency across models
(having EV as the best) as before with the exception of the structured model ES. It
outperforms all models up to ⇠20 clusters then drops below the Random baseline by
40. Furthermore, all the other models do not converge as in the previous two cases.
This suggests that ES has much more cohesive structure of ⇠20 clusters, but becomes
in-cohesive if we try and break it into more clusters. This phenomenon might be related
to the statistical properties of the Visual Genome dataset ES is trained on. In the original
paper [Krishna et al., 2016] the authors report results on clustering region descriptions.
They found that on average, each image contains descriptions from 17 di↵erent clusters,
the image with the most diverse descriptions contains descriptions from 26 clusters. Unlike
our model, they clustered averaged pertained word representations of region descriptions,
therefore, their results are not directly comparable to ours. Nevertheless, we think this
can indicate why this dramatic drop occurs at around 20 clusters in our experiments.
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6.2.2 Inspecting the Clusters

In the following we inspect the individual clusters in all three embeddings after clustering
them for 20 clusters. We also look at ES after clustering it for 40 clusters, where the drop
in Silhouette Coe�cient happens.

Size Distribution and Visualisation

In Figure 6.2 we present the distribution of cluster sizes (number of cluster members) for
each cases. Firstly, we observe that EL and EV cluster sizes move between 10 and ⇠100,
whereas in both cases ES cluster size distribution ranges between 1 and ⇠400. In the
ES 20 clusters case (Figure 6.2a) most clusters range between 10 and 117, there are two
one-element clusters and one with size 444. Clustering it to 40 clusters (Figure 6.2b) we
get three one-element clusters and two salient clusters of sizes 148 and 310.

To check the consistency of clustering, in Figure 6.3 we present similar histograms
after clustering the embeddings using Agglomerative Clustering. We see a very similar
pattern in cluster size distribution as with K-means in all three embeddings. ES has a
saliently big cluster of 351 elements.

The red line shows the average frequencies of words (AF) in each cluster in the cor-
responding textual dataset (Visual Genome Scene Graphs for ES and Wikipedia2020 for
EL.) In the visual case the notion of word frequency is not applicable. We were mainly
interested in whether the saliently big clusters in ES are due to an artefact of word fre-
quencies. Whereas in the case of 20 K-means clusters we only see a slight drop of AF, in
the 40 cluster case the two biggest clusters have relatively low numbers, although there
are other low AF clusters among the smaller ones as well (Figure 6.2). After Agglomera-
tive Clustering (Figure 6.3) we observe a more substantial drop in AF for the two biggest
clusters. In EL we see no such patterns, but the cluster sizes are less varied there.

As an e↵ective visualisation we use the T-SNE algorithm [Maaten and Hinton, 2008,
Wattenberg et al., 2016] to zoom further into the structure of our embedding spaces.
We applied Tensorboard1 for the projections as well as their implementation of T-SNE.
Following the guidelines in [Wattenberg et al., 2016] we tried di↵erent perplexity settings
(running it multiple times). In most cases we did not find too much di↵erence between
the results on our data, but following the suggested range of 5 – 50, we present results
for perplexity = 30 or indicate otherwise. Figures 6.5-6.8 and D.10 contain T-SNE visu-
alisations of the clusterings. The salience of the biggest ES K-means clusters is visible in
all cases (Figure 6.5, 6.8, D.10). Based on the average frequency results, we think, that
the reason for this huge separable cluster is at least partially that it includes more low
frequency words. The breakdown of cluster cohesion is visible in the 40 cluster cases. In
general, the clusters are fairly separated in all projections.

Cluster Similarities

Next, we looked into the individual clusters in each embeddings. Each row in Tables 6.2-
6.4 contains the members of example clusters for the corresponding embedding. (See
tables including all clusters in Appendix D.) Rows are ordered by the number of cluster
members in increasing order. Words in column “Members” are ordered by their distance
from the cluster centroid in increasing order. (In Tables of ES clusters in Figures D.2 and
D.4 we shortened the biggest cluster, indicated by three dots, for better readability.)

We labelled each clusters post-factum in two ways:

1
https://www.tensorflow.org/tensorboard
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(a) ES , 20 clusters. (b) ES , 40 clusters.

(c) EL, 20 clusters. (d) EV , 20 clusters.

Figure 6.2: K-means Cluster size distributions. Y axis shows the number of cluster
member in log scale. Red line shows the average frequencies of words in each cluster in
the corresponding textual dataset.

(a) ES , 20 clusters.

(b) EL, 20 clusters. (c) EV , 20 clusters.

Figure 6.3: Agglomerative Cluster size distributions. Y axis shows the number of cluster
member in log scale. Red line shows the average frequencies of words in each cluster in
the corresponding textual dataset.
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1. Cluster = [’apple’, ’pizza’]

2. closures(’apple’) = [
Synset(’edible fruit.n.01’), Synset(’pome.n.01’), 
Synset(’fruit.n.01’), Synset(’produce.n.01’),
Synset(’reproductive structure.n.01’), Synset(’food.n.02’),
Synset(’apple tree.n.01’), Synset(’fruit tree.n.01’),
Synset(’angiospermous tree.n.01’), Synset(’apple.n.01’), 
Synset(’apple.n.02’)]

3. closures(’pizza’) = [
Synset(’dish.n.02’), Synset(’nutriment.n.01’), 
Synset(’food.n.01’), Synset(’pizza.n.01’)]

4. list of synset names in decreasing frequency order = [
’food’, ’nutriment’, ’pizza’, ’dish’, ’apple’, ’pome’, 
’fruit’, ’apple tree’, ’edible fruit’, ’fruit tree’, 
’produce’, ’angiospermous tree’, ’reproductive structure’]

5. labels = [’food’, ’nutriment’, ’pizza’]

Figure 6.4: WordNet label generation example.

1. WordNet label was generated by querying the synset closure up to a depth of
3 in the hypernym hierarchy for each words in the cluster. Then we took each
synset name in the closure lists and created a set from each of them (by removing
duplicates). Next, we concatenated all the sets (corresponding to one word) into
one list. The generated cluster label is the first three most common lemmas in
this list. An example is shown on Figure 6.4. This can be considered as a form of
“crowd-sourced” annotation, as it relies on a dataset created by human linguistic
experts.

2. Own label is our annotation (without looking at the WordNet labels). “Misc”
stands for Miscellaneous, where we could not find an appropriate concept to describe
the cluster.

Our own annotations and the WordNet labels are fairly consistent with each other,
often use the same words or synonyms e.g., “drink”-“beverage”. One interesting exception
is the fifth row in Table 6.4 of the image based clusters which we interpreted as female
visual stereotypes, whereas the WordNet label is: “person, organism, casual agent”. We
find our interpretation supported by previous work on the bias of Google Images [Kay
et al., 2015], however, with the disclaimer of coherence being “in the eye of the beholder”
[Bender et al., 2021]. WordNet labels can be sometimes more generic than our annotation.
This may be because we exploit WordNet which was created by multiple experts as
opposed to our own annotations.

In general, the Wikipedia based EL has more clusters with abstract topics, such as
verbs, activities and communication. ES has more concrete clusters e.g., train, vehicles,
building structures, containers or furnishing. Whereas the image based EV includes more
clusters related to the outdoors, such as “travel”, “transportation”, “landscape” and
“vacation”, and on appearance, such as “colours & materials”. These di↵erences may
not be surprising regarding each data source, but we would highlight the fact that these
statistics are on the exact same vocabulary. Therefore, the di↵erence between these data
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sources is not simply that they include di↵erent vocabularies, but that they “understand”
the same words di↵erently. This is the type of information we think is important to be
conscious about when building on any data source or modality.

There are also some concepts that all three embeddings capture consistently, such as
“food”, “colours”, “plants”, “animals” and “body parts”. Di↵erent embeddings di↵er,
however, in the number of clusters they have related to similar concepts and of course
their exact content di↵ers to various extents.

In order to capture how similar the clusters are across the di↵erent embeddings, we
measured the pairwise Jaccard similarity coe�cient between each two embeddings. The
Jaccard similarity coe�cient between two clusters A, B is defined as

J(A,B) =
|A \ B|
|A [ B| . (6.1)

Note that, 0  J(A,B)  1.

We calculated Jaccard similarity scores between each pair of clusters which represent
concepts. Cluster maps of similarities are presented in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.11. These
are heat maps of Jaccard similarities, where the rows and columns of the matrix have
been clustered for better visibility. Each row and column is labelled with their respective
WordNet cluster label.

We observe that “food”, “plants”, “animals”, “body parts” and “travel / vehicle” re-
lated clusters are distinctly more similar between each pair of embeddings than the other
clusters. Beyond this, ES and EL have similar cluster related to “visual property”, “cloth-
ing”, “structures / buildings” and a “food” related ES cluster is close to a “container”
cluster in EL. ES and EV contain more similar travel related clusters: “travel, change,
object” – “physical entity, body of water, thing” and a pair of containers / instruments:
“artifact, whole, instrumentality” – “instrumentality, container, substance”. EL and EV

have similar clusters on “structure / area” and an EL “artifact, whole, instrumentality”
cluster is close to “food, beverage, produce” in EV .

Similar cluster maps are presented for Agglomerative Clustering in Appendix D, Fig-
ures D.7–D.9. Figures D.1–D.6 include heat maps, where clusters are ordered by size. We
did not find any pattern in similarities based on size.

We also compared K-means and Agglomerative clusters of the same modalities in
Figures 6.12–6.15. We found the cluster structures fairly similar, the most similar clusters
are food, body parts, animals, plants, vehicles and visual property related.

In order to quantify how similar each pair of cluster structures are, in Table 6.1 we
summarise the number of cluster pairs with Jaccard similarities above thresholds of [0.2,
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7]. In case of K-means, even though EL and EV have 9 cluster pairs
with 0.3 < J(., .) < 0.479, ES has 12 clusters with EL and 8 with EV above a similarity
of 0.2. With Agglomerative Clustering this relative closeness of ES and EL disappears,
while the other two pairs show similar patterns to K-means. K-means and Agglomerative
clusterings are fairly similar, with EV sharing the most similar cluster structure.

Figure 6.14 includes a heat map of K-means vs. Agglomerative ES clusters ordered by
size. Here, we can see that the two saliently biggest clusters are relatively similar, reaching
0.65 Jaccard similarity. Their labels also share the words “person”and “change”, which
indicates that there is more meaningful coherence in those sizeable clusters than merely
including low frequency words. Note that this coherence is hard to see with the naked
eye because of the number of words to review.
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K-means

>0.2 >0.3 >0.4 Max

ES-EL 12 1 0 0.358

ES-EV 8 2 0 0.363

EL-EV 9 5 4 0.479

Agglomerative

>0.2 >0.3 >0.4 Max

ES-EL 6 1 0 0.347

ES-EV 9 4 2 0.5

EL-EV 9 5 2 0.467

K-means – Agglomerative

>0.2 >0.3 >0.4 >0.5 >0.6 >0.7 Max

EL-EL 18 14 9 4 2 1 0.79

ES-ES 16 15 13 9 5 1 0.729

EV -EV 23 16 13 8 4 0 0.644

Table 6.1: Number of cluster pairs out of 202 with Jaccard similarities above thresholds
of [0.2, ..., 0.7]. Last column shows the maximum similarity.

WordNet label Own label Members

food
nutriment
foodstu↵

food butter, cheese, bread, chicken, soup, sauce, dessert, beef,
salad, meat, cake, steak, tomato, potato, pizza, flour, milk,
meal, vinegar, bacon, pie, cooking, sushi, sandwich, break-
fast, burger, menu

vascular plant
plant organ
plant part

plants flower, flowers, tree, blossom, dandelion, foliage, fruit,
weed, cactus, lily, bloom, shade, leaf, grass, sunflower,
poppy, vine, plant, garden, iris, grow, daisy, oak, bulb,
rust, herb, moss, tulip, palm, maple, root, tall, bush, seed,
family

atmospheric phenomenon
physical phenomenon

change

weather rain, snow, fog, weather, mist, drizzle, frost, dew, cold,
wet, wind, smoke, sunlight, misty, sunrise, winter, storm,
sunset, haze, sunshine, fire, spring, dusk, autumn, heavy,
atmosphere, cloud, sunny, burn, flood, desert, sun, hot, ice,
tropical

artifact
covering
clothing

clothing /
fashion

wig, clothes, dress, shoes, jacket, sweater, skirt, sunglasses,
leather, hair, costume, shirt, haircut, cloth, socks, waist,
mannequin, collar, jewelry, tattoo, lingerie, beard, blonde,
mask, fabric, uniform, necklace, linen, outfit, glove, hat,
fashion, blanket, bikini, knitting, swimsuit, crochet, badge,
coat, carpet, bracelet, arms, makeup

artifact
structure

whole

classical
architecture

tower, building, marble, staircase, fountain, doorway, roof,
chapel, steeple, porch, ceiling, mural, glass, wall, brick,
statue, stone, arch, monument, dome, window, gravestone,
sculpture, aisle, tiles, gate, interior, painted, decoration,
concrete, church, graveyard, cathedral, curtain, painting,
palace, clock, grave, portrait, choir, architecture, pyramid,
memorial, square, castle, skyscraper, museum, cemetery,
temple, organ

change
color

visual property

colour /
decor

blue, bright, green, pink, black, yellow, dark, white, pur-
ple, red, brown, violet, rainbow, colour, orange, sky, rusty,
silhouette, grey, diamond, redhead, light, flame, peacock,
mirror, color, tiny, shadow, stripes, dull, rose, neon, col-
orful, crystal, bell, moon, horizon, arrow, silver, ivy, gold,
swan, dragon, lantern, star, pearl, horn, ray, fox, globe,
planet, bold, belt
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body part
part

artifact

body parts skin, spine, neck, bone, chest, throat, shoulder, wrist, stom-
ach, ear, jaw, cheek, lips, nose, eyes, eye, limb, toe, belly,
skull, abdomen, finger, teeth, elbow, cord, whiskers, knee,
thumb, tooth, muscle, ankle, tail, paws, lip, brain, flesh,
leg, body, calf, heart, blood, tongue, brow, pain, tear,
blade, mouth, liver, gut, arm, marrow, curled, canine,
feathers, foot, vein, hip, cancer

change
act
be

verbs bring, get, come, want, go, keep, take, know, find, say,
give, make, understand, put, listen, enjoy, feel, leave, think,
learn, imagine, gather, believe, fail, arrange, add, lose, cre-
ate, way, hear, send, meet, collect, carry, avoid, buy, re-
main, allow, appear, might, enter, arrive, seem, entertain,
break, steal, receive, stop, stand, build, locked, compare,
retain, sell, handle, danger, eat, wander, face, unhappy,
protect, please, pray, become, walk, expand, travel, plenty,
greet, inspect, comfort, huge, possess, dominate, attach,
roam, participate, speak, step, drawn, construct, replace,
divide, great, living

Table 6.2: Examples of the 20 clusters in EL. Clusters are ordered by size. See all clusters
in Appendix Table D.1

WordNet label Own label Members

artifact
line

whole

train railway, railroad, subway, curve, tunnel, run, shelter, train, sta-
tion, tram, highway, track, rail, way, engine, stop, gate, bridge,
smoke

structure
area

room

room classroom, hallway, hall, closet, bedroom, room, bathroom,
garage, o�ce, cafe, museum, doorway, kitchen, shop, restaurant,
store, mannequin, stadium, market, ceiling, corner

bird
vertebrate

person

animals hummingbird, gull, peacock, hawk, pelican, crow, parrot, seag-
ull, wing, swan, pigeon, owl, goose, flamingo, nest, eagle, tail,
bird, silhouette, duck, chest, body, ledge, gira↵e, zebra

travel
wheeled vehicle

self-propelled vehicle

vehicles cab, car, taxi, police, vehicle, automobile, drive, racing, scooter,
bike, van, street, road, motorcycle, truck, speak, wagon, bus,
parade, drawn, asphalt, cop, parking, bicycle, sidewalk, tra�c,
driver, carriage, meter

plant organ
plant

vascular plant

plants bloom, foliage, grave, dead, vine, blossom, ivy, pod, cactus, tree,
moss, root, leave, limb, forest, bush, plant, lily, branch, weed,
leaf, vein, sunshine, log, fence, flower, sunlight, wood, palm,
bench, sun

structure
artifact

whole

building
parts

chapel, cottage, steeple, castle, dome, story, cathedral, build,
skyscraper, arch, lighthouse, apartment, hut, angel, shed, hotel,
monument, window, staircase, home, cabin, house, roof, porch,
tower, sculpture, patio, bell, deck, brick, church, cross, clock,
step, statue

instrumentality
container
substance

vessel champagne, tea, beverage, alcohol, honey, milk, pencil, tulip,
juice, oil, bakery, ceramic, container, co↵ee, tin, cup, beer, sun-
flower, daisy, wine, rose, marble, bowl, sweet, maker, jar, vessel,
mug, money, bottle, pumpkin, straw, glass, basket, box, pot,
bucket, bunch

body part
artifact

part

pets &
body parts

jaw, throat, pupil, cheek, canine, belly, brow, mouth, stomach,
tongue, eye, nose, poodle, ear, hamster, lip, fur, tooth, teeth,
pet, leg, wool, head, feline, toe, panda, smile, neck, face, beard,
puppy, collar, horn, skin, cat, kitty, calf, nail, dog, tag, mother
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physical entity
body of water

thing

water rapid, village, coast, bay, mist, horizon, canal, skyline, valley,
sea, cli↵, fog, town, waterfall, stream, water, sunset, pier, har-
bor, boardwalk, break, ocean, lake, fountain, shore, island, river,
wave, splash, city, rock, ship, building, sand, hill, crane, moun-
tain, beach, pond, surf, boat, pool

location
artifact
region

farm
animal

dandelion, boundary, grass, wild, deer, stork, field, mud, farm,
windmill, garden, landscape, desert, cattle, dirt, area, barn,
yard, zoo, ox, path, footprint, garbage, puddle, lawn, cow, sheep,
concrete, snow, eat, lamb, goat, stone, cone, trail, rain, day,
park, animal, cage, horse, bull, elephant

change
color

visual property

colors bright, beautiful, big, dirty, small, colorful, grey, long, pur-
ple, dark, round, men, tiny, pink, eyes, painted, brown, gold,
medium, white, hang, iron, silver, old, black, left, tall, red,
safety, large, metal, blue, steel, yellow, leather, hanging, make,
walk, green, right, color, bath, pair, washing, sitting, carry

food
produce

solid

food drizzle, nuts, herb, beef, flour, season, cereal, cherry, breakfast,
sugar, steak, bacon, burger, butter, rice, meat, meal, sauce, din-
ner, pie, raspberry, lunch, sushi, bean, mustard, pepper, seed,
salt, soup, cheese, tomato, hot, berry, potato, dessert, straw-
berry, salad, cardboard, food, bone, lemon, burn, frost, choco-
late, bread, turkey, sandwich, spoon, pizza, chicken, shell, candy,
peel, cooking, bubble, knife, fruit, fish, donut, cake, apple, ice,
banana, orange

Table 6.3: Examples of the 20 clusters in ES. Clusters are ordered by size. See all clusters
in Appendix Table D.2

WordNet label Own label Members

bird
aquatic bird

seabird

birds seagull, gull, goose, duck, pelican, swan, mallard, stork, eagle,
flamingo

furnishing
furniture

instrumentality

furnishing furniture, stand, booth, desk, modern, display, bed, chair, con-
tainer, door, appliance, drawer, sofa, curtain, couch, bench, crib,
frame, box, table, tv, window, computer, cradle, television, mac

instrumentality
self-propelled vehicle

wheeled vehicle

car
related

accident, cord, vehicle, auto, automobile, skate, photography,
truck, race, arrive, ford, chopper, cab, rally, seat, industrial,
smart, mechanic, racing, car, demolition, triumph, construction,
motorcycle, machine, taxi, engine, driver, crane, carriage, van,
bus, cannon, motor, tank, hockey, wagon, camera

vascular plant
plant
grow

plants weed, bunch, maple, cancer, iris, poppy, dandelion, leave, flower,
rose, foliage, grow, plant, cactus, spring, tulip, ivy, palm, lily,
leaf, daisy, tree, root, wheat, wool, raspberry, tobacco, flowers,
blossom, butterfly, sunflower, cotton, herb, violet, oak, moss,
strawberry, nest, dew, berry, rice, branch, coal

person
organism

causal agent

“female
topics”

woman, model, brandy, pink, actress, lady, girl, young, wife,
tiny, haircut, blonde, women, girls, hot, mother, hair, portrait,
body, makeup, cheek, wig, neck, muscle, chest, lingerie, waist,
redhead, child, face, bride, belly, bikini, kid, swimsuit, baby,
brow, skirt, dress, short

food
nutriment
substance

food sushi, meal, sandwich, pie, breakfast, lunch, food, supper, flour,
cereal, sweet, dessert, dinner, subway, diet, cake, date, steak,
sauce, bread, copper, nuts, bacon, cooking, beef, meat, bakery,
knitting, eat, potato, salad, donut, pizza, burger, co↵ee, soup,
bean, cheese, vitamin, fruit, pumpkin, rock, marrow, market,
timber
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artifact
change

cover

colours &
materials

texture, fabric, cloth, metal, rain, concrete, paper, suds, rough,
words, stone, wall, square, dense, leather, quote, wood, frost,
mud, noise, text, purple, carpet, blue, tiles, dirt, droplets, red,
sand, fog, formula, mist, pattern, handwriting, green, straw,
linen, asphalt, stripes, crowd, marble, yellow, black, brown, grey,
grass, white

body part
artifact

part

body parts gut, throat, wrist, burn, ear, thumb, elbow, listen, shoulder,
liver, pain, knee, arms, hand, toe, finger, give, tongue, limb,
abdomen, jaw, receive, nail, arm, feet, hear, skin, washing, head,
ankle, hip, teeth, tear, stomach, brain, foot, lip, mouth, leg,
flesh, mask, eyes, nose, skull, eye, socks, lips

structure
artifact

area

room museum, garage, hall, classroom, kitchen, cellar, interior, o�ce,
diner, decoration, exhibition, hotel, ceiling, restaurant, store,
bathroom, trial, pub, class, closet, cafe, room, porch, stairs,
deck, hospital, living, corridor, aisle, bar, staircase, doorway,
hallway, chapel, floor, lab, station, bedroom, gate, elevator, the-
atre, escalator, tunnel, organ, alley, library, jail, tram

travel
change
object

vacation island, view, reflection, harbor, nice, side, sea, summer, tropi-
cal, pollution, port, aircraft, pier, travel, surfers, journey, sunny,
coast, flying, morning, ocean, seashore, horizon, mare, holiday,
lake, surf, shore, vacation, bay, airport, cli↵, sunlight, air, river,
storm, ship, fishing, beach, desert, harbour, puddle, flight, sail-
ing, evening, sunrise, skyline, vessel, lighthouse, dawn, sunset,
rocket, mountain, whale, underwater, boat, swimming, swim,
plane, dusk, jet, cloud, sky, airplane, ski

change
abstraction

state

festival theme, wisdom, soul, image, possess, large, confidence, happi-
ness, beautiful, joy, love, ceremony, festival, movement, abun-
dance, dead, depth, celebration, lover, run, demon, blurred,
pray, happy, remain, wet, dance, navy, family, carnival, angel,
sculpture, ray, dragon, drive, atmosphere, night, shadow, band,
god, believe, party, dark, hanging, abstract, show, christmas,
monster, devil, jump, lighting, sunshine, warrior, painting, wa-
ter, aquarium, zombie, concert, haze, crystal, statue, explosion,
jazz, jellyfish, wave, bright, rainbow, ice, light, smoke, club,
neon, colorful, hole, protest, autumn, rust, reef, flame, fire

person
organism

causal agent

animals animals, animal, picture, painted, zoo, turkey, curled, goat, com-
panion, pets, canine, pet, prey, relaxed, horse, spirit, tail, dog,
chipmunk, squirrel, pigeon, fox, cute, please, sheep, owl, birds,
military, gira↵e, lion, lamb, bee, insect, hamster, hawk, lick-
ing, bird, cat, puppy, feline, terrier, deer, calf, rat, chicken,
camel, dragonfly, whiskers, poodle, cow, hound, cattle, lizard,
fish, bunny, crow, wolf, tiger, parrot, zebra, cheetah, fur, panda,
bull, wasp, ox, hen, frog, crab, snake, boxer, hummingbird, rab-
bit, elephant, pupil, husky, peacock, spider, pug, ant

Table 6.4: Examples of the 20 clusters in EV . Clusters are ordered by size. See all clusters
in Appendix Table D.3
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Figure 6.5: T-SNE plot of ES with 20 cluster labels obtained by K-means clustering.
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Figure 6.6: T-SNE plot of EL with 20 cluster labels obtained by K-means clustering.
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Figure 6.7: T-SNE plot of EV with 20 cluster labels obtained by K-means clustering.
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Figure 6.8: T-SNE plot of ES with 40 cluster labels obtained by K-means clustering.
TSNE perplexity = 10.
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Figure 6.9: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means clusters of ES (axis y)
and EL (axis x).
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Figure 6.10: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means clusters of ES (axis y)
and EV (axis x).
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Figure 6.11: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means clusters of EL (axis y)
and EV (axis x).
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Figure 6.12: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means (axis y) and Agglom-
erative (axis x) clusters of EL.
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Figure 6.13: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means (axis y) and Agglom-
erative (axis x) clusters of ES.
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Figure 6.14: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means (axis y) and Agglomera-
tive (axis x) clusters of ES. Clusters are ordered by size.
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Figure 6.15: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means (axis y) and Agglom-
erative (axis x) clusters of EV .
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Gamified Data Collection

Figure 6.16: Screen-shot of Concept Game, a two player, collaborative gamified data col-
lection app, for acquiring cluster label annotations.

We developed a two player, collaborative gamified data collection app, called Concept
Game2, similar to ESP Game [Von Ahn and Dabbish, 2004], but with word lists (clusters)
instead of images (Figure 6.16). The pair of players have to guess the concept for a list
of words, which are the elements of all the clusters from this section. They get a score
if their guesses have one word/expression in common. This way we aim to collect more
human cluster label annotation for di↵erent modalities in the future.

The back-end involves a Sqlite Database on an AWS server3, where we collect data.
The dataset includes two tables:

• Game: It stores each game rounds, which is each time the users see a new word
list they are guessing a concept for. We log the following attributes:

– game id = TextField()

– start time = DateTimeField()

– cluster id = TextField()

– user1 = TextField(): firsts user’s id

– user2 = TextField(): second user’s id

– guess = TextField(): the guessed word – NONE if they ran out of time

• Answer: This table stores the log for each word the users typed in with time
stamps. This way, later, the time needed for agreeing on a cluster label can be

2
http://concept-guessing-game.com/

3
https://aws.amazon.com/
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used to infer the di�culty / ambiguity of a cluster word list. It logs the following
attributes:

– game = ForeignKeyField(Game, backref=’answers’): reference to a game id
in Game.

– cluster id = TextField()

– user = TextField(): id of the user who typed in a word as an answer

– word = TextField()

– e time = TimeField(): elapsed time since the beginning of the game

The project is still under development in order to make it more accessible. Currently,
people can only play if there are enough players active on the platform. So far only test
data has been collected. In the future an auto replay functionality would greatly improve
the usability of the game.

The code is publicly available on Github4. The web technology development was
helped by Krisztián Gergely5.

4
https://github.com/anitavero/concept_game

5
http://krisoft.hu/
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6.2.3 Supervised Visualisation

In this Section we use the same T-SNE algorithm as in Section 6.2.2. However, for the
labelled projections we apply a WordNet based automatic labelling technique on the words
beforehand. This is fundamentally di↵erent from the previous Section, where the labelling
came from the clustering method in an unsupervised fashion. In that case, WordNet was
used only for analysing the cluster outputs, whereas here we label the data first. This
way we can inspect our embedding spaces based on pre-defined concepts. The previous
method is more generic, this approach contributes to the interpretation of embeddings.

Automatic Class Label Annotation

Figures 6.20 – 6.24 show coloured plots where the colours correspond to 13 class labels.
We used the same coarse categories as in [Gupta et al., 2019]. They labelled their data
manually, which we were not able to do due to the size of our data. Therefore, we
developed a technique to automatically label our words using the WordNet hierarchy. Let
C be the set of class labels, C = {transport, food, building, animal, appliance, action,
clothes, utensil, body, colour, electronics, number, human}. All words in the embeddings’
common subset vocabulary Vcommon were labelled with a class in the following way: First,
we queried the synset list S(c) for each class c 2 C. Then we obtained the synset closure
of each word w up to the third level in the hypernym hierarchy: Scl

3 (w). The class with
the maximum number of synset overlap with each word synset closure is assigned as the
word’s class label: class(w) = maxc2C [S(c) \ Scl

3 (w)]. We only show words where this
maximum exists.

Results

Figure 6.17 depicts a 2D projection of a 3D T-SNE plot of a 100 000 sample from the SGNS
Wikipedia 2020 model. After looking at the word labels, clear clusters became apparent,
such as words in di↵erent languages, topics (e.g., math, mental health, numbers). The
thin curves usually contain numbers with the same number of digits and in order. Figures
6.18 and 6.19 show two examples for the clusters.

Figure 6.20 shows a 2D T-SNE plot of our Wikipedia 2020 model trained on the whole
corpus. Despite the simple heuristic we used to generate class labels, clearly separable
clusters emerged for many of them. We can see colours indicated by orange, numbers
by blue, clothes by red, food related words by light green, buildings by brown, animals
by purple etc. Some of the confused labels visibly come from the failure of our labelling
technique, but looking at it, many mislabelled words cluster around other words in the
same topic / category.

In Figure 6.21 – 6.24 we show similar projections for EL, EV , ES and a random embed-
ding ER, where we restricted the vocabulary to the intersection of the three modalities,
then kept the ones with an existing WordNet label, resulting 252 words. All EL, EV , ES

clearly show much more distinct clusters with much better defined class labels than the
random embedding. This may seem obvious, however, it is worth noting, since in very
high dimensions even random vector spaces can show some structure. In our projection
in Figure 6.24, both data points as well as labels are uniformly distributed.

Looking at the projections in Figure 6.21 – 6.23 the three modalities have di↵erent
cluster shapes: EV having the most and ES having the least coherent and separable
clusters. This is consistent with the results on clusterization metrics in Figure 6.1. In
general, classes transport, food, building, animal, clothes, colour, number, action look to
be better captured by this labelling and projection technique than appliance, utensil, body,
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electronics, human. This is probably due to the coarse labelling method, and could be
alleviated by collecting human annotation. [Gupta et al., 2019] reported that their visual-
context model showed more distinct clusters than their linguistic one using GloVe. In our
T-SNE projections we did not find such patterns, although our method is fundamentally
di↵erent from theirs, as they use early-fusion, GloVe, they do not exploit the Visual
Genome graph structure, and they apply manual labelling. Overall, it is remarkable how
much structure can already be revealed without the need for acquiring additional human
e↵ort.

Figure 6.17: T-SNE plot of a trained SGNS model on a 2020 dump of Wikipedia.

6.3 Information Gain from Multi-modal Data

So far we compared our embedding spaces based on their cluster structure. In this section
we move on to pillar 3 in our analysis. This second type of transparency analysis involved
experiments for measuring similarity between distributions, based on an information-
theoretical approach introduced in Section 2.7.5. We aim to measure the information gain
ES and EV each contribute when combined with EL. By treating the embedding spaces
as samples from multivariate distributions we formulate the question in the following way:
Are two semantic spaces from di↵erent modalities independent from each other?

We employ empirical Mutual Information prediction methods, described in Section 3.2.4.
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Figure 6.18: Cluster, containing the word “pancakes” on the T-SNE plot of a trained
SGNS model on a 2020 dump of Wikipedia.

Figure 6.19: Cluster, containing the number “1505” on the T-SNE plot of a trained SGNS
model on a 2020 dump of Wikipedia.

Section 6.3.1 describes details of the analysis, results are presented in Section 6.3.2.6

6We would like to thank Zoltán Szabó for his counsel on the theoretical background for these studies.
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Figure 6.20: T-SNE plot of a trained SGNS model on a 2020 dump of Wikipedia. The
colours correspond to 13 classes automatically generated using the WordNet hierarchy:
transport, food, building, animal, appliance, action, clothes, utensil, body, colour, elec-
tronics, number, human

6.3.1 Hyper Parameters and Dimensionality Reduction

Since IKNN is not robust in very high dimensions we explore the hyper parameters of
IHSIC . We used the Gaussian Radial Basis Function (RBF) Kernel [Vert et al., 2004]
with parameter settings � = 1 and using median heuristic [Garreau et al., 2017].

Furthermore, in order to test the robustness of the results we ran the method after
projecting our spaces onto lower dimensional spaces using Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [Wold et al., 1987]. We tested the embeddings with dimensions d = {10, 100,max},
where max is the full dimension of each space. For further robustness, we ran the IHSIC

algorithm for d = {3, 11, 12, 13, 50} (Appendix E).

6.3.2 Results

The main benefit of this experiment is that we may be able to understand how data
of di↵erent modalities contribute to the performance of multi-modal embeddings if they
contribute at all. In case they do, is it just an artefact of introducing more data or is it
due to meaningful information which changes the structure of the vector space in a useful
way?

In Figure 6.25 and 6.26 axis y shows I(EL, EV ) (red) and I(EL, ES) (blue), where I
is the estimated Shannon mutual information using either a k-Nearest Neighbor based,
linear algorithm (IKNN) or the HSIC kernel method (IHSIC).
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Figure 6.21: T-SNE plot of EL with its vocabulary restricted to the common subset of
EL, EV , ES and the ones with an existing automatic WordNet class label, resulting 252
words. The colours correspond to 13 classes automatically generated using the Word-
Net hierarchy: transport, food, building, animal, appliance, action, clothes, utensil, body,
colour, electronics, number, human

In Figure 6.25 axis x represents the size of the training corpus e1, . . . , eN (in terms
of the number of tokens) for EL. Apart from IHSIC with � = 1 the models agree on
I(EL, EV ) being greater than I(EL, ES), which suggests that the Visual Genome Scene
Graph based structured embedding ES is “more independent” from the linguistic model
EL, than the image based EV . This is surprising after observing the two models behaving
similarly in Chapter 4. Moreover, the results are interesting, since, while the creation
of this type of training data was highly visually directed, yet it is a text based model.
Nevertheless, it is “farther” from the linguistic model in distribution than the visual one.
I(EL, EV ) appears to be lower for lower volumes of text data. This may be because with
more data they contain more related information. Although, in the case of IHSIC with
maximal dimensions, using the median heuristic for � this pattern cannot be seen. In
I(EL, ES) no such tendency can be observed.

Figure 6.26 reports the e↵ect of word frequency (in the EL training corpus) on the
estimated I. Similarly to [Sahlgren and Lenci, 2016] we split the vocabulary into three
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Figure 6.22: T-SNE plot of EV with its vocabulary restricted to the common subset of
EL, EV , ES and the ones with an existing automatic WordNet class label, resulting 252
words. The colours correspond to 13 classes automatically generated using the Word-
Net hierarchy: transport, food, building, animal, appliance, action, clothes, utensil, body,
colour, electronics, number, human

equally large parts; HIGH, MEDIUM and LOW range. This way we generate samples for
EL, EV and ES for the di↵erent frequency ranges in the text corpus. Again, higher mutual
information between the linguistic and the visual embeddings can be observed. The
negative IKNN in Figure 6.26a is due to the oscillating nature of the approximation, and
shows that the k-Nearest Neighbor method is not robust enough in this high dimension.

In terms of the e↵ect of word frequency, the only pattern that emerges is the relative
low mutual information between EL and EV on low frequency words. However, this may
be an artefact of sparse data, since the coverage drops dramatically with filtering pairs
which fall in the same frequency category (see in Figure 5.2).

In order to further test the robustness of the results we ran the IHSIC algorithm for
further dimensions in the very low range and one medium size: d = {3, 11, 12, 13, 50}.
The results are shown in Appendix E. They support the the overall pattern in the above
figures, adding that the results lose their robustness for d = 3.
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Figure 6.23: T-SNE plot of ES with its vocabulary restricted to the common subset of
EL, EV , ES and the ones with an existing automatic WordNet class label, resulting 252
words. The colours correspond to 13 classes automatically generated using the Word-
Net hierarchy: transport, food, building, animal, appliance, action, clothes, utensil, body,
colour, electronics, number, human

6.4 Dataset Distribution

Finally, we analyse the text based data source distributions DL and DS directly to get
another perspective on the type of information they convey. We present words in the
respective datasets with the 10 highest probability of co-occurrence with each centroid
word from Section 6.2.27. To estimate this probability we calculated Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI), Positive PMI (PPMI) (Equation 2.1), a modified PMI (PMI3), �2

[Manning and Schutze, 1999, Section 5.3.3.] and Fisher’s exact test [Pedersen, 1996].
PMI3 has an exponent of 3 for the numerator and no logarithm. We used the NLTK
package implementations of all the above metrics8.

7Duplicated words for appearing as left and right context as well are removed. Therefore the number
of words are  10.

8
https://www.nltk.org/api/nltk.html#module-nltk.collocations
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Figure 6.24: T-SNE plot of a random embedding ER 2 R252x300. The colours correspond to
13 classes automatically generated using the WordNet hierarchy: transport, food, building,
animal, appliance, action, clothes, utensil, body, colour, electronics, number, human. The
colour labels are evenly distributed on the projection.

Since PMI, PPMI and Fisher’s test su↵ered from over-representing low frequency
bigrams, we only present results for �2 and PMI3, which outputted fairly similar results.
Table 6.5 presents examples for words closest to cluster centroids with the 10 highest
�2 score. Results for the full set of centroid words using �2 and PMI3 can be found in
Appendix F.

Centroid Wikipedia Visual Genome

plate tectonics, nazca, restrictor, farallon,
subducts, license, cribriform, tectonic,
subducting, eurasian

plate, lying on top of, on, has, on top of,
in

rust epique, cronartium, oleum, cohle,
obritzberg, blister, belt, puccinia,
windexed, colored

rust, stains down, around side of,
rusted onto, on fire, with a lot
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hummingbird amazilia, selasphorus, mellisuga, ca-
lypte, cynanthus, berylline, scintillant,
orthorhyncus, eupherusa, chinned

hummingbird, eat nectar from,
in flight below, flapping its, flapping,
windspan

fun poked, poking, pokes, poke, loving, lot,
lovin, yidishn, fun, weäsell

are having, are having great, fun, fac-
ing away, planning, having

hand right, sleight, grenades, left, hand,
cranked, grenade, claps, gloved, upper

hand, holding, held in, on, in mans, man

bird passerine, migratory, caged, sanctuary,
watchers, watching, topley, species, prey,
furnariidae

bird, perched on, flying in, flying over,
beak, flying ahead of

Table 6.5: Example for context words of cluster centroids with the 10 highest �2 score.
See all cluster centroids in Appendix F.

The samples reveal that while Wikipedia includes more encyclopaedic synonyms as
most likely bigrams, Visual Genome conveys more functional, specific type of contexts
including more actions and attributes. For example “tectonics” in Wikipedia vs. “ly-
ing on top of” in Visual Genome as the most likely co-occurrence for “plate”.

Our observations are in line with the word distributions in VG published in [Krishna
et al., 2016]. The most common concepts (Figure 6.27), objects (Figure 6.28), attributes
(Figure 6.29) and relationships (Figure 6.30) all paint a picture of how visually oriented
VG annotations are. The published statistics also support our observation that VG mostly
includes specific descriptions of smaller scenes.

These support our previous findings that Visual Genome can contribute with comple-
mentary information to a text based meaning representation by having denser annotations
of visual scenes.

6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter we presented proof-of-concept studies of interpretable Transparency anal-
ysis, forming the second and third pillars of our analysis (Section 3.3).

Qualitative / Quantitative Structural Analysis Firstly, our aim was to interpret
our models by zooming into the distributional properties of linguistic, visual, structured
and multi-modal embeddings. We ran K-means and Agglomerative clusterings on each
embedding and used standard clustering metrics for evaluation when class labels are not
given. The results indicate that while the image based model may have better defined
clusters, the Visual Genome Scene Graph structured model can outperform the other
ones in terms of consistency when the number of clusters are chosen well. We visualised
the clustered embeddings and inspected the individual clusters from the the best K-
means clustering. We introduced a WordNet based cluster label annotation technique.
Furthermore, we compared the clustering to Agglomerative Clustering results.

The supervised T-SNE visualisations provide further insight into the structure of our
semantic spaces, which are in line with the above findings. We introduced a simple method
to automatically annotate our data with topic labels saving huge amount of human e↵ort.
Remarkably, the results already give further insight into our data, despite the simple
heuristic of label generation. We believe the method could be easily improved to gain
better coverage on the vocabulary and higher accuracy of labels.

Independence Analysis Secondly, we created an implementation of our information
theory based framework to measure the information gain visual and structured embed-
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(a) IKNN

(b) IHSIC , � = 1, d = max (c) IHSIC , �: median, d = max

(d) IHSIC , �: median, d = 100 (e) IHSIC , �: median, d = 10

Figure 6.25: Estimated Mutual Informations: I(EL, EV ) (red) and I(EL, ES) (blue) for
di↵erent corpus sizes.

dings may provide by combining them with text based linguistic models. We found that
the Visual Genome SceneGraph based structured model is more independent from the
Wikipedia based SGNS model than the visual embeddings, trained on images. This may
reveal something about why this structural data on its own, as well as combined with lin-
guistic information, can achieve such high accuracies, despite having orders of magnitude
less training data than either of the other modalities (as we saw in Chapter 5). Analysing
the e↵ect of VG and image data size on this metric would be an important future direction,
as we saw that the mutual information of image and text based embeddings increase with
corpus size. However, in the context of the structured model’s comparable performance,
we think that the estimated mutual information is a promising metric for deciding over
the usefulness of a new data source.
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(a) IKNN

(b) IHSIC , � = 1, d = max (c) IHSIC , �: median, d = max

(d) IHSIC , �: median, d = 100 (e) IHSIC , �: median, d = 10

Figure 6.26: Estimated Mutual Informations: I(EL, EV ) (red) and I(EL, ES) (blue) for
di↵erent word frequency ranges.

Summary of Transparency Analysis Let us examine the two hypotheses we made
in Section 6.1. All three embedding types show di↵erent cluster structures, however, the
image based embedding is closer to the linguistic one than our visually structured, textual
embedding: both in terms of cluster structure as well as being more mutually dependent.
Considering this result in relation to the performance numbers in the previous chapters,
we conclude that the image based embedding requires orders of magnitude more data
and training time, while not necessarily providing additional useful information to a text
based representation in the context of word semantic similarity. Therefore, we weakly
reject Hypothesis I. On the other hand, based on the three pillars of our analyses: 1.
reaching comparable performance despite being based on a small model trained on small
data, 2. the quantitative and qualitative analysis of its cluster structure and 3. inde-
pendence analysis, we conclude that our structured embedding provides complementary
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information to our linguistic representation while being highly e�cient. Hence, we accept
Hypothesis II.

Investigating transformers, Bayesian MI estimators and other evaluations could be
potential extensions of these studies. Applying automatically generated scenes graphs
[Xu et al., 2020] would mitigate the main limitation of this approach, which is the manual
labour required for creating VG. This would serve as a highly e↵ective tool with important
applications for low resource languages.
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20 Ranjay Krishna et al.

(a) (b)

Fig. 18: (a) A plot of the most common visual concepts or phrases that occur in region descriptions. The most
common phrases refer to universal visual concepts like “blue sky,” “green grass,” etc. (b) A plot of the most
frequently used words in region descriptions. Colors occur the most frequently, followed by common objects like
“man” and “dog” and universal visual concepts like “sky.”

Figure 6.27: (a) A plot of the most common visual concepts or phrases that occur in
region descriptions. The most common phrases refer to universal visual concepts like
“blue sky,” “green grass,” etc. (b) A plot of the most frequently used words in region
descriptions. Colours occur the most frequently, followed by common objects like “man”
and “dog” and universal visual concepts like “sky.” [Krishna et al., 2016]
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Visual Genome 23

Visual
Genome

ILSVRC Det.
(Russakovsky
et al., 2015)

MS-
COCO (Lin
et al., 2014)

Caltech101
(Fei-Fei et al.,

2007)

Caltech256
(Gri�n et al.,

2007)

PASCAL Det.
(Everingham
et al., 2010)

Abstract
Scenes

(Zitnick and
Parikh, 2013)

Images 108,249 476,688 328,000 9,144 30,608 11,530 10,020
Total Objects 255,718 534,309 2,500,000 9,144 30,608 27,450 58
Total Categories 18,136 200 91 102 257 20 11
Objects per Category 14.10 2671.50 27472.50 90 119 1372.50 5.27

Table 3: Comparison of Visual Genome objects and categories to related datasets.

Street LightGlass

Bench Pizza

Stop Light Bird

Building Bear

Plane Truck

(a) (b)

Fig. 22: (a) Examples of objects in Visual Genome. Each object is localized in its image with a tightly drawn
bounding box. (b) Plot of the most frequently occurring objects in images. People are the most frequently occurring
objects in our dataset, followed by common objects and visual elements like building, shirt, and sky.

Figure 6.28: (a) Examples of objects in VG. Each object is localized in its image with a
tightly drawn bounding box. (b) Plot of the most frequently occurring objects in images.
People are the most frequently occurring objects in the dataset, followed by common
objects and visual elements like “building”, “shirt”, and “sky”. [Krishna et al., 2016]
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Visual Genome 25

(a) (b)

Fig. 24: (a) Distribution showing the most common attributes in the dataset. Colors (white, red) and materials
(wooden, metal) are the most common. (b) Distribution showing the number of attributes describing people.
State-of-motion verbs (standing, walking) are the most common, while certain sports (skiing, surfing)
are also highly represented due to an image source bias in our image set.

Figure 6.29: (a) Distribution showing the most common attributes in VG. Colours
(“white”, “red”) and materials (“wooden”, “metal”) are the most common. (b) Distribu-
tion showing the number of attributes describing people. State-of-motion verbs (“stand-
ing”, “walking”) are the most common, while certain sports (“skiing”, “surfing”) are also
highly represented due to an image source bias in the image set. [Krishna et al., 2016]
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28 Ranjay Krishna et al.

(a) (b)

Fig. 27: (a) A sample of the most frequent relationships in our dataset. In general, the most common relationships
are spatial (on top of, on side of, etc.). (b) A sample of the most frequent relationships involving humans
in our dataset. The relationships involving people tend to be more action oriented (walk, speak, run, etc.).

Objects Attributes Relationships

Region Graph 0.43 0.41 0.45
Scene Graph 21.26 16.21 18.67

Table 4: The average number of objects, attributes, and
relationships per region graph and per scene graph.

5.6 Region and Scene Graph Statistics

We introduce in this paper the largest dataset of scene
graphs to date. We use these graph representations of
images as a deeper understanding of the visual world. In
this section, we analyze the properties of these represen-
tations, both at the region level through region graphs
and at the image level through scene graphs. We also

Figure 6.30: (a) A sample of the most frequent relationships in VG. In general, the most
common relationships are spatial (“on top of”, “on side of”, etc.). (b) A sample of the
most frequent relationships involving humans in the dataset. The relationships involving
people tend to be more action oriented (“walk”, “speak”, “run”, etc.). [Krishna et al.,
2016]
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Chapter 7

Summary and Conclusions

This thesis has been pursuing a better understanding of the impact of visual information
on semantic models in non-visual tasks. Since the literature is narrower and more incon-
clusive on these tasks, here we aimed for constructing a broader evaluation and analysis.
We introduced a general embedding formalism and a three pillar framework for transpar-
ent analysis of multi-modal semantic embedding models. We proposed and implemented
a new type of embedding in between linguistic and visual modalities, based on small data.
We analysed its contribution to linguistic representations within our analytical framework.
Furthermore, we presented and showcased a framework for treating modalities as partial
observers of meaning based on information-theory.

7.1 Main Findings

The main findings are the following:

• The source of images a↵ect the performance of multi-modal mid-fused semantic
representations.

• The number of images in ordered sources has an impact on performance, but it
stabilizes at around 10-20 images.

• Visual information can be complementary for smaller linguistic corpora, but this
e↵ect does not necessarily scale with corpus size.

• Images convey complementary statistical information about the co-occurrence of
objects in visual scenes, but there is no direct indication of how low level visual
features contribute.

• Cluster analysis can provide a useful framework for analysing emergent concept
structures. Combined with independence analysis they can serve as a useful frame-
work for transparent embedding analysis.

• VG Scene Graph based, visually structured, textual models achieve comparable or
better performance in an economic way, by using orders of magnitude less resources
than visual models. When combined, it enriches our linguistic model with more
divergent information than the image based one. Its clusters represent more concrete
concepts, in-between visual and linguistic domains.
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7.2 Conclusion and Future Work

Instead of comparing all the latest models at the time, we developed a general analy-
sis framework and presented proof-of-concept studies, which can be applied to various
models in the future. To present our methodology, we employed the smallest possible
models which allow us to incorporate visual embeddings, thus studying multi-modality.
Therefore, in this work we applied the shallow skip-gram network, as visual embeddings
fit into them more easily then into count based models, while being the simplest neural
models. Furthermore, we used mid-fusion technique, which made it straightforward to
study individual modalities. Incorporating this methodology to the evaluation of various
recent models would be the next step.

In parallel, the analysis methodology can also be further developed. One direction is
to test the level of visual information that impacts abstract semantic representations. One
potential test is to gradually reduce the resolution of images we use for visual embeddings
and see how the performance changes, in what rate it starts to decline in particular. This
way we would see how much visual detail can be omitted while keeping the same gain for
conceptually abstract tasks.

Another exciting direction would be to extend the notion of modality and compare
semantic representations trained across di↵erent data sources in general, such as corpora
of di↵erent authors, from di↵erent times or di↵erent styles and social circles. Further
extension of the notion of semantic representation could be measuring semantic change
in time, such as the polarisation of political discourse. This has the potential to have
positive social impact if we are capable of detecting the time and “place” of the source of
miscommunication.

Applying automatically generated scenes graphs would mitigate the main limitation
of the presented Visual Genome based approach, which is the manual labour required for
creating it. This would serve as a highly e↵ective tool with important applications for
low resource languages.

For measuring information gain experimenting with Bayesian Mutual Information es-
timation methods and other evaluation and training datasets would also be a viable future
route.

Understanding the information our various data sources convey and the biases our
di↵erent models have on them is an essential work in Artificial Intelligence. Data driven
AI applications surround us, thus we believe there is a surging need for such meta analyses
in order to advance this technology in a more conscious way.
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Appendix A

Cross-validated Semantic
Relatedness and Similarity
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Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

wikinews 0.797 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub 0.805 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl 0.843 (0.001) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13 0.684 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
Google AlexNet 0.506 (0.009) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
VG SceneGraph 0.427 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1716
Google VGG 0.516 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
VG-internal 0.377 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
VG-whole 0.415 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
Google ResNet-152 0.469 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.499 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.568 (0.013) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+Google VGG 0.512 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+VG-internal 0.367 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+VG-whole 0.402 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.479 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.506 (0.011) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.380 (0.010) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.514 (0.012) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.364 (0.009) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.387 (0.013) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.463 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.501 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.778 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+Google VGG 0.516 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+VG-internal 0.357 (0.012) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+VG-whole 0.398 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.514 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.501 (0.012) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.645 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+Google VGG 0.518 (0.010) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+VG-internal 0.372 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+VG-whole 0.403 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.486 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 2000

Table A.1: Cross-validated Spearman correlations on the MEN dataset. Spearman and
P-value columns report <mean (STD)> of three samples after leaving out the third of
the evaluation pairs. Multi-modal embeddings are created using the Padding technique.
The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order.
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Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

wikinews 0.463 (0.009) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub 0.412 (0.025) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl 0.506 (0.019) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13 0.316 (0.020) <1‰(<1‰) 666
Google AlexNet 0.348 (0.025) <1‰(<1‰) 666
VG SceneGraph 0.274 (0.019) <1‰(<1‰) 395
Google VGG 0.363 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
VG-internal 0.311 (0.059) 0.023 (0.027) 68
VG-whole 0.169 (0.024) 0.178 (0.068) 68
Google ResNet-152 0.354 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.332 (0.032) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.348 (0.018) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+Google VGG 0.332 (0.014) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+VG-internal 0.300 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+VG-whole 0.326 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.350 (0.028) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.329 (0.022) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.187 (0.027) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.353 (0.011) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.299 (0.013) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.304 (0.015) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.348 (0.011) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.349 (0.025) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.434 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+Google VGG 0.346 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+VG-internal 0.310 (0.038) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+VG-whole 0.321 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.364 (0.009) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.345 (0.024) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.312 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+Google VGG 0.362 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+VG-internal 0.209 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+VG-whole 0.225 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.352 (0.020) <1‰(<1‰) 666

Table A.2: Cross-validated Spearman correlations on the SimLex dataset. Spearman and
P-value columns report <mean (STD)> of three samples after leaving out the third of
the evaluation pairs. Multi-modal embeddings are created using the Padding technique.
The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order.
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Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

wikinews 0.792 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub 0.804 (0.001) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl 0.845 (0.001) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13 0.684 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
Google AlexNet 0.509 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
VG SceneGraph 0.413 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 1716
Google VGG 0.508 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
VG-internal 0.374 (0.015) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
VG-whole 0.412 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
Google ResNet-152 0.464 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.497 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.654 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1716
wikinews+Google VGG 0.504 (0.011) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews+VG-internal 0.374 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
wikinews+VG-whole 0.415 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.476 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.501 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.452 (0.021) <1‰(<1‰) 1716
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.503 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.370 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.415 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.475 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.502 (0.009) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.813 (0.001) <1‰(<1‰) 1716
crawl+Google VGG 0.512 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
crawl+VG-internal 0.392 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
crawl+VG-whole 0.427 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.514 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.502 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.696 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 1716
w2v13+Google VGG 0.528 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 2000
w2v13+VG-internal 0.369 (0.011) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
w2v13+VG-whole 0.423 (0.010) <1‰(<1‰) 1856
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.484 (0.010) <1‰(<1‰) 2000

Table A.3: Cross-validated Spearman correlations on the MEN dataset. Spearman and
P-value columns report <mean (STD)> of three samples after leaving out the third of the
evaluation pairs. Multi-modal embeddings are created using the Intersection technique.
The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order.
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Embedding Spearman P-value Coverage

wikinews 0.457 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub 0.443 (0.015) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl 0.493 (0.013) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13 0.300 (0.010) <1‰(<1‰) 666
Google AlexNet 0.348 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 666
VG SceneGraph 0.249 (0.023) <1‰(<1‰) 395
Google VGG 0.344 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 666
VG-internal 0.289 (0.034) 0.022 (0.015) 68
VG-whole 0.118 (0.032) 0.354 (0.135) 68
Google ResNet-152 0.351 (0.022) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.331 (0.021) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.362 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 395
wikinews+Google VGG 0.318 (0.019) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews+VG-internal 0.289 (0.043) 0.024 (0.021) 68
wikinews+VG-whole 0.269 (0.017) 0.028 (0.009) 68
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.370 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.356 (0.015) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.304 (0.022) <1‰(<1‰) 395
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.336 (0.021) <1‰(<1‰) 666
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.270 (0.058) 0.046 (0.048) 68
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.090 (0.119) 0.528 (0.350) 68
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.348 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.358 (0.014) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.428 (0.027) <1‰(<1‰) 395
crawl+Google VGG 0.332 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 666
crawl+VG-internal 0.305 (0.024) 0.013 (0.006) 68
crawl+VG-whole 0.160 (0.074) 0.271 (0.247) 68
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.370 (0.026) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.338 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.278 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 395
w2v13+Google VGG 0.337 (0.019) <1‰(<1‰) 666
w2v13+VG-internal 0.306 (0.049) 0.017 (0.011) 68
w2v13+VG-whole 0.233 (0.058) 0.086 (0.080) 68
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.367 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 666

Table A.4: Cross-validated Spearman correlations on the SimLex dataset. Spearman and
P-value columns report <mean (STD)> of three samples after leaving out the third of the
evaluation pairs. Multi-modal embeddings are created using the Intersection technique.
The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal embeddings in this order.
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wikinews 0.798 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub 0.806 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl 0.844 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13 0.667 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
Google AlexNet 0.511 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
VG SceneGraph 0.431 (0.015) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
Google VGG 0.524 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
VG-internal 0.381 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
VG-whole 0.405 (0.009) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
Google ResNet-152 0.472 (0.014) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.518 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.654 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews+Google VGG 0.516 (0.003) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews+VG-internal 0.376 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews+VG-whole 0.412 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.476 (0.014) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.516 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.452 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.515 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.364 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.406 (0.017) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.483 (0.012) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.514 (0.015) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.813 (0.001) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl+Google VGG 0.524 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl+VG-internal 0.393 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl+VG-whole 0.423 (0.013) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.512 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.507 (0.007) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.695 (0.004) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13+Google VGG 0.521 (0.008) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13+VG-internal 0.378 (0.005) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13+VG-whole 0.405 (0.002) <1‰(<1‰) 1654
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.487 (0.006) <1‰(<1‰) 1654

Table A.5: Cross-validated Spearman correlations on the common subset of the MEN
dataset. Spearman and P-value columns report <mean (STD)> of three samples after
leaving out the third of the evaluation pairs. Multi-modal embeddings are created using
the Intersection technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal
embeddings in this order.
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wikinews 0.299 (0.064) 0.029 (0.030) 68
wikinews sub 0.233 (0.074) 0.095 (0.064) 68
crawl 0.361 (0.055) 0.005 (0.003) 68
w2v13 0.101 (0.033) 0.428 (0.145) 68
Google AlexNet 0.536 (0.042) <1‰(<1‰) 68
VG SceneGraph 0.257 (0.038) 0.044 (0.032) 68
Google VGG 0.464 (0.031) <1‰(<1‰) 68
VG-internal 0.295 (0.030) 0.018 (0.014) 68
VG-whole 0.213 (0.049) 0.108 (0.087) 68
Google ResNet-152 0.527 (0.034) <1‰(<1‰) 68
wikinews+Google AlexNet 0.584 (0.025) <1‰(<1‰) 68
wikinews+VG SceneGraph 0.353 (0.070) 0.008 (0.006) 68
wikinews+Google VGG 0.547 (0.024) <1‰(<1‰) 68
wikinews+VG-internal 0.326 (0.022) 0.008 (0.003) 68
wikinews+VG-whole 0.128 (0.074) 0.377 (0.305) 68
wikinews+Google ResNet-152 0.456 (0.023) <1‰(<1‰) 68
wikinews sub+Google AlexNet 0.605 (0.027) <1‰(<1‰) 68
wikinews sub+VG SceneGraph 0.317 (0.059) 0.020 (0.024) 68
wikinews sub+Google VGG 0.538 (0.054) <1‰(<1‰) 68
wikinews sub+VG-internal 0.319 (0.062) 0.019 (0.022) 68
wikinews sub+VG-whole 0.165 (0.106) 0.313 (0.220) 68
wikinews sub+Google ResNet-152 0.540 (0.023) <1‰(<1‰) 68
crawl+Google AlexNet 0.564 (0.027) <1‰(<1‰) 68
crawl+VG SceneGraph 0.339 (0.072) 0.014 (0.016) 68
crawl+Google VGG 0.602 (0.023) <1‰(<1‰) 68
crawl+VG-internal 0.335 (0.053) 0.011 (0.012) 68
crawl+VG-whole 0.178 (0.055) 0.189 (0.158) 68
crawl+Google ResNet-152 0.501 (0.018) <1‰(<1‰) 68
w2v13+Google AlexNet 0.495 (0.020) <1‰(<1‰) 68
w2v13+VG SceneGraph 0.227 (0.084) 0.136 (0.164) 68
w2v13+Google VGG 0.485 (0.044) <1‰(<1‰) 68
w2v13+VG-internal 0.333 (0.059) 0.014 (0.018) 68
w2v13+VG-whole 0.251 (0.049) 0.055 (0.043) 68
w2v13+Google ResNet-152 0.498 (0.028) <1‰(<1‰) 68

Table A.6: Cross-validated Spearman correlations on the common subset of the SimLex
dataset. Spearman and P-value columns report <mean (STD)> of three samples after
leaving out the third of the evaluation pairs. Multi-modal embeddings are created using
the Intersection technique. The table sections contain linguistic, visual and multi-modal
embeddings in this order.
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Appendix B

WordNet Concreteness

Further WordNet concreteness analysis (Section 4.3.4) on the common subset of the
datasets for the behavioural tasks, and for Intersection type mid-fusion method.
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Figure B.1: Scores on the embeddings’ common subset of Semantic Similarity dataset
splits, ordered by the sum of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every word
pair. Mid-fusion method: Padding.
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Figure B.2: Scores on the full Semantic Similarity dataset splits, ordered by the sum of
WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every word pair. Mid-fusion method:
Intersection.
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Figure B.3: Scores on the embeddings’ common subset of Semantic Similarity dataset
splits, ordered by the sum of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every word
pair. Mid-fusion method: Intersection.
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Figure B.4: Scores on the embeddings’ common subset of Semantic Similarity dataset
splits, ordered by the di↵erence of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every
word pair. Mid-fusion method: Padding.
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Figure B.5: Scores on the full Semantic Similarity dataset splits, ordered by the di↵erence
of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every word pair. Mid-fusion method:
Intersection.
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Figure B.6: Scores on the embeddings’ common subset of Semantic Similarity dataset
splits, ordered by the di↵erence of WordNet concreteness scores of the two words in every
word pair. Mid-fusion method: Intersection.
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Appendix C

EmbEval Toolkit

The code we used to generate the results in this work is openly available1. It performs a
general evaluation of word embeddings (which we used in Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

The code base loads several embedding models, generates multi-modal embeddings
and runs all the evaluations on the semantic similarity and relatedness datasets well as
the brain datasets.

The software can also be used to generate the various visualisations and tables of
results as well as visualisations of embedding spaces. Details on its usage can be found in
the documentation2.

1
https://github.com/anitavero/embeval

2
https://anitavero.github.io/embeval/
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Appendix D

Cluster Structure

WordNet label Own label Members

food
nutriment
foodstu↵

food butter, cheese, bread, chicken, soup, sauce, dessert,
beef, salad, meat, cake, steak, tomato, potato, pizza,
flour, milk, meal, vinegar, bacon, pie, cooking, sushi,
sandwich, breakfast, burger, menu

vascular plant
plant organ
plant part

plants flower, flowers, tree, blossom, dandelion, foliage, fruit,
weed, cactus, lily, bloom, shade, leaf, grass, sunflower,
poppy, vine, plant, garden, iris, grow, daisy, oak, bulb,
rust, herb, moss, tulip, palm, maple, root, tall, bush,
seed, family

atmospheric phenomenon
physical phenomenon

change

weather rain, snow, fog, weather, mist, drizzle, frost, dew,
cold, wet, wind, smoke, sunlight, misty, sunrise, win-
ter, storm, sunset, haze, sunshine, fire, spring, dusk,
autumn, heavy, atmosphere, cloud, sunny, burn, flood,
desert, sun, hot, ice, tropical

food
beverage
produce

sweets
alcohol
tobacco

“legal drugs”

co↵ee, lemon, candy, juice, chocolate, sugar, straw-
berry, honey, tea, beer, bottle, bean, banana, cocktail,
whiskey, pumpkin, beverage, pepper, cereal, brandy,
sweet, wine, tobacco, mug, cherry, donut, nuts, liquor,
berry, rice, mustard, cigar, cigarette, alcohol, rasp-
berry, champagne, pot, apple, peel

substance
material
artifact

material –
farm

animals

cow, wool, charcoal, sheep, cattle, food, animal, wood,
goat, wheat, sand, animals, salt, water, timber, fish,
mud, straw, cotton, copper, washing, oil, ox, iron,
lamb, fresh, abundance, fur, coal, fishing, exotic, dye,
ceramic, camel, pollution, tin, licking, smoking, diet,
vitamin

artifact
covering
clothing

clothing /
fashion

wig, clothes, dress, shoes, jacket, sweater, skirt, sun-
glasses, leather, hair, costume, shirt, haircut, cloth,
socks, waist, mannequin, collar, jewelry, tattoo, lin-
gerie, beard, blonde, mask, fabric, uniform, necklace,
linen, outfit, glove, hat, fashion, blanket, bikini, knit-
ting, swimsuit, crochet, badge, coat, carpet, bracelet,
arms, makeup

artifact
structure

whole

classical
architecture

tower, building, marble, staircase, fountain, doorway,
roof, chapel, steeple, porch, ceiling, mural, glass, wall,
brick, statue, stone, arch, monument, dome, win-
dow, gravestone, sculpture, aisle, tiles, gate, inte-
rior, painted, decoration, concrete, church, graveyard,
cathedral, curtain, painting, palace, clock, grave, por-
trait, choir, architecture, pyramid, memorial, square,
castle, skyscraper, museum, cemetery, temple, organ
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change
color

visual property

colour /
decor

blue, bright, green, pink, black, yellow, dark, white,
purple, red, brown, violet, rainbow, colour, orange, sky,
rusty, silhouette, grey, diamond, redhead, light, flame,
peacock, mirror, color, tiny, shadow, stripes, dull, rose,
neon, colorful, crystal, bell, moon, horizon, arrow, sil-
ver, ivy, gold, swan, dragon, lantern, star, pearl, horn,
ray, fox, globe, planet, bold, belt

body part
part

artifact

body parts skin, spine, neck, bone, chest, throat, shoulder, wrist,
stomach, ear, jaw, cheek, lips, nose, eyes, eye, limb,
toe, belly, skull, abdomen, finger, teeth, elbow, cord,
whiskers, knee, thumb, tooth, muscle, ankle, tail, paws,
lip, brain, flesh, leg, body, calf, heart, blood, tongue,
brow, pain, tear, blade, mouth, liver, gut, arm, marrow,
curled, canine, feathers, foot, vein, hip, cancer

attribute
whole

artifact

measures &
Misc

flexible, reflection, pattern, sharp, ripples, large, elas-
tic, normal, angle, object, spiral, fragile, dense, di↵er-
ent, relaxed, frame, strong, fast, target, small, bottom,
wave, long, rough, illusion, cone, narrow, texture, pair,
noise, curve, bubble, depth, droplets, display, footprint,
condition, wide, sphere, reduce, hole, blurred, lamp,
short, shell, rapid, medium, plate, size, lens, instru-
ment, feet, helium, chain, meter, inch, cell, adult, for-
mula, males

artifact
instrumentality

move

objects bag, cardboard, bucket, wire, hand, nail, pencil, hang-
ing, rope, skateboard, knife, garbage, splash, button,
scratch, pipe, ink, dripping, dirty, boot, spoon, drawer,
hard, dirt, cage, suds, miniature, box, puddle, graf-
fiti, hang, drum, jar, swing, metal, collage, pin, pillow,
tough, rock, surf, cradle, vintage, stencil, origami, key-
board, disc, rod, big, rattle, racket, ipod, vinyl, lego,
surfers, odd, basket, tag, van, mac

person
organism

bird

animals bird, cat, squirrel, owl, rabbit, dog, birds, parrot,
zebra, gira↵e, stork, duck, goose, pelican, deer, ele-
phant, rat, snake, eagle, pigeon, hamster, wolf, cheetah,
hawk, mallard, crab, poodle, chipmunk, frog, flamingo,
mouse, tiger, pets, crow, whale, gull, wild, insect, fe-
line, prey, hummingbird, hound, pug, lion, panda, pet,
lizard, bee, ant, dragonfly, nest, zoo, jellyfish, hen,
seagull, spider, wasp, terrier, aquarium, butterfly

structure
artifact

area

room kitchen, room, bedroom, bathroom, garage, shop, cafe,
motel, cellar, diner, closet, hallway, cottage, hotel, side-
walk, restaurant, barn, house, apartment, door, pub,
alley, stairs, sofa, patio, bed, floor, couch, cabin, bak-
ery, store, booth, crib, dinner, desk, furniture, hut,
parking, fence, inn, pool, corner, shelter, hall, farm,
lawn, street, shed, bar, mill, lab, windmill, sitting, of-
fice, hospital, log, classroom, shopping, supper, bath,
jail, lunch, theatre, yard

person
organism

causal agent

social roles:
family members

& professions

father, friend, mother, lover, uncle, wife, daughter,
lawyer, woman, brother, teacher, son, child, nurse,
nephew, banker, soldier, couple, maid, gentleman, hus-
band, author, bride, doctor, priest, wedding, partner,
photographer, worker, actor, lady, captain, employee,
sailor, groom, appointment, leader, student, king, sec-
retary, scientist, singer, queen, guardian, professor,
president, princess, actress, justice, children, instruc-
tor, monk, prince, birthday, maker, sheri↵, bishop,
manager, mayor, companion, chair, minister, politi-
cian, boxer, age, pupil, saint, jean, rabbi
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object
artifact

physical entity

places shore, corridor, trail, bridge, road, harbour, river, tun-
nel, area, park, beach, pond, valley, lake, hill, ledge,
city, railroad, island, highway, harbor, rail, downtown,
seashore, canyon, west, canal, border, coast, north,
town, mountain, pier, path, tra�c, bay, ocean, cli↵,
forest, swamp, port, abandoned, skyline, stream, line,
south, boundary, waterfall, station, loop, sea, railway,
construction, boardwalk, scenery, reef, branch, light-
house, demolition, landscape, underground, airport,
zone, urban, metro, region, capital, gauge, village, pop-
ulation

instrumentality
travel

vehicle

transportation vehicle, airplane, truck, car, elevator, automobile, air-
craft, cab, carriage, bike, jet, chopper, scooter, balloon,
bicycle, pilot, deck, train, wagon, gasoline, motorcy-
cle, plane, craft, machine, engine, boat, taxi, cannon,
crane, tank, escalator, mechanic, ship, hose, driver,
steel, rocket, container, gun, safety, auto, motor, ex-
plosion, flying, factory, air, flight, camera, appliance,
accident, drive, aluminum, telephone, bus, underwa-
ter, lighting, vessel, aerial, phone, emergency, ford,
exit, subway, company, police, pod, tram, industrial,
asphalt, wing

change
act
be

verbs bring, get, come, want, go, keep, take, know, find,
say, give, make, understand, put, listen, enjoy, feel,
leave, think, learn, imagine, gather, believe, fail, ar-
range, add, lose, create, way, hear, send, meet, collect,
carry, avoid, buy, remain, allow, appear, might, en-
ter, arrive, seem, entertain, break, steal, receive, stop,
stand, build, locked, compare, retain, sell, handle, dan-
ger, eat, wander, face, unhappy, protect, please, pray,
become, walk, expand, travel, plenty, greet, inspect,
comfort, huge, possess, dominate, attach, roam, par-
ticipate, speak, step, drawn, construct, replace, divide,
great, living

person
organism

causal agent

art /
entertainment

smile, fun, happy, love, girl, kid, kids, boy, baby, dad,
mom, kiss, dude, friends, funny, man, joy, angel, beau-
tiful, christmas, cute, movie, night, spirit, beast, bunny,
mad, sing, puppy, monster, soul, zombie, song, devil,
dance, kitty, guy, bunch, happiness, snowman, show,
holiday, buddy, music, restless, theme, sketch, nice,
boys, dead, clown, young, quest, girls, vacation, cel-
ebration, emotion, carnival, dreary, dawn, bad, cop,
sleep, journey, concert, pride, hero, evening, story, de-
mon, sad, morning, warrior, jazz, band, guest, film,
god, piano, punk, doodle, guitar, tv, television, husky,
violin, festival, female

travel
act

group

sport time, day, year, second, course, run, win, game, home,
sports, ball, trip, season, week, country, match, track,
dropped, club, parade, trick, world, crowd, august,
month, horse, winner, swimming, field, football, left,
men, triumph, women, gymnastics, basketball, bench,
table, racing, round, jump, outdoor, cup, top, swim,
race, side, baseball, sailing, opponent, champion, goal,
held, school, trial, played, camp, cross, flag, bowl, sum-
mer, rally, squad, head, old, ceremony, military, hockey,
exhibition, skating, state, bull, college, purse, army,
pole, stadium, ski, chess, navy, minute, class, posted,
skate, anchor, colt, seat, stud, turkey, santa, mare
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abstraction
communication

act

writing /
Misc

fact, discussion, work, idea, read, sense, quote, manner,
words, conversation, information, book, picture, value,
image, reader, view, person, advertisement, paper,
vision, impression, communication, nature, phrase,
page, paragraph, proof, article, interest, job, defini-
tion, money, abstract, poster, formal, wisdom, read-
ing, skill, choice, attention, literature, letter, handwrit-
ing, art, business, smart, awareness, confidence, word,
key, design, new, essential, model, date, computer, ac-
tion, collection, payment, note, law, graphic, figure,
bible, library, protest, task, news, violent, chapter, um-
brella, movement, dollar, magazine, symbol, photogra-
phy, modern, newspaper, web, activity, circle, number,
people, peace, market, map, self, card, code, psychol-
ogy, text, right, parent, dictionary, order, party, lan-
guage, journal, written, tax, style, era, calendar, cent,
ad, ancient

Table D.1: Members of the 20 clusters in EL. Clusters are ordered by size.

WordNet label Own label Members

base
layer

flatware

plate plate

lick
cream

beating

licking licking

communication
promotion

message

ad ad, advertisement

change
passage

tube

pipe rust, pipe, hose, tank, gra�ti, chain

artifact
line

whole

train railway, railroad, subway, curve, tunnel, run, shelter, train, sta-
tion, tram, highway, track, rail, way, engine, stop, gate, bridge,
smoke

structure
area

room

room classroom, hallway, hall, closet, bedroom, room, bathroom,
garage, o�ce, cafe, museum, doorway, kitchen, shop, restaurant,
store, mannequin, stadium, market, ceiling, corner

bird
vertebrate

person

animals hummingbird, gull, peacock, hawk, pelican, crow, parrot, seag-
ull, wing, swan, pigeon, owl, goose, flamingo, nest, eagle, tail,
bird, silhouette, duck, chest, body, ledge, gira↵e, zebra

travel
wheeled vehicle

self-propelled vehicle

vehicles cab, car, taxi, police, vehicle, automobile, drive, racing, scooter,
bike, van, street, road, motorcycle, truck, speak, wagon, bus,
parade, drawn, asphalt, cop, parking, bicycle, sidewalk, tra�c,
driver, carriage, meter

plant organ
plant

vascular plant

plants bloom, foliage, grave, dead, vine, blossom, ivy, pod, cactus, tree,
moss, root, leave, limb, forest, bush, plant, lily, branch, weed,
leaf, vein, sunshine, log, fence, flower, sunlight, wood, palm,
bench, sun

structure
artifact

whole

building
parts

chapel, cottage, steeple, castle, dome, story, cathedral, build,
skyscraper, arch, lighthouse, apartment, hut, angel, shed, hotel,
monument, window, staircase, home, cabin, house, roof, porch,
tower, sculpture, patio, bell, deck, brick, church, cross, clock,
step, statue
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instrumentality
container
substance

vessel champagne, tea, beverage, alcohol, honey, milk, pencil, tulip,
juice, oil, bakery, ceramic, container, co↵ee, tin, cup, beer, sun-
flower, daisy, wine, rose, marble, bowl, sweet, maker, jar, vessel,
mug, money, bottle, pumpkin, straw, glass, basket, box, pot,
bucket, bunch

body part
artifact

part

pets &
body parts

jaw, throat, pupil, cheek, canine, belly, brow, mouth, stomach,
tongue, eye, nose, poodle, ear, hamster, lip, fur, tooth, teeth,
pet, leg, wool, head, feline, toe, panda, smile, neck, face, beard,
puppy, collar, horn, skin, cat, kitty, calf, nail, dog, tag, mother

physical entity
body of water

thing

water rapid, village, coast, bay, mist, horizon, canal, skyline, valley,
sea, cli↵, fog, town, waterfall, stream, water, sunset, pier, har-
bor, boardwalk, break, ocean, lake, fountain, shore, island, river,
wave, splash, city, rock, ship, building, sand, hill, crane, moun-
tain, beach, pond, surf, boat, pool

location
artifact
region

farm
animal

dandelion, boundary, grass, wild, deer, stork, field, mud, farm,
windmill, garden, landscape, desert, cattle, dirt, area, barn,
yard, zoo, ox, path, footprint, garbage, puddle, lawn, cow, sheep,
concrete, snow, eat, lamb, goat, stone, cone, trail, rain, day,
park, animal, cage, horse, bull, elephant

change
color

visual property

colors bright, beautiful, big, dirty, small, colorful, grey, long, pur-
ple, dark, round, men, tiny, pink, eyes, painted, brown, gold,
medium, white, hang, iron, silver, old, black, left, tall, red,
safety, large, metal, blue, steel, yellow, leather, hanging, make,
walk, green, right, color, bath, pair, washing, sitting, carry

food
produce

solid

food drizzle, nuts, herb, beef, flour, season, cereal, cherry, breakfast,
sugar, steak, bacon, burger, butter, rice, meat, meal, sauce, din-
ner, pie, raspberry, lunch, sushi, bean, mustard, pepper, seed,
salt, soup, cheese, tomato, hot, berry, potato, dessert, straw-
berry, salad, cardboard, food, bone, lemon, burn, frost, choco-
late, bread, turkey, sandwich, spoon, pizza, chicken, shell, candy,
peel, cooking, bubble, knife, fruit, fish, donut, cake, apple, ice,
banana, orange

artifact
whole

instrumentality

furnishing crochet, calendar, linen, map, painting, work, frog, skull, note,
code, stud, lantern, art, telephone, scratch, furniture, informa-
tion, collection, menu, ipod, page, table, mural, piano, spring,
movie, magazine, poster, cell, spine, portrait, appliance, desk,
paper, graphic, frame, bed, date, crib, pattern, text, picture,
card, globe, butterfly, wall, pillow, fabric, cord, sofa, carpet,
guitar, square, cloth, image, tv, book, heart, lamp, star, televi-
sion, blanket, couch, newspaper, night, decoration, mirror, time,
computer, design, keyboard, word, mouse, border, drawer, floor,
button, chair, key, display, curtain, reading

person
artifact

covering

people fun, nurse, lingerie, violin, jewelry, makeup, haircut, cigar, wig,
monk, instructor, santa, pug, brother, doctor, dad, terrier, huge,
parent, scientist, gentleman, bikini, pearl, badge, bracelet, shirt,
swimsuit, sweater, jean, costume, hip, jacket, sleep, daughter,
mom, short, skirt, snowman, hat, man, muscle, instrument,
necklace, young, basketball, wrist, hair, smoking, glove, out-
fit, music, coat, rabbit, pets, woman, band, football, father,
dude, boot, hand, elbow, tattoo, arm, ankle, soldier, lab, waist,
clown, dress, belt, racket, blonde, bunny, uniform, loop, lens,
friend, cigarette, held, finger, girl, photographer, purse, person,
knee, pin, boy, female, trick, thumb, guy, mask, foot, son, swing,
clothes, lady, bride, skate, squirrel, bag, phone, disc, ski, tiger,
child, groom, adult, shoulder, student, kid, camera, skateboard,
baseball, ball, baby
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change
act

artifact

Misc pain, downtown, capital, condition, theatre, motel, cemetery,
elevator, journey, class, zone, captain, coal, military, navy,
school, craft, gauge, texture, exit, storm, language, moon, com-
pany, create, club, anchor, country, construction, meet, rainbow,
weather, port, alley, hospital, party, take, flight, pilot, dragon,
booth, interior, business, race, sky, library, drum, sunny, door,
motor, employee, light, model, hen, bulb, goal, gun, wind, cloud,
diner, pole, aircraft, course, fox, rod, skating, letter, jump, show,
written, flame, symbol, reflection, plane, shadow, object, dia-
mond, airport, ray, circle, line, airplane, swimming, bottom,
arrow, flag, crowd, balloon, top, number, aquarium, fire, fly-
ing, seat, side, stand, figure, air, handle, game, winter, view,
match, blade, bar, machine, family, wire, lion, hole, people,
shade, worker, jet, rope, umbrella, couple

person
change

organism

Misc ant, news, jellyfish, protest, add, imagine, inn, journal, liver, es-
sential, marrow, rattle, arrange, wasp, paragraph, brandy, fact,
aerial, devil, unhappy, emotion, chipmunk, god, oak, explosion,
prey, proof, vision, activity, chess, movement, danger, gasoline,
secretary, jazz, song, send, mayor, tobacco, soul, urban, violent,
quote, demon, replace, fragile, manner, misty, receive, ancient,
flowers, skill, reef, ripples, rally, living, diet, sketch, awareness,
illusion, pollution, abstract, value, wisdom, squad, remain, ar-
rive, saint, trial, impression, avoid, vinyl, minister, maid, con-
cert, believe, jail, learn, please, politician, great, guardian, popu-
lation, holiday, cancer, psychology, become, college, demolition,
payment, brain, army, rabbi, lawyer, literature, prince, task,
tropical, bring, lover, bold, inch, interest, companion, exhibi-
tion, leader, noise, actor, underwater, supper, communication,
helium, sense, happiness, win, sad, gymnastics, entertain, cham-
pion, banker, odd, conversation, planet, dawn, dense, camp, law,
locked, pray, lose, plenty, abundance, fail, mallard, vacation,
chapter, dreary, warrior, origami, might, joy, timber, choice,
underground, depth, stencil, formula, friends, allow, retain, par-
ticipate, understand, paws, mad, pride, stairs, wander, comfort,
theme, give, nephew, reduce, funny, bad, idea, droplets, age, ...,
surfers

Table D.2: Members of the 20 clusters in ES. Clusters are ordered by size.

WordNet label Own label Members

bird
aquatic bird

seabird

birds seagull, gull, goose, duck, pelican, swan, mallard, stork, eagle,
flamingo

furnishing
furniture

instrumentality

furnishing furniture, stand, booth, desk, modern, display, bed, chair,
container, door, appliance, drawer, sofa, curtain, couch,
bench, crib, frame, box, table, tv, window, computer, cra-
dle, television, mac

instrumentality
artifact
device

objects inspect, protect, collar, find, skateboard, gasoline, heavy, key,
belt, steal, instrument, hang, justice, glove, handle, knife,
scooter, horn, shoes, pipe, bone, telephone, mouse, bag, hat,
spoon, guitar, gun, colt, purse, drum, iron, boot, violin, spine,
umbrella, sunglasses

instrumentality
self-propelled vehicle

wheeled vehicle

car
related

accident, cord, vehicle, auto, automobile, skate, photography,
truck, race, arrive, ford, chopper, cab, rally, seat, industrial,
smart, mechanic, racing, car, demolition, triumph, construc-
tion, motorcycle, machine, taxi, engine, driver, crane, car-
riage, van, bus, cannon, motor, tank, hockey, wagon, camera
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person
organism

causal agent

“female
topics”

woman, model, brandy, pink, actress, lady, girl, young, wife,
tiny, haircut, blonde, women, girls, hot, mother, hair, por-
trait, body, makeup, cheek, wig, neck, muscle, chest, lingerie,
waist, redhead, child, face, bride, belly, bikini, kid, swimsuit,
baby, brow, skirt, dress, short

instrumentality
artifact
device

metals &
writing

object, aluminum, journal, author, capital, lawyer, step,
cardboard, law, silver, elastic, bible, written, book, tin, lit-
erature, chocolate, wire, money, cigarette, stud, steel, pay-
ment, glass, charcoal, blanket, gold, newspaper, page, cigar,
appointment, brick, butter, pencil, mirror, log, phone, ipod,
match, pillow, rod, piano, keyboard

vascular plant
plant
grow

plants weed, bunch, maple, cancer, iris, poppy, dandelion, leave,
flower, rose, foliage, grow, plant, cactus, spring, tulip, ivy,
palm, lily, leaf, daisy, tree, root, wheat, wool, raspberry, to-
bacco, flowers, blossom, butterfly, sunflower, cotton, herb,
violet, oak, moss, strawberry, nest, dew, berry, rice, branch,
coal

food
nutriment
substance

food sushi, meal, sandwich, pie, breakfast, lunch, food, supper,
flour, cereal, sweet, dessert, dinner, subway, diet, cake, date,
steak, sauce, bread, copper, nuts, bacon, cooking, beef, meat,
bakery, knitting, eat, potato, salad, donut, pizza, burger, cof-
fee, soup, bean, cheese, vitamin, fruit, pumpkin, rock, mar-
row, market, timber

artifact
change

cover

colours &
materials

texture, fabric, cloth, metal, rain, concrete, paper, suds,
rough, words, stone, wall, square, dense, leather, quote,
wood, frost, mud, noise, text, purple, carpet, blue, tiles, dirt,
droplets, red, sand, fog, formula, mist, pattern, handwriting,
green, straw, linen, asphalt, stripes, crowd, marble, yellow,
black, brown, grey, grass, white

body part
artifact

part

body parts gut, throat, wrist, burn, ear, thumb, elbow, listen, shoulder,
liver, pain, knee, arms, hand, toe, finger, give, tongue, limb,
abdomen, jaw, receive, nail, arm, feet, hear, skin, washing,
head, ankle, hip, teeth, tear, stomach, brain, foot, lip, mouth,
leg, flesh, mask, eyes, nose, skull, eye, socks, lips

structure
artifact

area

room museum, garage, hall, classroom, kitchen, cellar, interior, of-
fice, diner, decoration, exhibition, hotel, ceiling, restaurant,
store, bathroom, trial, pub, class, closet, cafe, room, porch,
stairs, deck, hospital, living, corridor, aisle, bar, staircase,
doorway, hallway, chapel, floor, lab, station, bedroom, gate,
elevator, theatre, escalator, tunnel, organ, alley, library, jail,
tram

artifact
whole

instrumentality

fruit, drinks &
sport

compare, sad, ceramic, tea, rattle, honey, mustard, weather,
champagne, pearl, button, wine, sugar, peel, pepper, jew-
elry, milk, orange, balloon, bulb, lemon, beer, cocktail, salt,
beverage, sphere, juice, sports, planet, sun, whiskey, lantern,
world, cup, football, pin, diamond, banana, basket, cherry,
cent, basketball, globe, ripples, vinegar, pot, bottle, jar,
tomato, baseball, plate, bucket, bowl, bubble, mug, ball,
moon

travel
change
object

vacation island, view, reflection, harbor, nice, side, sea, summer, trop-
ical, pollution, port, aircraft, pier, travel, surfers, journey,
sunny, coast, flying, morning, ocean, seashore, horizon, mare,
holiday, lake, surf, shore, vacation, bay, airport, cli↵, sun-
light, air, river, storm, ship, fishing, beach, desert, harbour,
puddle, flight, sailing, evening, sunrise, skyline, vessel, light-
house, dawn, sunset, rocket, mountain, whale, underwater,
boat, swimming, swim, plane, dusk, jet, cloud, sky, airplane,
ski
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change
abstraction

state

festival theme, wisdom, soul, image, possess, large, confidence, happi-
ness, beautiful, joy, love, ceremony, festival, movement, abun-
dance, dead, depth, celebration, lover, run, demon, blurred,
pray, happy, remain, wet, dance, navy, family, carnival, an-
gel, sculpture, ray, dragon, drive, atmosphere, night, shadow,
band, god, believe, party, dark, hanging, abstract, show,
christmas, monster, devil, jump, lighting, sunshine, warrior,
painting, water, aquarium, zombie, concert, haze, crystal,
statue, explosion, jazz, jellyfish, wave, bright, rainbow, ice,
light, smoke, club, neon, colorful, hole, protest, autumn, rust,
reef, flame, fire

person
organism

causal agent

animals animals, animal, picture, painted, zoo, turkey, curled, goat,
companion, pets, canine, pet, prey, relaxed, horse, spirit,
tail, dog, chipmunk, squirrel, pigeon, fox, cute, please, sheep,
owl, birds, military, gira↵e, lion, lamb, bee, insect, hamster,
hawk, licking, bird, cat, puppy, feline, terrier, deer, calf, rat,
chicken, camel, dragonfly, whiskers, poodle, cow, hound, cat-
tle, lizard, fish, bunny, crow, wolf, tiger, parrot, zebra, chee-
tah, fur, panda, bull, wasp, ox, hen, frog, crab, snake, boxer,
hummingbird, rabbit, elephant, pupil, husky, peacock, spider,
pug, ant

change
abstraction

travel

Misc think, condition, understand, know, meet, sing, symbol,
bring, speak, awareness, say, strong, sense, music, song, come,
stencil, badge, loop, avoid, long, tag, idea, feel, bell, helium,
guest, held, heart, proof, film, tall, information, oil, meter,
anchor, female, drawn, flexible, smile, peace, break, note,
paragraph, figure, attach, gauge, apple, wander, kitty, paws,
silhouette, footprint, hose, locked, vinyl, corner, round, di-
vide, curve, cross, target, wing, lens, necklace, tooth, bor-
der, rope, lamp, bracelet, minute, north, time, illusion, cone,
swing, racket, angle, circle, chain, clock, bike, bicycle, pole,
spiral

person
organism

causal agent

people monk, manager, student, males, banker, instructor, parent,
politician, minister, worker, adult, professor, played, em-
ployee, pilot, bottom, husband, style, uncle, business, men,
boys, son, captain, dude, teacher, man, mayor, top, beard,
dad, boy, retain, cop, fail, uniform, outfit, company, priest,
nurse, daughter, maid, opponent, father, scientist, police,
children, sailor, friends, beast, restless, sitting, kids, old,
bishop, prince, punk, costume, people, tattoo, groom, pres-
ident, couple, blade, secretary, saint, sheri↵, singer, mad,
walk, pod, doctor, photographer, guy, skating, person, for-
mal, bush, actor, gentleman, rabbi, queen, sleep, funny, sol-
dier, jacket, sweater, coat, shirt, jean

structure
artifact

whole

landmark village, mill, cemetery, country, graveyard, boardwalk, bath,
memorial, outdoor, wide, ancient, temple, inn, path, town,
abandoned, windmill, landscape, canal, downtown, trip, cot-
tage, scenery, architecture, farm, patio, roam, palace, camp,
drizzle, factory, monument, road, apartment, street, shelter,
nature, tower, grave, wind, fountain, season, way, flood, cas-
tle, barn, exotic, city, cabin, shade, school, aerial, arch, ledge,
garbage, motel, railroad, railway, hill, house, bridge, highway,
dreary, garden, train, dome, trail, day, church, winter, ur-
ban, parade, home, waterfall, dull, canyon, tra�c, cathedral,
building, yard, skyscraper, steeple, pool, rail, wild, stadium,
forest, mural, pyramid, track, park, field, hut, pond, roof,
shed, fence, sidewalk, stream, valley, snow, swamp, lawn
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change
act

artifact

Misc learn, seem, course, dropped, reading, gather, create, reader,
impression, might, champion, partner, advertisement, friend,
hard, dye, comfort, trick, vision, construct, craft, small, goal,
violent, poster, movie, conversation, participate, communi-
cation, read, population, huge, smoking, discussion, under-
ground, tough, become, build, carry, leader, college, pair,
tax, fashion, fast, graphic, misty, miniature, odd, big, imag-
ine, cold, collage, shopping, shop, gra�ti, magazine, color,
dirty, choir, ink, unhappy, di↵erent, vintage, wedding, king,
seed, arrange, psychology, kiss, birthday, cell, plenty, bloom,
princess, boundary, lego, snowman, crochet, sketch, gymnas-
tics, emotion, santa, art, origami, clown, narrow, mannequin,
army, chess, rusty, blood, collection, dripping, cage, colour,
clothes, alcohol, liquor, candy, flag, age, metro, dollar, grave-
stone, feathers, map

act
change

abstraction

Misc activity, great, put, replace, lose, want, order, buy, allow,
august, reduce, south, essential, keep, posted, bold, pride,
fun, west, game, job, action, safety, buddy, story, entertain,
get, week, maker, collect, skill, language, fact, normal, inter-
est, hero, value, work, bad, self, attention, brother, greet,
chapter, danger, appear, nephew, ad, size, medium, year,
dominate, enjoy, era, task, mom, emergency, sell, news, go,
zone, guardian, send, take, left, second, choice, word, card,
web, quest, add, make, phrase, dictionary, sharp, winner,
line, scratch, arrow, vein, number, shell, splash, parking, en-
ter, rapid, disc, new, right, win, stop, manner, fresh, calen-
dar, squad, month, vine, exit, fragile, region, article, expand,
menu, design, area, state, inch, definition, doodle, code, let-
ter, star

Table D.3: Members of the 20 clusters in EV . Clusters are ordered by size.

WordNet label Own label Members

baby
organism

work

baby baby

device
weapon

hurt

knife knife

area
communication

mark

footprint footprint

atmosphere
condition

obscure

sky cloud, sky

line
brandish

gesticulate

ocean wave, ocean

artifact
animal tissue

implementation

teeth tooth, teeth

way
road

artifact

road road, street, highway

organism
animal

bad person

animal fox, hen, game
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substance
food
grass

food cereal, soup, oil

nonvascular organism
moss

bryophyte

alpine plant moss, ivy, cli↵

aircraft
craft

airplane

airplane aircraft, airplane, jet, plane

instrumentality
device

artifact

computer keyboard, mouse, computer, key

food
beverage

substance

drink beverage, wine, beer, juice

body part
process

part

body parts ear, head, eye, horn, tail

instrumentality
artifact

substance

pottery ceramic, tin, pencil, marble, hot

bird
vertebrate

artifact

flying animal parrot, limb, hummingbird, hawk, owl, dragon, squirrel,
branch, butterfly

bird
aquatic bird

seabird

bird gull, seagull, pelican, swan, peacock, crow, pigeon, goose,
flamingo, wing, bird, duck, eagle

thing
body of water
physical entity

water bay, canal, harbor, water, lake, sea, pier, river, ship, pond,
shore, boat, splash, pool

change
move

visual property

body, color left, long, small, big, muscle, purple, pink, right, washing,
green, pair, color, sitting, palm

food
fruit

change

desserts nuts, sugar, cherry, frost, chocolate, raspberry, flour,
dessert, butter, pie, strawberry, candy, lemon, ice, donut,
cake

group
event

act

event party, parade, crowd, booth, race, cafe, stadium, show,
family, restaurant, match, people, market, stand, park, air-
port, student, couple

change
color

visual property

visual property bright, grey, dark, round, painted, white, gold, silver,
black, red, old, brown, blue, tall, yellow, metal, large, hang-
ing

object
structure

artifact

landscape horizon, skyline, fog, valley, sunset, town, skyscraper, wa-
terfall, moon, lighthouse, stream, city, building, castle, is-
land, fountain, mountain, crane, hill

container
instrumentality

measure

drink, vessel tea, champagne, alcohol, honey, milk, co↵ee, cup, con-
tainer, salt, bowl, mug, maker, spoon, jar, bottle, money,
vessel, straw, diner, glass, bucket, basket, pot, bubble

artifact
whole

furnishing

furnishing, pet linen, sleep, furniture, blanket, bed, spring, crib, pillow,
carpet, couch, pattern, sofa, feline, fabric, bunny, cloth,
piano, floor, chair, square, cat, leather, chest, patio, kitty,
button

clothing
covering

consumer goods

clothing wig, instructor, jacket, bikini, costume, badge, sweater,
shirt, swimsuit, outfit, gentleman, skirt, short, jean, boot,
hat, coat, dude, dress, glove, uniform, clothes, soldier, belt,
mask, cop, pin, ski
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reproductive structure
plant organ

vascular plant

plants pod, bloom, tulip, daisy, cactus, sunflower, berry, blossom,
sweet, rose, lily, vine, tiny, root, vein, pumpkin, garden,
flower, plant, leave, leaf, peel, fruit, bunch, desert, banana,
orange, apple

artifact
part

body part

body parts
house animals

jaw, throat, canine, belly, pupil, cheek, stomach, hamster,
tongue, poodle, mouth, nose, fur, pet, lip, leg, wool, panda,
toe, neck, collar, puppy, skin, licking, body, calf, dog, tag,
lamb

food
nutriment

meat

food beef, herb, season, steak, meat, breakfast, bacon, burger,
rice, meal, sauce, lunch, mustard, cheese, pepper, dinner,
bean, sushi, tomato, seed, potato, salad, food, bone, sand-
wich, turkey, bread, chicken, pizza, cooking, plate, fish

artifact
instrumentality

substance

o�ce crochet, calendar, collection, telephone, menu, note, movie,
ipod, appliance, magazine, table, frog, cardboard, date,
desk, paper, hospital, skull, card, library, box, shell, book,
cord, picture, television, steel, tv, drawer, object, newspa-
per, garbage, night, top, ledge, machine, corner, display,
fire

abstraction
communication

change

communication language, code, information, text, ad, company, graphic,
painting, map, written, exit, mural, letter, word, work, art,
scratch, poster, symbol, heart, advertisement, star, gra�ti,
image, page, spine, border, time, arrow, frame, diamond,
say, portrait, number, birthday, design, circle, decoration,
reading

structure
artifact

area

building elevator, chapel, hallway, apartment, closet, garage, hall,
window, classroom, bedroom, doorway, cathedral, door,
bathroom, story, interior, build, museum, cabin, room,
arch, mannequin, shop, o�ce, club, staircase, store, ho-
tel, reflection, kitchen, tunnel, mirror, pilot, house, ceiling,
aquarium, view, curtain, shade, church

artifact
travel
whole

transportation zone, railway, construction, curve, create, taxi, run, sub-
way, car, cab, drive, automobile, railroad, business, park-
ing, alley, shelter, tram, vehicle, stop, asphalt, course, way,
light, train, police, station, bus, rail, gate, van, sidewalk,
home, line, truck, track, concrete, tra�c, bridge, cross, me-
ter, brick

artifact
structure

whole

farm &
wild animals

deer, dandelion, wild, grass, farm, foliage, windmill, field,
mud, bush, forest, weed, landscape, shed, barn, zoo, hut,
tree, cattle, area, dirt, fence, rock, log, goal, ox, yard, cow,
sheep, goat, lawn, eat, animal, gira↵e, stone, cage, wood,
zebra, mother, horse, lion, bull, elephant, hole

artifact
body part

instrumentality

body
accessories

cigar, haircut, makeup, brow, pug, hip, bracelet, wrist,
pearl, tattoo, elbow, stud, smile, ankle, hand, necklace,
finger, arm, band, smoking, hair, snowman, beard, waist,
thumb, lens, cigarette, loop, woman, burn, cell, knee,
purse, racket, face, nail, foot, shoulder, bride, phone, bag,
camera, lady, groom, skateboard

change
travel
object

travel rapid, village, journey, seashore, swamp, theatre, mist,
storm, scientist, stork, boundary, sunny, coast, country,
boardwalk, sunshine, wet, weather, break, rainbow, dirty,
aisle, flight, rain, meet, ray, sand, day, puddle, escalator,
lab, trail, beach, path, surf, silhouette, nest, walk, snow,
wind, shadow, sunlight, flying, cone, sun, balloon, umbrella
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artifact
instrumentality

device

building
vehicle

pain, capital, minute, gauge, coal, cottage, rust, lantern,
anchor, angel, speak, steeple, motor, dome, port, iron, pole,
globe, rod, pipe, bulb, engine, hose, bell, model, seat, roof,
porch, sculpture, monument, flame, handle, tank, lamp,
gun, flag, bar, chain, wall, deck, bike, side, bottom, fig-
ure, wagon, rope, tower, wire, clock, scooter, step, blade,
motorcycle, bench, bicycle, smoke, statue, carriage

person
organism

causal agent

people
activities

fun, violin, nurse, brother, lingerie, monk, parent, dad, jew-
elry, huge, played, santa, doctor, basketball, terrier, instru-
ment, music, captain, take, football, man, father, young,
daughter, drum, mom, trick, son, jump, held, pets, men,
blonde, friend, employee, colorful, skating, person, guy,
boy, swing, girl, safety, photographer, racing, swimming,
female, clown, disc, skate, adult, kid, winter, guitar, child,
baseball, driver, ball, air, carry, worker

person
change

organism

Misc rattle, news, song, ant, imagine, send, emotion, arrange,
living, jazz, ripples, inn, god, learn, please, violent, frag-
ile, marrow, aerial, misty, inch, unhappy, devil, essen-
tial, avoid, squad, tobacco, prey, flowers, banker, urban,
protest, replace, saint, psychology, demon, movement, hol-
iday, rabbi, pollution, mayor, illusion, dense, entertain,
wisdom, underwater, manner, awareness, politician, pray,
give, lawyer, become, participate, supper, trial, vinyl, law,
gymnastics, droplets, odd, believe, dawn, brain, secre-
tary, brandy, retain, fail, communication, wasp, interest,
gasoline, plenty, concert, helium, noise, locked, demoli-
tion, activity, payment, lose, great, literature, allow, bring,
nephew, abstract, soul, paws, guardian, win, funny, might,
expand, dreary, lover, tax, friends, skill, jail, put, uncle, an-
cient, joy, tough, tropical, happiness, boys, population, un-
derground, understand, wander, stairs, abundance, value,
idea, exhibition, cancer, choice, males, professor, reduce,
mad, depth, hockey, discussion, flexible, compare, collect,
appointment, exotic, think, seem, confidence, bad, steal,
get, birds, dull, ceremony, abandoned, relaxed, sailing, in-
dustrial, lips, sunglasses, normal, surfers

change
person

causal agent

Misc jellyfish, add, fact, journal, proof, paragraph, oak, liver,
impression, danger, chipmunk, explosion, vision, chess,
quote, rally, diet, prince, remain, receive, minister, sketch,
sad, arrive, reef, task, college, leader, origami, stencil,
planet, maid, champion, bold, chapter, army, actor, mal-
lard, camp, sense, companion, formula, timber, conversa-
tion, warrior, pride, dew, theme, queen, vacation, com-
fort, age, self, mare, morning, redhead, mill, cold, cel-
ebration, reader, flood, phrase, era, cent, evening, zom-
bie, partner, construct, know, violet, cellar, gut, august,
manager, winner, copper, hard, autumn, mechanic, singer,
month, tiles, bishop, poppy, miniature, festival, justice, at-
tention, spider, blurred, children, listen, colour, animals,
women, carnival, hound, girls, definition, triumph, hero,
kids, peace, vitamin, week, dusk, dragonfly, job, web, wolf,
sunrise, go, smart, author, president, quest, auto, grave-
yard, heavy, fashion, article, atmosphere, summer, flesh,
restless, gather, emergency, cannon, suds, north, sell, vine-
gar, cute, world, pyramid, ford, handwriting, formal, wife,
architecture, ..., wedding

Table D.4: Members of the 40 clusters in ES. Clusters are ordered by size.
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Figure D.1: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means clusters of ES and EL (y
and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.2: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means clusters of ES and EV (y
and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.3: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between K-means clusters of EL and EV (y
and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.4: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between Agglomerative clusters of ES and
EL (y and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.5: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between Agglomerative clusters of ES and
EV (y and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.6: Heatmap of Jaccard coe�cients between Agglomerative clusters of EL and
EV (y and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.7: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between Agglomerative clusters of ES and
EL (y and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.8: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between Agglomerative clusters of ES and
EV (y and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.9: Cluster map of Jaccard coe�cients between Agglomerative clusters of EL and
EV (y and x axes respectively).
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Figure D.10: T-SNE plot of ES with 40 cluster labels obtained by K-means clustering.
TSNE perplexity = 52.
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Appendix E

Mutual Information of Semantic
Spaces
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(a) IHSIC , �: median, d = 3

(b) IHSIC , �: median, d = 11 (c) IHSIC , �: median, d = 12

(d) IHSIC , �: median, d = 13 (e) IHSIC , �: median, d = 50

Figure E.1: Estimated Mutual Informations: I(EL, EV ) (red) and I(EL, ES) (blue) for
di↵erent corpus sizes.
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(a) IHSIC , �: median, d = 3

(b) IHSIC , �: median, d = 11 (c) IHSIC , �: median, d = 12

(d) IHSIC , �: median, d = 13 (e) IHSIC , �: median, d = 50

Figure E.2: Estimated Mutual Informations: I(EL, EV ) (red) and I(EL, ES) (blue) for
di↵erent word frequency ranges.
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Appendix F

Centroid Contexts
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